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Code of Conduct
The 1st AsiaEvo Conference assumes that most people are intelligent and well-intentioned,
and we're not inclined to tell people what to do. However, we want the conference to be a
safe and productive environment for everyone. Attendees should respect common sense
rules for public behavior, personal interaction, common courtesy, and respect for private
property.
Our conference doesn’t condone harassment or offensive behavior, at our conference
venues or anywhere. It's counter to our organization values. More importantly, it's counter to
our values as human beings.
Abusive, racist, sexist, harassing, or threatening behavior towards any other participant or
directed at any organizer, editor, sponsor, staff or security will not be tolerated.
We invite you to help us make our conference a place that is welcoming and respectful to all
participants, regardless of race, gender, age, sexual orientation, disability, physical
appearance, national origin, ethnicity, or religion. This allows everyone the opportunity to
focus on the conference itself, and the great networking and community richness that
happens when we get together in person. Please report any incident in which an attendee of
the meeting is abusive, insulting, intimidating, bothersome, or acting in an unsafe or illegal
manner to our staff or security immediately.
We expect all participants to follow the Code of Conduct during the conference. This includes
conference-related social events at off-site locations, and in related online communities and
social media. Participants asked to stop any harassing behavior are expected to comply
immediately. Conference participants violating this Code of Conduct may be expelled from
the conference without a refund.
Please bring any concern to the immediate attention of the event staff, or contact the
Secretariat of our conference, at asianevo@service.genomics.cn. We thank our participants
for your help in keeping the event welcoming, respectful, and friendly to all participants.
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Welcome Letter
Dear AsiaEvo 2018 Participants:
On behalf of the organizers, I sincerely welcome you to join the First AsiaEvo Conference which
is held during 18-20th April 2018 at Dameisha in Shenzhen, the ‘silicon valley’ of China.
Despite the fact that there are increasing numbers of exciting findings made by evolutionary
biologists from Asian countries, there is still no international community to enhance this
academic trend in Asia. The AsiaEvo Conference will serve as a platform to promote the
communications between evolutionary researchers from Asian countries and the rest of world.
The conference will provide opportunity for the mutual recognition of each other’s researches
and establishment of future collaborations. The AsiaEvo does not exclude scientists from Asian
countries, but actively mix scientists and students from all over the world to join the
communication together.
With such an aim, together with the organizers of the 44 sessions of this conference, we invited
over 120 distinguished invited speakers from all over the world, and from all major research
fields in evolutionary study. Upon the full schedule of oral presentations, we also have a poster
session to be held in China National GeneBank, where all the attendees can interact with each
other.
Though it is still at its young age, Shenzhen has been a gateway for China to the outside world,
and is among the most well-developed Chinese cities in economy and technology. Nowadays,
Shenzhen is heading to the direction of an international and innovative city, and is regarded as
the new Silicon Valley in China. The city has attracted talented people from all over China and
the world, which is the same as our conference. It is my great pleasure and honor to welcome
all of you to the first AsiaEvo Conference. I wish you enjoy the meeting and have a great
discussion with colleagues from various fields.

Guojie Zhang
Chair of the 1st AsiaEvo Conference

Chair Guojie Zhang
Dr. Guojie Zhang is an evolutionary geneticist working on biodiversity genomics. He is a full professor
at Department of Biology in University of Copenhagen , associate director of China
National Genebank, and the adjunct professor at Kunming Institute of Zoology.
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Scientific Organizing Committee

Hiroshi Akashi

Shu-Miaw Chaw

Population Genetics and Genome Evolution
Department of Population Genetics, National
Institute of Genetics at Japan
https://www.nig.ac.jp/labs/EvoGen/index.html

Evolution, Phylogenetics and Comparative
Genomics
Biodiversity Research Center, Academia
Sinica
http://biodiv.sinica.edu.tw/en/index.php?pi=9

Qiaomei Fu

Naoki Irie

Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology
Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology, Chinese Academy of Sciences
http://english.ivpp.cas.cn/

Evolutionary Developmental Biology
University of Tokyo
http://www.biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/users/hassei/irie/

Antonia Monteiro

Kinya Ota

Evolutionary Developmental Biology
National University of Singapore
http://lepdata.org/monteiro/

Evolutionary Developmental Biology
Academia Sinica
http://icob.sinica.edu.tw/index_en.php

Uma Ramakrishnan

Chau-Ti Ting

Heritage of South Asia
National Centre for Biological Sciences at India
https://www.ncbs.res.in/faculty/uma

Genetic and Morphological Diversity
National Taiwan University
http://homepage.ntu.edu.tw/~ctting/Home.html

Zhiheng Wang

Xing Xu

Macroecology, Biodiversity Conservation and
Climate Change Biology
Peking University
http://www.macroecology-pku.org/index.aspx

Vertebrate Paleontology
Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology, Chinese Academy of Sciences
http://english.ivpp.cas.cn/

Jr-Kai Yu

Qi Zhou

Evolution of Developmental Mechanisms; Origin of
VertebrateAnimals
Institute of Cellular and Organismic Biology, Academia Sinica
http://icob.sinica.edu.tw/pilab/SuYuLab/Su_and_Yu_Lab/Home.html

Evolution of Sex Chromosomes and Sex
Determination Mechanisms
Zhejiang University
http://www.qizhoulab.org/

Guojie Zhang

Shaohong Feng

Phylogenomics and Behavior Genetics
University of Copenhagen & China National GeneBank &
Kunming Institute of Zoology, CAS
http://zhanggjlab.cn/en/

Secretary of AsiaEvo
BGI

Honorary Chair
Zhonghe Zhou
Dr. Zhonghe Zhou is a vertebrate paleontologist, focusing on early bird evolution.
He is currently director of the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology of Chinese Academy of Sciences
and president of the international Palaeontological Association, the member of the CAS and foreign associate of the National
Academy of Sciences of USA.
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Meet the Editors
Tuesday, April 17th, 2018 19:30 – 20:30 LIHAI HALL

Lei Cheng

Scott Edmunds

Managing Editor

Executive Editor

Takema Fukatsu

Laurie Goodman

Associate Editors

Editor in Chief

Vera Domingues

Shigeru Kuratani

Senior Editor

Editor in Chief

Jun Lyu

Magdalena Skipper

Senior Editor

Editor in Chief

Zhijian Tu

Yixin Yao

Editor in Chief

Associate Editor
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General Information
Badges
Badges are required for admission to all sessions, posters, receptions, and the CNGB tour.
Security will not allow individuals without badges to enter the conference room. If you lose your
badge, you may request a replacement badge at the conference registration desk.

Registration Hours
Registrants can pick up conference materials at the registration desk during the following times:
9:00 AM - 7:00 PM, April 17-19th
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM, April 20th

Oral Presentation
Presentation files should be uploaded either to the dropbox site or at the registration desk at least 3
hours before their scheduled presentation time.

Poster Presentation
Poster speakers can leave your posters in the collection box at the registration desk before 6 PM on
April 18th, 2018. We will hang the posters for you. If you miss the time, please hang the posters yourself when you arrive at China National GeneBank in the afternoon of April 19th.

CNGB Tour
We organize a tour China National GeneBank (CNGB) on the afternoon of April 19th during the poster
session. The departure time of the tour bus is 4:00 PM, and the arrival time at CNGB will be 4:30 PM.
Attendees will receive a Group Number upon arrival at CNGB and will be divided into different groups
for the tour. The tour will start at 4:45 PM. After the tour, there will be a dinner at 7:00 PM at CNGB.
All attendees will leave CNGB at 9:00 PM. Poster Speakers will present their posters in the
Multi-Functional Hall at CNGB on the afternoon of April 19th.

Meals
Lunch, coffee and snacks will be provided every day during the conference time.
The dinner location and time can be found down below:
Date

Starting Time

Arrangement

7:00 PM

Welcome Reception

Lihai Hall, Sheraton Dameisha Resort

April 19th

7:00 PM

Buffet

China National GeneBank

April 20th

7:00 PM

Farewell Chinese Dinner*

The Grand Ballroom, Sheraton Dameisha Resort

April 17th

Location

April 18th

* Registration and payment are required for the banquet on April 20th in the Ballroom.
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Recommended Restaurant Nearby
Dragon Court (粤菜王府)
Dragon Court is a restaurant famous for traditional Cantonese cuisine. It is located on the first floor of
the Sheraton Dameisha Resort.

Capri (卡普里意大利餐厅)
Capri is a Italian Restaurant located on the second floor of the Sheraton Dameisha Resort where you
can enjoy the beautiful seascape while having your meal.

Wugu Fang Squab (五谷芳乳鸽王海景店)
Wugu Squab Wang is a very popular restaurant in Shenzhen, famous for its grilled pigeon, a
speciality of Cantonese cuisine. It is located on the first floor of Building 3 of La Waterfront Hotel.
Address in Chinese: 大梅沙盐梅路96号海景酒店3号楼1楼

Childcare/Kids’ Club
Attendees may bring children under the age of 18 to the conference venue provided the children do
not disrupt the conference. Children must be accompanied by a parent or guardian at all times in
Sheraton Dameisha Resort. The organizers of the 1st AsiaEvo Conference does not screen any of the
childcare services and assumes no responsibility with respect to these services and accepts no
liability.
A Kid's Club is located in Sheraton Dameisha Resort. The Kids' Club offerings include a multitude of
toys, game machines, and various game tools for a fee ranges from 38 CNY to 100 CNY. The Kids'
club is unsupervised and the organizers of the 1st AsiaEvo Conference are not responsible for any
accidents or injuries that may occur.

Wi-Fi Service
Network Name: Sheraton
Username: AsiaEvo2018
Password: AsiaEvo2018
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Program Schedule

Registration

17th (Tues)
Welcome reception in LIHAI HALL & Editor Session

Ballroom Ⅱ

Opening ceremony (LIHAI HALL)
Welcome Speeches: Huanming Yang, Zhonghe Zhou, Guojie Zhang
18-1C: Connecting evolutionary biology, medical
sciences and public health

Ballroom Ⅲ

18-1D: Inference using genomic sequence data
under the multispecies coalescent model

Aegean Ⅲ

9:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 21: 00

Ballroom Ⅰ
18-1B: New answers to classic morphological
questions (Organized and sponsored by CDE)

18th (Wed)
8:00 - 8:30

18-1A: Genomic/Genetic basis of domestication
Coffee/Tea Break

8:30 - 10:30

18-2D: The evolution of behavioral responses in
biological invasions

10:30 - 10:50

18-2C: Fitness landscapes, experimental evolution,
and evolutionary forecasting

18-2A: Ornithology in the era of genomics

18-2B: Mapping vertebrate musculoskeletal evolution
on phylogeny (Organized and sponsored by CDE)

10:50 - 12:50

18-3D: Rapid microevolution of invasive species

Lunch
18-3C: Yeast as a model for understanding
evolutionary mechanisms

12:50 - 14:00

18-3B: Vertebrate macroevolution: Integrating
paleontological and neontological data and methods

18-3A: Plant genome evolution

18-4D: Phenotypic evolvability (Organized and
sponsored by CDE)

14:00 - 16:00

18-4C: Making evolution visible

Aegean Ⅲ

Coffee/Tea Break
18-4B: Origin and early evolution of organ systems

Ballroom Ⅲ

19-1D: Evolutionary cell biology: Origin and
evolution of neurons

16:00 - 16:20

Ballroom Ⅱ

19-1C: Mode of Speciation in the Genomic Era

18-4A: Genomics of adaptation

Ballroom Ⅰ

19-1B: Evolution in primates: From adaptation to
population genetics in our relatives

Coffee/Tea Break

19th (Thur)
19-1A: Mutational bias and evolution of
duplicate genes

16:20 - 18:20

8:30 - 10:30
10:30 - 10:50

19-2D: The developmental origin of novel
complex traits

Ballroom Ⅱ

19-3B: Human evolution and adaptation

20-1C: New models of cooperation and mutualism:
Theory and experiments

Ballroom Ⅲ

19-3C: Diversity across the scales of life

20-2D: Cancer as an evolutionary process

20-1D: Diverse dimensions of evolution: Behavior,
culture and consciousness

Aegean Ⅲ

19-3D: Evolution under the sea

19-2C: Convergent evolution as non-artificial repetitive

19-2B: The human genomic history of Southeast Asia experiments (Organized and sponsored by CDE)

10:50 -12:50
Lunch

19-2A: Genomic nucleotide landscapes:
Molecular and evolutionary mechanisms

Ballroom Ⅰ

20-1B: Molecular and genetic basis of adaptive
evolution

20-2C: Evolution of symbiosis (Organized and
sponsored by CDE)

20-3D: Darwin's abominable mystery: Origin of
flowering plants

12:50 - 14:00

10:50 - 12:50

Coffee/Tea Break

Lunch

Coffee/Tea Break
20-2A: Evolutionary dynamics of small RNAmediated regulation

20-4A: The role of effective population size in evolution:
From molecules and molecular function to populations

20-3A: The behavior of animals: Evolution and
mechanisms

Banquet in Ballroom (with Dinner Speeches)

14:00 -16:00

20th (Fri)
20-1A: Gene regulatory evolution

20-2B: Evolution of sex

20-3C: Evolutionary genomics of pollinating insects
and their symbionts

Student Award

19-3A: Molecular mechanisms in evolution of
genes and genomes
Poster Session & CNGB tour (Dinner included)

12:50 - 14:00
14:00 - 16:00
16:20 - 21: 00

8:30 - 10:30

20-3B: Dosage compensation and sex-biased gene
expression

20-4C: Mitochondrial genomics, evolution and
diseases

16:20 - 18:20

16:00 - 16:20

10:30 - 10:50

20-4B: Evolution of dispersal: From mathematical
modeling to field studies

19:00 - 21: 00
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12:50 - 14:00

12:35 - 12:50

12:20 - 12:35

11:50 - 12:20

11:20 - 11:50

10:50 - 11:20

Session Chairs

10:30 - 10:50

10:15 - 10:30

10:00 - 10:15

9:30 - 10:00

9:00 - 9:30

8:30 - 9:00

Session Chairs

Bruce Rannala
Identifying lineage-specific targets of Darwin selection
by bayesian analysis of genomic polymorphism and
divergence from multiple species

Milind Watve
Using large-scale public health data to explore human
vulnerability to disease
Jacobus J. Boomsma
Genetics of lactase persistence in iranian populations

Zhi-Kun Gai
Flight feather-specific morphogenesis in
the avian embryo
Koji Tamura
Morphological novelty in the vertebrate limb
created by the water-to-land transition
Mikiko Tanaka

Ludovic Orlando

Ancient genomics and the evolutionary
origins of domestic pigs, dogs, and chickens

Greger Larson

Domestication and modern breeding in rice

Xuehui Huang

The role of behaviour in the expansion of
non-indigenous species in low biodiversity marine
environments: Iceland as a case study
Population size and the predictability of antibiotic
resistance evolution
Arjan de Visser
Dynamic fitness landscapes in fluctuating environments
Tina Kang
Reconsideration of Wright's adaptive landscape and
Fisher's FTNS: Modern dynamical modeling perspective
Ping Ao

Mapping evolution of skeletogenesis on
mammalian phylogeny: Constraints and variation
Daisuke Koyabu
Ontogenetic tooth reduction in dinosaurs and
macroevolution of avian beaks
Shuo Wang
Does facial anatomy follow the topographical
relationships of facial primordia?
Hiroki Higashiyama

The role of secondary gene flow in species
differentiation

Frank Rheindt

Standing non-coding variation as the
predominant genetic sources of the
altitudinal adaptation of a songbird

Shou-hsien Li

Population genomic analysis of crested ibis
based on modern and historical DNA data

Shaohong Feng

Lunch

Jaimie T A Dick

Kavita Jain

Zhe-Xi Luo

Wen-Hsiung Li

Kit Magellan

Temperature effects on cognitive abilities in a globally
invasive fish: Plasticity, development and evolution

Sudipta Tung

Evolution of dispersal components and syndrome in
Drosophila: The story of two sexes

Gudbjorg Asta Olafsdottir

Eco-evolutionary experience driving invasive alien
species success and failure: a predictive framework
Rapid adaptation of a polygenic trait via selective
sweeps and subtle changes

Genetic basis of feather diversity in birds

Martin Reichard

Bjørn Østman

Shigeru Kuratani
Evolutionary development and homoplasy in
the tympanic ring of the middle ear among
Mammaliaformes

Individual behavioral decisions contingent upon
coevolutionary dynamics modulate the impact of
biological invasions

Kit Magellan

18-2D: The evolution of behavioral responses in
biological invasions

Scott Edwards

Evolutionary forecasting through quantitative analysis
of fitness landscapes

Developmental bases for the acquisition of the
turtle shell

Ping Ao & Bjørn Østman

Tatsuya Hirasawa

A comparativ e program f or identif y ing
genomic regions underly ing conv ergent
traits in birds

18-2A: Ornithology in the era of
genomics
Fu-Min Lei & Scott Edwards

18-2C: Fitness landscapes, experimental
evolution, and evolutionary forecasting

Chi Zhang

Sara May Bergstresser

Shyam Gopalakrishnan

18-2B: Mapping vertebrate musculoskeletal evolution
on phylogeny (Organized and sponsored by CDE)

Inferring reticulate evolution under multispecies network
coalescent model

Evolutionary biology in public health policymaking:
Considering human-pathogen coevolution and
unintended consequences

Coffee/Tea Break

Tianqi Zhu

Hadi Charati

Improving our understanding of dog
domestication using ancient dog and wolf
genomes

Maximum likelihood implementation of an isolationwith-migration model for testing gene flow

Hua Chen

Too many species? Delimiting species using the
multispecies coalescent

Behavioural origins of obesity and type 2 diabetes

Zi-Heng Yang

Randolph Nesse

Tatsuya Hirasawa
Transition of visceral arches from cyclostomes
to ganathostomes: An intermediate stage
revealed by developmental and fossil evidence

Ya-Ping Zhang

Multispecies coalescent: an overview

Opportunities at the evolution and medicine interface

Evolutionary developmental perspectives on the
variability of vertebrate limb muscleconnection

Tracking six millenia of horse selection,
admixture and management with complete
genome time-series

Domestication genomics of dog

Jacobus J. Boomsma

Shigeru Kuratani
Tianqi Zhu & Chi Zhang

Aegean Ⅲ
18-1D: Inference using genomic sequence data
under the multispecies coalescent model

Ballroom Ⅲ
18-1C: Connecting evolutionary biology, medical
sciences and public health

Ballroom Ⅱ
18-1B: New answers to classic morphological
questions (Organized and sponsored by CDE)

Ballroom Ⅰ

Wednesday, April 18th, 2018 8:30 – 14:00

18-1A: Genomic/Genetic basis of
domestication
Wen Wang

concurrent sessions

Jarkko Salojarvi

TBC

Dacheng Tian

Mutational "Matthew Effect" during meiosis in plants

Qiang Xu

18-3A: Plant genome evolution

Ballroom Ⅰ

Evolution of mammalian middle ear – new
discoveries from and challenges for paleontology
and developmental biology

Addressing the avian digital homology issue: A
multidisciplinary approach to understanding
bird origins
Xing Xu

Min Zhu

Shaping of vertebrate jaws as evidenced from the
fossil record

Graham Slater

Promise and potential of the vertebrate fossil
record for phylogenetic Paleobiology:
Macroevolution in the 21st century

Xing Xu

18-3B: Vertebrate macroevolution: Integrating
paleontological and neontological data and methods

Ballroom Ⅱ

Feng-Yan Bai

The origin and adaptive evolution of domestic
populations of yeast from far east asia

Xiong-Lei He

Decompose genetic causations in the light of
evolution

Jun-Yi Leu

Multiple intermolecular interactions facilitate rapid
evolution of essential genes

Jian-Zhi Zhang

Mapping multi-environment fitness landscapes
of a yeast tRNA gene

Wen-Feng Qian

18-3C: Yeast as a model for understanding
evolutionary mechanisms

Ballroom Ⅲ

Yaping Lin

Changes in the zooplankton community due to
ballast water chlorination treatment

Carolyn Tepolt

Rapid adaptation to temperature in the globally
invasive European green crab, Carcinus maenas

Carol Eunmi Lee

Rapid Evolution of Key Functional Traits during
Habitat Invasions

Hugh MacIsaac

False negatives and false positives hinder early
detection of alien invasive species in aquatic
ecosystems

18-3D: Rapid microevolution of invasive
species
Aibin Zhan

Aegean Ⅲ

Wednesday, April 18th, 2018 14:00 – 18:20

Qiang Xu

Jin Meng

Shigehiro Kuraku

Genomic exploration of 400 million years of
elasmobranch evolution: Clues for visual ecology of
sharks

Kathryn Elmer

Parallel and non-parallel aspects of replicate ecological
and evolutionary divergence: An example from
radiations of northern fishes

Hongru Wang

The origin of rice domestication: single or multiple?

Characterization of TLR gene family based on Lampetra
japonica full-length transcriptome provides insights into the
evolution of vertebrate immune system

Xiao-Ya Ma

Origin and early evolution of organ systems —
insights from exceptionally preserved cambrian
fossils

Andreas Hejnol

The evolution of the animal digestive tract — a tale
of openings

Nicholas J. Strausfeld

What is a brain, when did it originate, and what did
it comprise?

18-4B: Origin and early evolution of organ
systems
Xiao-Ya Ma

Dong Wei

Phylogenetic analyses of fossil musk deer
(Artiodactyla, Mammalia) in contrast to molecular
evidences

Tracy Chih-Ting Koubková Yu

Foreign Hsp90 promotes phenotypic novelty
through network co-adaptation

Kinya G. Ota

Domestication history and evolutionary
developmental biology of twin-tail goldfish

Nicolas Rohner

Out of the dark. Making cavefish metabolic
evolution visible

Chikara Furusawa

High-throughput laboratory evolution of E. Coli to
unveil phenotypic plasticity and constraint

Kinya G. Ota

Wen-Qing Cao

G content in 3' UTR is a dominant predictor for
polyadenylation efficiency and alternative
polyadenylation

Yang Yang

Whole genome resequencing reveals population
structure and genetic mechanism of body size
variation in Chinese pigs

Naoki Irie

"Cost of complexity" hypothesis supported in
animal embryonic evolution?

Miho Kitazawa

Constrained variation in organ arrangements of
basal eudicot flowers

Kunihiko Kaneko

Theory for direction and constraint in phenotypic
evolution

18-4D: Phenotypic evolvability (Organized
and sponsored by CDE)
Naoki Irie & Kunihiko Kaneko

Newton Otecko

Peiwen Xiong
Whole-genome Resequencing and Phenotypic Analyses
Reveal Adaptation to Unique Tropical Environmental
Stressors in African Indigenous Chickens

Rapid genome-wide evolution of 3’ UTRs in cichlid fishes

Paolo Franchini

18-4A: Genomics of adaptation

Coffee/Tea Break

Genome-wide evidence for subspecies recognition and
adaptive divergence in the tiger (Panthera tigris)

Ting Zhu
Genome-wide relaxation of selective constraints
characterizes evolution of annualism in African killifishes
Rongfeng Cui

General Discussion Time

18-4C: Making evolution visible

Yuechen Liu

Genomic basis of the domestication of citrus

Yu Zhang

Large-scale comparative epigenomics reveals
hierarchical regulation of non-CG methylation in
Arabidopsis

concurrent sessions

Session Chairs
14:00 - 14:30

14:30 - 15:00

15:00 - 15:30

15:30 - 15:45

15:45 - 16:00

16:00 - 16:20

Session Chairs

16:20 - 16:50

16:50 - 17:20

17:20 - 17:50

17:50 - 18:05

18:05 - 18:20
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12:50 - 14:00

12:35 - 12:50

12:20 - 12:35

11:50 - 12:20

11:20 - 11:50

10:50 - 11:20

Session Chairs

10:30 - 10:50

10:15 - 10:30

10:00 - 10:15

9:30 - 10:00

9:00 - 9:30

8:30 - 9:00

Session Chairs

19-1C: Mode of Speciation in the Genomic Era

Aegean Ⅲ

Xiao Liu
Towards the genetic and neuronal mechanisms of
behavioral diversification
Yun Ding
Mammalian hair-controlled genes ASH expressed in
Drosophila and their functional evolution

Cortical evolution from reptiles to mammals: A view
from the hippocampus
Robert Naumann

Kyoichi Sawamura
Proteotoxic stress due to loss of interaction partners
induces reproductive isolation in yeast hybrids
Hsin-Yi Lee
Two Kentish plover species with contrasting
demographic histories are revealed from de-novo
genome sequencing and population re-sequencing
Nan Zhang
Selection and environmental adaptation along a path
to speciation in the Tibetan frog Nanorana parkeri
Bao-Lin Zhang

Great ape population history and admixture
Martin Kuhlwilm
Reconciling phylogenetic dating using direct estimation
of mutation rates in great apes
Mikkel Heide Schierup
Genomic analysis of snub-nosed monkeys
(Rhinopithecus) identifies genes and processes
related to high-altitude adaptation
Hong Wu
The exonization and functionalization of an Alu-J element
in the protein coding region of glycoprotein hormone alpha
gene represent a novel mechanism to the evolution of
hemochorial placentation in primates

Cheng Deng

The impact of Pack-MULEs on rice gene
structure, base composition, and expression
spectrum

Ning Jiang

How bacteria and cancer cells regulate
mutagenesis and their ability to evolve

Susan M. Rosenberg

Rapid and asymmetrical diversification of
the Sdic multigene family in Drosophila
melanogaster

Jose Ranz

Human genomic duplications and their
associated genomic instability

Feng Zhang

Comparative transcriptomics support the wing gene
cooption hypothesis for the origin of the novel
treehopper helmet
Elizabeth Jockusch
The molecular and developmental evolution of
eyespots on butterfly wings

An unbiased, genome-wide screen uncovers new
links between convergent molecular and convergent
phenotypic evolution
Michael Hiller
Adaptive convergent evolution of two specialized
bamboo feeders: giant and red pandas

Mitochondrial genomes of present-day Thai and Lao
people
Wibhu Kutanan
Analysis of mitochondrial DNA phylogeography of
Vietnam among Mainland Southeast Asia
Thuy Duong Nguyen

Functional conservation of DNA sequence
determinants that define mammalian
enhancers and promoters

Lunch

Mark Stoneking

Shuqing Xu

Murray Cox

Congyu Yu

Protoceratops baby skulls with egg-tooth give new
evidence for the ontogeny of basal ceratopsian

Min-Sheng Peng
Yan Hao

A genomic history of Indonesia

The genetic prehistory of eastern Indonesia

A parallel mechanism underlying frizzle in chickens

Comparative transcriptomics of three pairs of tit
species reveals convergent high-altitude adaption
and tissue-specific expression
Genetic basis of repeated evolution in sticklebacks:
Insights from population genomics in Pungitius
sticklebacks
Baocheng Guo

Antonia Monteiro

Yi-Bo Hu

Ultra-low genetic variation in the common
duckweed is associated with its
exceptionally low mutation rate

Codon-resolution analysis reveals a direct
and context-dependent impact of individual
synonymous mutations on mRNA level
Siyu Chen

Hiroshi Akashi

Soojin Yi
"Hitchhiking" and adaptive protein evolution:
Why do fast-evolving proteins show
reduced codon usage bias in Drosophila

Yoshinori Tomoyasu

Kenji Fukushima

Maude Phipps

Deepa Agashe

Dissecting the common evolutionary route to
carnivorous plants

Dual evolutionary origin of insect wings

Indigenous communities of Malaysia, their genetic
history and health

Kenji Fukushima & Mitsuyasu Hasebe

Investigating the causes of large shifts in
bacterial GC content

19-2D: The developmental origin of novel
complex traits
Antonia Monteiro

Boyuan Sun

Brigitte Galliot

19-2B: The human genomic history of Southeast
Asia
Mark Stoneking & Murray Cox

19-2C: Convergent evolution as non-artificial repetitive
experiments(Organized and sponsored by CDE)

Masaki Hoso

19-2A: Genomic nucleotide landscapes:
Molecular and evolutionary mechanisms
Hiroshi Akashi

Coffee/Tea Break

A conserved regulatory network for a lateral neural
plate border lineage from worm to vertebrate

Interaction among nucleoporins and reproductive
isolation in Drosophila

Yoko Satta

Hideki Innan

Can epithelial plasticity compensate for deficient
neurogenesis in eumetazoans?

Primate genomes: structure, function, and evolution

Evolutionary fates of extra gene copies
and their evolution

Geography and evolutionary process of snail
speciation by left-right reversals

Tomas Marques-Bonet & Martin Kuhlwilm & So Jung Han

Jr-Kai Yu

19-1D: Evolutionary cell biology: Origin and
evolution of neurons

Yong E. Zhang
Chau-Ti Ting & Masaki Hoso

Ballroom Ⅲ

Ballroom Ⅱ
19-1B: Evolution in primates: From adaptation to
population genetics in our relatives

Ballroom Ⅰ

Thursday, April 19th, 2018 8:30 – 14:00

19-1A: Mutational bias and evolution of
duplicate genes

concurrent sessions

Qing-Hua Shi

RPL10L is required for male meiotic division by
compensating for inactivated RPL10 during meiotic
sex chromosome inactivation in mice

Shu-Nong Bai

The evolution of conceptual frameworks: From shapebased, gene based to function-based

Igor V. Sharakhov

Mechanisms and patterns of chromosome evolution in
malaria mosquitoes

Victor Luria

Variation and novelty in evolution: de novo genes arise
and enable protein structural innovation

Man-Yuan Long

Flash Introduction

Man-Yuan Long & Guo-Jie Zhang

19-3A: Molecular mechanisms in evolution of genes
and genomes

Ballroom Ⅰ

Transgenic rhesus monkeys carrying the human
MCPH1 gene copies show human-like neoteny of
brain development

Melinda Yang

40,000-year-old individual from Asia provides
insight into early population structure in Eurasia

Charleston Chiang

The impact of demographic history on human
complex traits

Shu-Hua Xu

Human genetic admixture and adaptive evolution
in Western China

Rasmus Nielsen

Identifying signatures of local human adaptation

Qiao-Mei Fu

Flash Introduction

Charleston Chiang & Qiao-Mei Fu & Wen-Ya Ko

19-3B: Human evolution and adaptation

Ballroom Ⅱ

Saitou Naruya

Genome diversity is central to natural history
studies

Kristine Bohmann

Making the most of metabarcoding in diet studies
— a study on vampire bats

Xin Zhou

Understanding pollinator and pollination diversities
using genome-skimming high-throughput
sequencing methods

Chao-Chun Wei

Widespread of horizontal gene transfer in the
human genome

Shu-Miaw Chaw

The evolution of diverse plastid genomes in
gymnosperms

Saitou Naruya or Tom Gilbert

Flash Introduction

Saitou Naruya & Tom Gilbert

19-3C: Diversity across the scales of life

Ballroom Ⅲ

Shi Wang

Understanding the macro- and micro-evolution
of bivalves: Insights from two scallop genomes

Ya-Fei Mao

Introgression and climate change facilitated the
diversification and rise to dominance of the
reef-building coral genus Acropora

Tsai-Ming Lu

Dicyemid mesozoan genome reveals adaptations
to the parasitic lifestyle

Bo Dong

Elongation of ascidian notochord

Miyamoto Norio

How does bone eating worm Osedax eat whale
bones

Nori Satou

Flash Introduction

Noriyuki Satoh & Kinya G. Ota

19-3D: Evolution under the sea

Aegean Ⅲ

Thursday, April 19th, 2018 14:00 – 21:00

TEs remodeled the regulatory landscape that mediates
progesterone responsiveness

Bing Su

Poster Session & CNGB tour (Dinner included)

Vincent Lynch

concurrent sessions

Session Chairs
14:00 - 14:05

14:05 - 14:35

14:35 - 15:05

15:05 - 15:25

15:25 - 15:45

15:45 - 16:00

16:00 - 21:00

11

12

12:50 - 14:00

12:35 - 12:50

12:20 - 12:35

11:50 - 12:20

11:20 - 11:50

10:50 - 11:20

Session Chairs

10:30 - 10:50

10:15 - 10:30

10:00 - 10:15

9:30 - 10:00

9:00 - 9:30

8:30 - 9:00

Session Chairs

Kohei Tamura

Wen-Ying Shou
Determinant of cooperation in rural Chinese
populations
Ruth Mace
Dome-shaped interaction: An evolutionary
mechanism of cooperation or mutualism among
antagonists at community level
Chuan Yan

Shoji Kawamura
Molecular and genetic basis underlying freshwater
colonization and adaptation in sticklebacks
Asano Ishikawa
Comparative transcriptome profiling of two loaches
(Trilophysa bleekeri and T. rosa) reveals potential
mechanisms for eye degeneration
Qingyuan Zhao
Divergent and parallel routes of biochemical
adaptation in high-altitude passerine birds from
the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau
Xiaojia Zhu

Wei Chen

Fire ant queen number is regulated by a social
supergene

John Wang

Genetic basis for rapid and extensive divergence
in gene expression during development

Lingyu Wang

Primate-specific long non-Coding RNA (LncRNA) genes
represent a novel class of cell viability regulators and
therapeutics targets in human breast cancer

Leonard Lipovich

Zhixi Su
CELLO: A Cancer EvoLution toolbox for Longitudinal
data analytics

Proto-farming and the carried microbiome in a
social amoeba
Longfei Shu
Extraordinary diversity and evolution of
endosymbionts across weevil tree of life

Transitions between female and male
heterogamety in closely related tilapiines by gene
mutation and hybridization
Deshou Wang
Sex determination in mosquitoes: Mechanism,
evolution and application
Zhijian Tu

Paolo Franchini

Transcriptional interference by small transcripts
in proximal promoter regions

Wojciech Makalowski

Lunch

Jian Lu

Differential gene regulation by microRNAs in the
extremely young repeated parallel adaptive
radiations of cichlid fish from Nicaragua

Guan-Yang Zhang

Xue-Mei Lu

Takema Fukatsu

Biaobin Jiang

Mutation-profile-based methods for identifying
positively or negatively selected genes during
cancer evolution

Genetic load and potentially mutational meltdown
in cancer cell populations
Symbiosis for beetle's hardness

Marco Archetti

Evolution of the epigenetic architecture of sexual
development in turtles with and without sex
chromosomes
Nicole Valenzuela

Minoru Moriyama

Jun Kitano

Detecting co-evolution of transposable elements
and piRNAs in five globally dispersed populations
of Drosophila melanogaster

Evolutionary stability of anti-cancer treatments:
from game theory to cell therapy

Justin Blumenstiel

Gut symbiotic bacteria confer insect body
pigmentation

Ji-Guang Wang

Shantanu Shukla

Jennifer Marshall Graves
Drivers of sex chromosome turnovers and their
roles in speciation

Spatiotempopal modeling of tumor evolution
informs precision medicine in glioblastom
Symbiotic contribution to the evolution of
necrophagy in insects

Ji-Guang Wang & Marco Archetti

20-2D: Cancer as an evolutionary process

Genetic basis of tameness: Characterization using
selectively bred mice from wild-derived
heterogeneous stock

The birth and death of vertebrate sex
chromosomes

Qi Zhou

20-2C: Evolution of symbiosis (Organized and
sponsored by CDE)
Takema Fukatsu

Neuro-evo-devo on consciousness: A perspective

Stress-induced release of glutathione compounds
creates an eco-evolutionary opportunity for restoring
TORC1 regulation

Daichi G. Suzuki

Thomas E. Currie

Naomi Pierce

The cultural evolution and ecology of institutions for
collective action

Akira Sakurai

Evolutionary dynamics of transposable element
control by piRNA: Genomic immunity and
auto-immunity

Small interfering RNAs direct an evolutionarily
conserved antiviral immunity mechanism
across eukaryotic kingdoms
Shou-Wei Ding

20-2A: Evolutionary dynamics of small
RNA-mediated regulation
Jian Lu

20-2B: Evolution of sex

Evolutionary morphometrics of archaeological
artifacts

Ant symbioses: From parasitism to mutualism

Evolution diversity and adaptation of color vision
and chemical senses in New World monkeys

Evolution of post-transcriptional gene regulation

Coffee/Tea Break

Tsuyoshi Koide

Rui-Wu Wang

Koichiro Tamura

Philipp Khaitovich

Distinct neural circuit mechanisms underlie
homologous behaviors in two nudibranch species

Asymmetric interactions within cooperation systems

Metabolites and lipids of the human brain:
Evolution and function

Daichi G. Suzuki

Rui-Wu Wang & Marco Archetti

Koichiro Tamura & Shoji Kawamura

20-1A: Gene regulatory evolution

Aegean Ⅲ
20-1D: Diverse dimensions of evolution:
Behavior, culture and consciousness

Molecular basis of cold acclimation response for
rapid adaptive evolution of cold tolerance in
Drosophila albomicans

20-1C: New models of cooperation and
mutualism: Theory and experiments

Bernhard Schaefke

Ballroom Ⅲ

Ballroom Ⅱ
20-1B: Molecular and genetic basis of adaptive
evolution

Friday, April 20th, 2018 8:30 – 14:00

Ballroom Ⅰ

concurrent sessions

David Liberles

Effective population size in protein and pathway
evolution

David Liberles & Martin Lascoux

Shouyang Wen

Wing spots and wing displays in the courtship and
sexual isolation of Drosophila nepalensis and D. trilutea

Aili Chen

The diversity of courtship pattern and male courtship
song in the Drosophila montium species subgroup

Ikki Matsuda

Proboscis monkeys — The big noses of Borneo

Dai-Qin Li

Personality and decision-making in specialized spidereating jumping spiders

Chen-Zhu Wang

Olfactory coding of sex pheromone blends with
reverse ratios in two Helicoverpa moth species:
So similar and so different

Xian-Hui Wang

20-3A: The behavior of animals: Evolution and
mechanisms

Ballroom Ⅰ

Sutirth Dey

Evolution of dispersal: The Drosophila story

Xiang-Yi Li

Softness of selection and the evolution of
sex-biased dispersal

20-4B: Evolution of dispersal: From
mathematical modeling to field studies
Xiang-Yi Li

Yumei Huang

RNA-seq of single spermatogenic cysts shows gradual
loss of dosage compensation but no evidence for meiotic
X chromosome inactivation in Drosophila

Luohao Xu

Sex chromosome evolution in paleognaths: Large
pseudoautosomal regions with limited sex-biased
expression and faster-Z effect

Xiao-Shu Chen

The applicability of X-chromosome dosage
compensation

Christine M. Disteche

Structure and evolution of the X chromosome

John Malone

Comparative genomic and expression analysis of
an amphibian with heteromorphic sex
chromosomes

Zhen-Xia Chen

20-3B: Dosage compensation and sex-biased
gene expression

Ballroom Ⅱ

Chao Li

Lineage diferentiation and phylogeography of
pseudorasbora parva in east Asia

Douglas Wallace

Mitochondrial genetic variation in human evolution
and disease

20-4C: Mitochondrial genomics, evolution and
diseases
Zheng-Long Gu

Douglas Chesters

Understanding impacts of land use change on
bee communities via phylogenetic profiling

Le-Le Ding

Nuclear Mitochondrial DNAs represent a driving
force for gene and genome evolution in
bumblebees (Hymenoptera: Apidae)

Seán Brady

Phylogenomic insights into the evolution and
diversification of bees

Hao Zheng

Gut microbiota of social honeybee promotes host
growth and sugar utilization

Ian Barnes

Recovering genomic data from museum insect
specimens

Xin Zhou

20-3C: Evolutionary genomics of pollinating
insects and their symbionts

Ballroom Ⅲ

Pradiptajati Kusuma

The Indonesian sea-nomad: Origin, dispersal,
and adaptation

Guojie Zhang

Introduction Talk

Guojie Zhang

Yang Liu

The impact of Rna editings on plant phylogenetic
analysis of mitochondrial genome data:
Liverworts as an exemplar

Bo-Jian Zhong

Expanded taxonomic sampling coupled with gene
genealogy interrogation provides unambiguous
resolution for the evolutionary root of angiosperms

James H Leebens-Mack

Reconstructing gene content and genome
structure in thelast common ancestor of extant
angiosperms

Pamela Soltis

Evolutionary genomics of Amborella

Doug Soltis

Polyploidy, angiosperm evolution, and Darwin’s
abominable Mystery

Liang-Sheng Zhang & Bo-Jian Zhong

20-3D: Darwin's abominable mystery: Origin
of flowering plants

Aegean Ⅲ

Friday, April 20th, 2018 14:00 – 18:20

Influences of different mutation models and recurrent
size changes on variation within and between species
under the nearly neutral model

Transmission of mitochondrial heteroplasmy
across multigenerational pedigrees

Martin Lascoux

Determinants of genetic diversity and a test of the
nearly neutral theory across plant and animal species

Jason de Koning

Can plants escape from global warming? Insights
from vertical seed dispersal by animals

Hailing Zhuang

Distribution and dispersal of the hairstreak
butterflies Sibataniozephyrus (Lepidoptera:
Lycaenidae: Theclini) in eastern Asia

Yasuo Ihara

Zheng-Long Gu

Mitochondrial DNA mutation and diseases

Xuhua Xia

Is there a mutation gradient along vertebrate
mitochondrial genome mediated by genome
replication?

Kateryna Makova

Michael Orr

Drivers of diversification in desert bees

Qiqing Tao

20-4A: The role of effective population size in evolution:
From molecules and molecular function to populations

Coffee/Tea Break

Hidenori Tachida

Dispersal to islands by the Pleistocene humans:
Evaluating alternative scenarios

Mitochondrial DNA diversity is correlated to census
population size

Shoji Naoe

20-4D: Student Award

The rate of molecular evolution when mutation is not
weak

Defensive traits exhibit an evolutionary trade-off
and drive diversification in ants
Benjamin Blanchard
Pervasive correlation of molecular evolutionary
rates in the tree of life

concurrent sessions

Session Chairs
14:00 - 14:30

14:30 - 15:00

15:00 - 15:30

15:30 - 15:45

15:45 - 16:00

16:00 - 16:20

Session Chairs

16:20 - 16:50

16:50 - 17:05

17:05 - 17:35

17:35 - 17:50

17:50 - 18:20

Adam Eyre-Walker
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Abstracts
Wednesday, April 18th, 8:30-10:30
18-1A: Genomic/Genetic basis of domestication
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Wen Wang, Northwestern Polytechnical University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Domestication genomics of dog
Ya-Ping Zhang
Chinese Academy of Sciences
TBC
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
Tracking six millenia of horse selection, admixture and management with complete genome time-series
Ludovic Orlando, The ERC PEGASUS consortium
Université de Toulouse III Paul Sabatier, University of Copenhagen, http://orlandoludovic.wixsite.com/pegasus-erc
The domestication of the Horse and its impact on warfare, transportation and agriculture, have revolutionized human history. Even though most
modern breeds have been engendered within the last couple of centuries, humans have managed horse livestock for over five millenia. Recent
selective and management strategies have tremendously impacted the genetic structure of horse populations. As a result, modern patterns of
genetic diversity can only partly help reconstruct the horse domestication process prior to the modern era. Recent research in our laboratory,
carried out in the framework of the ERC PEGASUS programme, have endeavoured to sequence complete horse genomes from across their
whole temporal and geographical domestication range in order to identify how the many past human cultures progressively forged the horse
genome by means of selection, drift and admixture. This work revealed two different dynamics at play within early and late domestication stages,
involving the selection for different functional pathways, different management strategies for the genetic resource available, including stallion
diversity, and a recent increase in the genomic deleterious load. Our new genome dataset now allows us to document such changes at unprecedented scales and reveals unexpected features of the whole population dynamic underlying horse domestication.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Ancient genomics and the evolutionary origins of domestic pigs, dogs, and chickens
Greger Larson
The University of Oxford
Despite their importance in our daily lives, the domestication trajectories of pigs, dogs, and chick ens remain largely unknown. For example, on
the basis of an ancient Irish dog genome and an assessment of the spatiotemporal appearance of dogs in the archaeological record, a recent
paper suggested that dogs may have been domesticated independently in Eastern and Western Eurasia from distinct wolf populations. Following
those independent origins, a mitochondrial assessment suggested that the Mesolithic dog population in Western Europe may have been replaced
by a population from the East. For pigs, it has been well established that European Pigs were first domesticated in Anatolia around 9000 years
ago, and then were spread throughout the rest of Europe by early farmers. Yet after only a few thousand years, domestic pigs in Europe had
completely lost their Near Eastern mtDNA signatures and instead acquired the mtDNA haplotypes found in local European wild boar. And in
chickens, genetic studies have revealed the existence of genes potentially associated with early domestication. By generating dozens of ancient
nuclear, and hundreds of ancient mitochondrial genomes, we are testing these and other hypotheses to uncover their evolutionary histories
featuring turnovers, introgression, and selection pressures that have all played significant roles in the narratives of our domestic partners.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Domestication and modern breeding in rice
Xuehui Huang, Xinghua Wei, Nori Kurata, Qiang Zhao, Qi Feng, Bin Han
Shanghai Normal University, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, National Institute of Genetics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
Crop domestications are long-term selection experiments that have greatly advanced human civilization. The domestication of cultivated rice
(Oryza sativa L.) ranks as one of the most important developments in history. The rich genetic diversity in Oryza sativa and its wild relatives also
serves as the major sources through continuously uncovering and utilizing new alleles in rice modern breeding. We generate genome sequences
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from 446 geographically diverse accessions of the wild rice species Oryza rufipogon, the immediate ancestral progenitor of cultivated rice, and
from 1,083 cultivated indica and japonica varieties to construct a comprehensive map of rice genome variation. We also construct a pan-genome
dataset of O. sativa-O. rufipogon species complex through deep sequencing and de novo assembling of 66 phylogenetically representative
accessions, enabling detailed demographic analyses of genes involving in rice domestication and introgression. We found that O. sativa japonica
rice was first domesticated from a specific population of O. rufipogon in Southern China, and that O. sativa indica rice was subsequently
developed from crosses between japonica rice and local wild rice as the initial cultivars spread into Southeast and South Asia. Moreover, the
analysis of the rice pan-genome dataset identify nearly all kinds of genomic variation, including many known quantitative trait nucleotides, which
will be helpful in pinpointing new causal variants underlying complex traits in rice domestication and modern breeding.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Improving our understanding of dog domestication using ancient dog and wolf genomes
Shyam Gopalakrishnan, Mikkel Sinding, Jazmín Ramos-Madrigal, Marc Manuel de Montero, Jonas Niemann, Jose A. Samaniego Castruita, Filipe G. Vieira, Christian Carøe,
Tomas Marques- Bonet, Anders J. Hansen, M. Thomas P. Gilbert
University of Copenhagen, University of Oslo, Oslo, Institute of Evolutionary Biology(UPF-CSIC), University of Greenland, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Although perhaps our closest domestic companion, considerable controversy still surrounds our understanding of dog (Canis lupus familiaris)
domestication. For example, while it is widely accepted that it was the first animal to be domesticated, exactly where, how many times and even
when remain heavily debated. Approaches using modern DNA data have proved inadequate in answering these questions. Using ancient canid
genomes has allowed us to explore the lost diversity in canids, and thus better address the questions of timing and number of domestications.
This study includes more than 100 resequenced modern wolf and dog genomes, a mix of previously published and newly sequenced samples.
In addition to these, this study also includes 6 ancient pleistocene samples, ranging in age from ~50000 years old to 14000 years old, and the
oldest dog sample sequenced to date, dating to ~9500 years ago. These ancient samples have been sequenced to a coverage of 4-16x. Using
these samples, we performed population genomics analyses to detect gene flow, divergence, and split times between the different groups of
canids. Using methods to assess the genetic affinity between the ancient dog sample and modern dogs, our results clearly indicate that the
ancient dog sample clusters within modern, extant dog diversity. Further, it shows the greatest affinity to modern sled dogs, such as the Siberian
husky, Alaskan Mamalute and Greenland sled dog. This is one of the four principal lineages found among domestic dogs today, and the
placement of our specimen basal to the extant species analysed allows us to calibrate the origin of this lineage to at least ~9,500 YBP, and also
shows that the dog lineages had already diversified at that time. Gene flow analysis between modern canids and ancient pleistocene wolves also
revealed that the youngest of the pleistocene wolf samples, dating to 14 and 18 kya, show signatures of admixture from the ancestors of the
domestic dog, whereas this signature is absent in the older samples. Using the ancient dog allowed us to recalibrate the divergence times from
modern wolves and dogs accurately since this sample is not affected by the vast amounts of Eurasian dog and wolf admixture present in modern
dogs. The divergence time estimates between the ancient dog sample and modern wolves and dogs showed that dogs split from the ancestors
of modern wolves, and the pleistocene wolves approximately 40000 years ago, much earlier than some current estimates which put this date
around 15-20000 years ago. Using ancient canid genomes, which allows us to incorporate lost variation, we showed that the dogs split from the
contemporary wolves and plesitocene wolves around 40000 years ago. We also showed that there was gene flow between the ancestors of the
modern dog and the Pleistocene wolves, beginning at least 18000 years ago. Finally, in conjunction with the dog sledding artifacts found at the
same archaeological site as the dog sample, we conclude that dogs were being used as draft animals in the arctic at least 9500 years before

18-1B: New answers to classic morphological questions (Organized and sponsored by CDE)
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Shigeru Kuratani, RIKEN
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Evolutionary developmental perspectives on the variability of vertebrate limb muscle connections
Tatsuya Hirasawa
Evolutionary Morphology Laboratory, RIKEN, Kobe, Japan
TIn the vertebrate body, skeletal muscles are connected to specific sites of connective tissues, such as bones, and those connections are generally unchanged after the initial development. Thus, evolutionary changes of the muscle connections, which can be observed also in fossil bones
under favorable conditions, correspond to changes in morphogenetic process, rather than those in growth. Considering this advantage that
consequences of morphogenesis are preserved as fossils, I have been studying developmental processes involved in major evolutionary changes of the muscle connections, including the diaphragm of mammals and the pectoralis muscle of turtles. The diaphragm is a skeletal muscle
whose evolutionary origin had been totally unknown until recently, since conventional comparative morphology cannot identify any structure
comparable to the diaphragm in non-mammalian vertebrates. Upon this classic question, a recent accumulation of knowledge about migratory
muscle precursor (MMP) cells made a breakthrough. The diaphragm and forelimb muscles develops from adjacent masses of MMP cells, which
are derived from consecutive somites. On the other hand, according to the fossil record, in the pre-mammalian (pelycosaur-grade) condition, the
forelimb was placed cranially in a position similar to the distribution of the MMP cells of the diaphragm in the modern mammals. Indeed, the phrenic nerve innervating the diaphragm can be considered a part of the brachial plexus expanding cranially in the mammalian lineage. A detailed
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comparison of the nerve topography suggests that this nerve was acquired through a duplication of the subscapular nerve. Therefore, the
diaphragm was likely acquired through a duplication of the subscapular muscle, which was connected to the medial side of the scapula and to
the humerus. Apart from the diaphragm, the limb muscle connections have been stable during the tetrapod evolution, but in the turtle lineage, the
pectoralis muscle became connected to the plastron instead of the sternum. The developmental change occurred in such an evolutionary
reconnection will be discussed, with focusing on the variability of limb muscle connections.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
Transition of visceral arches from cyclostomes to gnathostomes: an intermediate stage revealed by developmental and
fossil evidence
Zhikun Gai, Philip C. J. Donoghue, Min Zhu
Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Bristol
The origin of vertebrate jaw has been a century-long-standing enigma, largely due to the debates of the homology between the visceral arches
of the extant cyclostomes (hagfishes and lampreys) and gnathostomes (jawed vertebrates). The gill filaments are medial to the skeletal gill arches
(probably endodermal origin) in cyclostomes, but lateral to the skeletal gill arches in gnathostomes. The topologically non-corresponding
locations have led to the proposal that the gill arches were not homologous in agnathans and gnathostomes and arised anew in the latter. The
435–370-million-year-old ‘ostracoderm’ galeaspids from China have provided the crucial fossil evidence for the stepwise anatomical changes of
the rostral pharynx and nasohypophyseal complex along the gnathostome stems. Using Synchrotron Radiation X-ray Tomography we further
show that the gill arches of galeaspids are incorporated into the neurocranium to form a massive endoskeletal skull. The gill arches extend
transversely from the neurocranium to lateral margin of head, unlike the dorsalventral arches in living cyclostomes and gnathostomes. New
galeaspid specimens with gill filaments preserved show that they are enclosed in cylinder-shaped cartilaginous pouches. This pattern perfectly
fits the intermediate stage of branchiomere development in gnathostomes in which neural crest cells have a specific median relocation to form a
cylindrical wall surrounding a mesodermal core. A hollowed cylinder-shaped branchial cartilage enclosing gills and their associated musculature
and vessels are widely seen in Silurian-Devonian armored ‘ostracoderms’ (e.g. osteostracans, heterostracans). The innovation of the cylinder
stage in jawless ‘ostracoderms’ probably provides the anatomical basis for the medial location of branchial arches in gnathostomes.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Flight feather-specific morphogenesis in the avian embryo
Koji Tamura
Tohoku University
Flight feathers is the most evolutionally advanced type of feather unique to extant/extinct birds and some non-avian dinosaurs. In general, feather
types in birds are generated at the first and following molting, and the first molting begins after hatching in chicken. However, it has been stated
in some literatures that in chicken, the first molting from the natal down feathers to the flight feathers is much earlier than that for other feather
types. Furthermore, we have found that in the chick embryo, a gene (Sim1) is expressed specifically in flight feather-forming region that is located
at the posterior margin of the dorsal portion in the forelimb bud. These suggest that flight feather formation starts as an embryonic event. In this
study, we identified some embryological events specific to flight feathers. Histological observations revealed that the second generation of feather
with a flight feather-type arrangement has already started developing by chick embryonic day 18, deep in the skin of the flight feather-forming
region. Analysis of shh gene expression revealed that the second generation of feather development in the flight feather-forming region seems
to start by day 14. The first stage at which we detected a specific morphology of the feather bud in the flight feather-forming region was day 11,
when internal invagination of the feather bud starts. Sim1 expression in the flight featherforming region (at day 7 to 14) may contribute to the flight
feather-specific morphogenesis. Also, co-option of molecular cues for axial morphogenesis in limb skeletal development may be able to contribute to flight feather-specific morphogenesis of traits. Our results suggest that the morphogenesis for the flight feather has been drastically
modified from the beginning of feather morphogenesis. This is a good example of how early modification of the embryonic morphogenetic process
have played a crucial role in the morphological evolution of key innovation.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Morphological novelty in the vertebrate limb created by the water-to-land transition
Ingrid Rosenburg Cordeiro, Kaori Kabashima, Haruki Ochi, Kenjiro Munakata, Chika Nishimori, Mara Laslo, James Hanken & Mikiko Tanaka
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Yamagata University, Harvard University
Amphibians separate their fingers by differential growth between digital and interdigital regions. However, amniotes need interdigital cell death,
an additional developmental step that allows a greater variation of autopod shapes. Here we investigate factors that could be involved with
interdigital cell death appearance during the evolution of tetrapods. We found that, in Xenopus laevis frogs, cell death was restricted to the apical
ectodermal ridge and limb margin. On the other hand, coqui frogs (Eleutherodactylus coqui), an amphibian with direct-developing eggs, had cell
death in the interdigital region as well. In all observed tetrapods, cell death distribution was correlated with the pattern of reactive oxygen species
production and vasculature. Increasing blood vessel density in X. laevis limbs was enough to induce cell death specifically in the interdigital
region. Notably, the same effect was observed incubating X. laevis tadpoles under high oxygen levels. Therefore, we propose that increased
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oxygen levels, available for terrestrial eggs, were crucial for the appearance of interdigital cell death during tetrapod evolution. This hypothesis
illustrates how an ecological change could have created an evolutionary novelty which later became essential to shape amniote limbs.

18-1C: Connecting evolutionary biology, medical sciences and public health
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Jacobus J. Boomsma, University of Copenhagen
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Opportunities at the evolution and medicine interface
Randolph M. Nesse
Arizona State University
New applications of evolutionary biology in medicine and public health offer major opportunities that will interest policy makers. Much progress
arises from new recognition that evolution can explain not only traits that work well, but also those that make bodies vulnerable to disease, such
as the narrow birth canal, back problems, and limited abilities to combat infection or malignancy. Another line of work uses genomic data to trace
the origins and evolutionary trajectories of pathogens and cancer cells, and to identify the evolutionary reasons why alleles that predispose
disease remain in the genome. Progress in both areas has been fast, but the gap between evolution and medicine remains large, offering
research and education opportunities for organizations that build bridges between the fields. Evolutionary medicine is not a special kind of
medicine; it is the field that uses the principles from established basic science to improve human health. Examples illustrate the opportunities.
Antibiotic resistance poses a worldwide threat. Solutions will require evolutionary analysis. Many clinicians continue to recommend that patients
take every antibiotic pill in the bottle, even though evolutionary mathematical models demonstrate this is unnecessary for most patients, and
counterproductive for preventing antibiotic resistance in populations. Cancer chemotherapy has been based on a non-evolutionary model that
attempts to eliminate every malignant cell. An evolutionary view recognizes that some cells tumors out reproduce others in a process of somatic
selection. This more ecological view has inspired research showing that lower doses of chemotherapy can extend survival thanks to the inhibitory
effects of some remaining cells. The epidemic of autoimmune disease continues to increase worldwide. An evolutionary perspective encourages
looking for what aspect of modern environments disrupts immune function, with possibilities including nutrition, antibiotics, anti-helminth
therapies, and more. The epidemic of obesity and metabolic disease also continues to spread rapidly. While this may be explained simply by new
accessibility of high caloric foods in conjunction with lower needs for activity, other explanations for dysregulation of both intake and metabolism
are being investigated. Emotional disorders are sometimes viewed as if they are always products of brain abnormalities, without recognition that
emotions are, like pain and fever and nausea, useful defenses in certain situations, whose expression regulation mechanisms are governed by
signal detection theory. Cardiovascular disease continues to be the number one killer, and new evolutionary evidence suggests that it is nearly
absent in human populations with ancestral lifestyles. Identifying the explanation for different rates offers huge opportunities for prevention and
treatment. Diet and exercise may be only part of the problem. Alzheimer's disease has been viewed as caused by the toxic effects of amyloid
beta, but only now has it been recognized that this protein is not merely a byproduct, but is a potent antimicrobial. This may explain why current
pharmacological approaches have failed, and how the new ones may succeed. Emerging infections are now readily traced via genomic data to
sources, both in wild animals, and in the food chain. New the techniques using evolutionary principles make such searches far more efficient and
powerful. Evolutionary approaches to complex genetic diseases is the focus for my current work. Models of traits with cliff-edged fitness functions
show how they make disease in some individuals inevitable, with implications for explaining missing heritability, and guiding the search for alleles
that cause disease. Policies for taking advantage of the opportunities Opportunities for education in evolution and medicine are increasingly
available. Universities that do not yet have courses on the subject should implement them. Those that create special centers or institutes devoted
to research and teaching at the evolution-medicine interface will attract many students whose future research will advance progress. Creating
organizational structures that bring evolutionary biologists together with physiologists, biochemists, geneticists, and health researchers offers
opportunities for everyone.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
Behavioural origins of obesity and type 2 diabetes
Milind Watve
The Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Pune
Evolutionary explanations for the currently pandemic obesity and type 2 diabetes have revolved around the concept of “thrift” for over five
decades. However many flaws and limitations of the thrift concept have been realized. A species that is subjected to foraging related risks evolves
neurobehavioural mechanisms of optimizing a trade-off between nutritional gains and foraging risks. For such a species if feeding is detached
from foraging, the evolved behavioural mechanisms of food intake regulation fail to work leading to escalating obesity. However, obesity is
inadequate to explain the prevalence of type 2 diabetes. In global epidemiological data obesity explains only 10-15% of insulin resistance. Therefore obesity is not a necessary and sufficient cause of type 2 diabetes. Insulin resistance has many other behavioural and neuro-endocrine
associations independent of obesity. A number of behaviour-triggered signals including growth factors, sex hormones, fear related peptides and
brain monoamines play critical role in the pathophysiology of type 2 diabetes. An emerging synthesis from the complex pathophysiological
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network of type 2 diabetes suggests that it is a product of behavioural deficiencies. In the modern urban lifestyle, we have given up a range of
behaviours for which our physiology evolved. For example, physical aggression and adventure are shown to stimulate a series of central and
peripheral signals. Chronic deficiency of such signals leads to a series of physiological, biochemical, neuro-endocrine and immunological changes leading to a range of disorders including type 2 diabetes, hypertension, osteopenia, erectile dysfunction and polycystic ovary syndrome. This
raises the possibility that similar to dietary deficiencies, behavioural deficiencies can be treated with behavioural supplementation. Sports and
exercises are important health boosters not only because they burn calories, but mainly because they mimic hunter-fighter behaviour and thereby
act as behavioural supplements.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Using large-scale public health data to explore human vulnerability to disease
Jacobus J. (Koos) Boomsma
University of Copenhagen
An evolutionary biologist’s interest in human health and disease is often driven by a desire to understand why humans are vulnerable to become
patients in the first place. Particularly for non-infectious diseases is seems obvious to ask why natural selection has not designed the bodies of
our ancestors for better health, and why the prevalence of certain diseases has in fact increased after our living conditions improved. Asking
questions of this kind is most rewarding for diseases with complex genetic background, poorly understood aetiology, and possible co-causation
by sexual conflict or parent-offspring conflict. I recent years my collaborators and I have used the massive public health data bases of Denmark
to try resolve questions like: 1. Why have pregnancy complications such as preeclampsia not been removed by natural selection if both maternal
and child health are negatively affected? 2. Might parental conflict over infant-provisioning in the womb affect both size-at-birth and the likelihood
of specific mental disorders later in life? 3. Is maternal health later in life differentially affected by raising sons versus daughters in similar ways
as in other large mammals, in spite of affluent conditions in modern Danish society having removed maternal resource-constraints during
pregnancy? I will present a summary of the results of this work and the insights it has provided.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Genetics of lactase persistence in Iranian populations
Hadi Charati, Min-Sheng Peng, Xing-Yan Yang, Ali Esmailizadeh, Ya-Ping Zhang
Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shahid Bahonar University of Kerman, Yunnan University
Genetic expression and regulation of lactase after weaning is the main factor that separates Lactase intolerance from Lactase tolerance individuals. -13910*T allele is associated with ability to digest milk in Europeans. The presence of at least three alleles of the (-13907*G, rs41525747;
-13915*G, rs41380347; -14010*C, rs145946881) polymorphisms is associated with lactase expression in Africa and the Middle East. Iran is a
multi-ethnic nation with different ethnic groups. Goats and sheep were domesticated at the site of Ganj Dareh (Iran) in the highland Zagros at
about 10,000 years ago. However, distribution of lactase persistence allele and its genetic contribution in Iranian populations is unknown. The
aim of the present study is to discovery hypothesis that explain evolution of the lactase persistence trait among Iranian population, a geographical
area that historical and archeological findings show evidence of long-term pastoralism. Here we analyzed the LCT enhancer sequence in a large
numbers of individuals (N=400). We measured the lactose levels in blood from 400 individuals by using the lactose tolerance test. To identify
SNPs in enhancer and control regions associated with the LP levels, candidate genomic regions were amplified by PCR. PCR product was
purified by exo/SAP then samples were sequenced using the related primer. We performed the EHH and iHS test in a subset of the 20 sequenced
whole genomes from Persian samples. We show that -22018*A and -13910*T alleles, are significantly associated with lactase persistence trait.
The lactase persistence trait is at low frequency between 0% and 29.92% in the Lur and Arab population respectively. We applied both EHH and
iHS analysis and revealed that the -22018*A allele has not been subjected to strong recent positive selection. We report here a study of the
20-site haplotype in 760 chromosomes from 7 ethnic groups differ between distinct geographic regions. Our data show that four haplotypes (C,
R, S, and i) are most common haplotype in this study. The -13910*T and - 22018*A alleles variant, generally associated with European populations is present among the Iranian population. According to the rich historical background of Iran, probability that alleles were introduced in that
geographic region by a recent gene migration. The results of PCA analyses reveal that the variants T/G-13915 was brought into Iran by immigration and migration of from Arabian Peninsula and East Africa which are the main source for that variant. Our study has, for the first time,
documented the distribution of known alleles in the LCT regulatory region across Iran. The combination of phenotypic data and the use of next
generation sequencing technology for sequencing large genomic regions and/or whole-genome sequences will be invaluable for discovering
novel mutations associated with this trait across the genome, as well as identifying possible epistatic interactions among LP-associated
mutations.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Evolutionary biology in public health policymaking: Considering human-pathogen coevolution and unintended consequences
Sara M. Bergstresser
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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For consideration for S18, “Connecting evolutionary biology, medical sciences and public health” This paper argues that evolutionary forces
should be considered as part of the public health policymaking process. While progress has been made to understand the role of adaptation in
both population health and in clinical diagnostics, it is still lacking as a systematic consideration for the development of broad health policy, both
at national and global levels. In order to be relevant for the future, population health policy must consider not only human populations, but it must
also understand the ongoing coevolutionary relationships between humans and microorganisms. Two examples are considered, both involving
processes of human-pathogen coevolution and impact on population health, with one providing a lesson from the past, and the other a hypothetical caution for the future. The first example is drawn from the history of antibiotic resistance. In spite of warnings from scientists including Alexander Fleming, there was a lack of policy-level consideration of the potential unintended consequences of broad antibiotic distribution, and the result
is the current global crisis of resistant bacteria. This provides a caution against over-exuberance at the discovery of a new drug or medical
technique, since evolutionary forces remain in play for all future outcomes. The second example is a hypothetical case involving the use of the
rapidly emerging gene editing technologies in widespread fashion. The hypothetical condition to be discussed is Beta Thalassemia, which is not
only an appealing monogenic target for gene editing technologies, but it is also a widespread concern in the geographical areas of Southern
China and Southeast Asia. If embryonic editing were to become systematic national health policy, there are many potential unintended consequences to consider, but this paper focuses specifically on an under-recognized risk that may come from the manipulation of adaptations likely
resulting from co-evolutionary forces in areas with endemic malaria. Plasmodia parasites have also developed widespread adaptive resistance
to the drugs used to control them, and this case is used as a hypothetical caution against again making the mistake of forgetting the foundational
role of evolution due to over-exuberance for a new technology.

18-1D: Inference using genomic sequence data under the multispecies coalescent model
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Tianqi Zhu, Chinese Academy of Sciences & Chi Zhang, Chinese Academy of Sciences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Multispecies coalescent: an overview
Ziheng Yang
University College London, Harvard University
The coalescent is a stochastic model in population genetics that describes the genealogical history of a sample taken from a population characterized by parameters such as the population size. It has become the basis for inference in modern population genetics and genomics. The
multispecies coalescent (MSC) is the extension of the single-population coalescent to multiple species, and provides a probabilistic description
of the genealogical relationships of DNA sequences sampled from multiple closely-related species. In the past 5-10 years, the MSC has emerged
as a powerful framework for statistical analysis of genomic sequence data to address a number of inference problems, such as estimation of
species divergence times and population sizes, inference of migration histories, estimation of species trees and species delimitation. In this talk,
I will provide an overview of the coalescent model and its extensions.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
Too many species? Delimiting species using the multispecies coalescent
Bruce Rannala
University of California Davis
Recent simulation studies examining the performance of Bayesian species delimitation (as implemented in the bpp program) have suggested that
it may detect population splits rather than species divergences and that it tends to over-split when data of many loci are analyzed. The conditions
of these simulations are examined and the validity of their conclusions. We show that the distinction between population and species splits made
in the protracted speciation model has no impact on the generation of gene trees and sequence data, which explains why no method can use
such data to distinguish between population splits versus speciation. Moreover, we show that the assignment of species status in the protracted
species model contradicts prevailing taxonomic practice. We confirm (using simulations) that in cases of speciation with gene flow Bayesian
model selection (as implemented in bpp) tends to detect population splits, despite ongoing gene flow, when the amount of data (number of loci)
increases. Thus, over-splitting is a legitimate concern. A recently proposed empirical genealogical divergence index, gdi, for species delimitation
is examined. We show that parameter estimates produced by a full likelihood analysis provide much more reliable inference under a gdi criterion
than approximate methods (such as the phrapl program). Our results suggest that the Bayesian model comparison approach implemented in bpp
is useful for identifying sympatric cryptic species while Bayesian parameter estimation under the multispecies coalescent model in bpp can be
used to implement arbitrary empirical criteria (such as the gdi) for determining species status among allopatric populations.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Identifying lineage-specific targets of Darwin selection by bayesian analysis of genomic polymorphism and divergence
from multiple species
Hua Chen
Chinese Academy of Sciences
We present a method that jointly analyzes polymorphism and divergence sites from genomic sequences of multiple species to identify genes
under positive or negative selection, and pinpoints its occurrence time to a specific lineage of the species phylogeny. The method provides
posterior distributions of fitness effect of each gene, and parameters concerning the evolutionary history, including species divergence times and
effective population sizes of external species. We demonstrate with simulation that our method provides accurate estimates of these population
genetic parameters. We apply the method to genomic sequences of human, chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan, and construct a spatial and
temporal map of natural selection occurred during the evolution history of the four Hominidae species. In addition to FOXP2 and other known
genes, we identify a new list of lineage-specific targets of Darwin selection. The positively-selected genes in the human lineage are enriched in
pathways of gene expression regulation, immune system, metabolism etc. Interestingly, some pathways, such as, gene expression, are significantly enriched with positively selected genes, while metabolism is enriched with both positive and negative selected genes. Our analysis
provides insights into Darwin evolution in coding regions of human and great ape, serving as a basis for further molecular and functional study.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Maximum likelihood implementation of an isolation-with-migration model for testing gene flow
Tianqi Zhu
Chinese Academy of Sciences
We develop a maximum likelihood (ML) method for estimating migration rates between species using genomic sequence data. A species tree is
used to accommodate the phylogenetic relationships among three species, allowing for migration between the two sister species, while the third
species is used as an out- group. A Markov chain characterization of the genealogical process of coalescence and migration is used to integrate
out the migration histories at each locus analytically, whereas Gaussian quadrature is used to integrate over the coalescent times on each genealogical tree numerically. This is an extension of our early implementation of the symmetrical isolation-with-migration model for three species to
accommodate arbitrary loci with two or three sequences per locus and to allow asymmetrical migration rates. Our implementation can accommodate tens of thousands of loci, making it feasible to analyze genome-scale data sets to test for gene flow. We calculate the posterior probabilities
of gene trees at individual loci to identify genomic regions that are likely to have been transferred between species due to gene flow. We conduct
a simulation study to examine the statistical properties of the likelihood ratio test for gene flow between the two in-group species and of the ML
estimates of model parameters such as the migration rate. Inclusion of data from a third out-group species is found to increase dramatically the
power of the test and the precision of parameter estimation. We compiled and analyzed several genomic data sets from the Drosophila fruit flies.
Our analyses suggest no migration from D. melanogaster to D.simulans, and a significant amount of gene flow from D. simulans to D. melanogaster, at the rate of ~0.02 migrant individuals per generation.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Inferring reticulate evolution under multispecies network coalescent model
Chi Zhang, Huw A. Ogilvie, Alexei J. Drummond, Tanja Stadler
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Australian National University, University of Auckland, ETH Zürich, Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB)
Hybridization during speciation is relatively common in animals and plants. However, when reconstructing the evolutionary history of species,
typically nonreticulating species trees are inferred, and the potential for hybridization events is ignored. To account for the distribution of evolutionary histories of genes inherited from multiple ancestral species, the multispecies coalescent model was extended to allow reticulations among
species, named multispecies network coalescent (MSNC) model. Orthologous genes are modeled as gene trees embedded in the species
network. The MSNC model accounts for gene tree discordance due to incomplete lineage sorting and reticulate species evolution events, such
as hybridization or introgression. We present a Bayesian approach to jointly infer species networks and gene trees from multilocus sequence
data. A birth-hybridization process is used as the prior for the species network, and we assume a multispecies network coalescent (MSNC) prior
for the embedded gene trees. We verify the ability of our method to correctly sample from the posterior distribution, and thus to infer a species
network, through simulations. To quantify the power of our method, we reanalyze two large datasets of genes from spruces and yeasts. The
method is available within the BEAST 2 add-on SpeciesNetwork. For the three closely related spruces, we verify Picea. purpurea is a hybrid
species of P.likiangensis and P. wilsonii. Around 31—37% of the nuclear genome of P. purpurea was derived from P. wilsonii (and thus 63—69%
from P. likiangensis). For the yeast data, we find extensive hybridization events among S. castellii, S. kluyveri, and the remaining five species. In
summary, we develop a Bayesian method for inferring species networks together with gene trees and evolutionary parameters from multilocus
sequence data. The method is implemented within a general Bayesian framework, with potential future extensions to the theoretical model and
to the practical implementation.
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Wednesday, April 18th, 10:50 - 12:50
18-2A: Ornithology in the era of genomics
10:50 - 12:50
Chair: Fu-Min Lei, Chinese Academy of Sciences & Scott Edwards, Harvard University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
A comparative program for identifying genomic regions underlying convergent traits in birds
Scott V. Edwards
Harvard University, Cambridge
Birds represent a fantastic diversity of phenotypes and behaviors for comparative analysis, and many of these phenotypes have evolved multiple
times convergently. However, despite a rapid pace of whole genome sequencing for birds in the last five years, we lack a coherent framework for
identifying genes and noncoding regions underlying adaptive traits in the vast majority of bird species that are not suitable models for classical
genetics. Building on our recent work on the evolution of flightlessness in palaeognathous birds, I outline a framework wherein convergent
evolution of phenotypes provides power for identifying underlying candidate genomic regions. In our work on ratites, we use our whole-genome
phylogeny to quantify the relative contribution of coding sequence changes and regulatory changes to the flightless phenotype, and find that
regulatory changes appear much more critical for loss of flight than coding changes. A framework focusing on phenotypic convergence depends
in part on the same loci underlying convergent phenotypes in divergent lineages of birds, but we are already seeing evidence for such common
loci in the literature, such as for loci underlying beak shape. Exploiting convergent phenotypes will be a powerful means of identifying
genotype-phenotype links in birds and understanding the rules by which genome evolution generates phenotypic diversity.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Genetic basis of feather diversity in birds
Wen-Hsiung Li, Chih-Kuan Chen, Maloyjo Joyraj Bhattacharjee, Cheng Siang Ng, Cheng-Ming Chuong
Academia Sinica, University of Chicago, National Tsing Hua University, University of Southern California, Los Angeles
Feathers are highly diversified among species and among different body parts of a bird. The genetic basis of the structural differences between
different parts of a feather and between different feather types is a fundamental question in feather diversity. We focused three issues. (1) As
feathers are mainly composed of α and β keratins, it is important to know the relative roles of α and β keratin genes in feather diversity. (2) It is
interesting to study the regulatory divergence of β keratin genes because feather diversification was largely owing to duplication and diversification of β-keratin genes. (3) The hatchlings of altricial birds are almost naked, whereas those of precocial birds are covered with natal down, so it
is interesting to know their regulatory differences. To pursue these issues, we conducted (1) studies of the transcriptomes from various parts of
feathers, (2) in situ hybridization studies of specific keratin genes, (3) ectopic expression of mutant keratin genes, (4) identifying the transcription
factors (TFs) that regulate β-keratin genes, and (5) the regulatory differences in natal down development between altricial and precocial birds.
Our findings were: (1) The transcriptomes from different parts of feathers revealed higher variation in β-keratin than in α-keratin gene expression,
suggesting a higher contribution of β-keratin genes to feather diversity. However, ectopic expression of mutant keratin genes indicated that
interaction between α and β keratins is crucial to feather morphogenesis. (2) We inferred β keratin enriched co-expression modules of genes and
predicted TFs of β-keratin genes. In total, we predicted 262 TF-target gene relationships in which 56 TFs regulate 91 β-keratin genes. According
to our predictions, the ancestral scale and claw β-keratin genes have common and unique regulators, whereas most feather β-keratin genes
show chromosome-wise regulation, distinct from scale and claw β-keratin genes. (3) Our study suggested that the FGF/MAPK signaling pathway
is involved in natal down growth suppression and that FGF16 (fibroblast growth factor 16) is a candidate upstream signaling suppressor. Ectopic
expression of FGF16 on chicken leg skin showed downregulation of SHH, upregulation of the feather growth suppressor FGF10, and suppression
of feather bud elongation, similar to the phenotype found in zebra finch embryonic anterior dorsal (AD) skin. It appeared that FGF16 related
signals suppress natal down elongation and cause the naked AD skin in zebra finch. In conclusion, our study has significantly increased our
understanding of how feather diversity has evolved. In particular, it has revealed the relative roles of α and β keratin genes in feather diversity. It
also has revealed how the β keratin genes are regulated and how their regulatory divergence has contributed to feather diversity. Finally, our
study provided insights into the regulatory divergence in natal down formation between precocial and altricial birds.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
The role of secondary gene flow in species differentiation
Frank Rheindt
National University of Singapore
Gene flow is an important concept in the speciation process. Completed speciation is characterized by a lack of gene flow, while on-going gene
flow may protract or counteract differentation. However, for a long time, assessing the levels and impact of gene flow on active differentiation has
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often been unassailable. In the Next-Generation sequencing era, researchers are now taking a second look at these questions using
genome-wide DNA markers. Genome-wide markers have now helped us shed light on differentiation in Southeast and East Asian bird and
mammal species complexes that are known to be characterized by recurrent bouts of introgression, rendering speciationwith-gene-flow a likely
region-wide phenomenon that has led to pronounced diversification over Quaternary climate fluctuations.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Standing non-coding variation as the predominant genetic sources of the altitudinal adaptation of a songbird
Shou-hsien Li
National Taiwan Normal University
The extent to which standing variation rather than novel mutations contribute to the key evolutionary process of adaptation remains unclear. By
resequencing the genomes of 80 individuals, we inferred the origin of genomic variants associated with altitudinal adaptation, a complex adaptive
syndrome, in the vinous-throated parrotbills (Sinosuthora webbiana) in Taiwan. By comparing these variants with those in the Asian mainland
population, we revealed standing variation in 29 non-coding genomic regions to be the predominant source of adaptation along the altitudinal
gradient. Parrotbills at lower altitudes also exhibited recent strong selection, suggesting that not only the front but also the trailing edges of
expanding populations could be subjected to post-glacial environmental stresses. This study is the first to verify and quantify the relative
importance of standing variation in a species’ adaptation, illustrating that the evolutionary potential of a population depends highly on its current
level of genetic diversity. These findings provide important context for understanding adaptation and conservation of species in the Anthropocene.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
Population genomic analysis of crested ibis based on modern and historical DNA data
Shaohong Feng, Cai Li, Qi Fang, Sojung Han, Martin Kuhlwilm and Tomas Marques-Bonet, M. Thomas P. Gilbert, Huanming Yang, Guojie Zhang
University of Chinese Academy of Sciences,BGI–Shenzhen, Institut de Biologia Evolutiva (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas–Universitat Pompeu Fabra), Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology, Institucio Catalana de Recerca i Estudis Avançats (ICREA), University of Copenhagen, NTNU University Museum, James D. Watson
Institute of Genome Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)
Rapid biodiversity loss and limited conservation inputs represent a major global concern. Understanding the genetic background of endangered
species is important for making effective conservation actions. Conventional genetic analysis of endangered species focuses on present-day
samples and limited genetic markers. Using recently developed ancient DNA sequencing technology, here we generated whole-genome
resequencing data for >50 museum samples of crested ibis (Nipponia nippon), one iconic species in conservation biology. Comparison of the
genomic data of museum and present-day samples allows us to better understand the evolutionary history and genomic background of this
species, which can bring beneficial implications for future conservation actions. We found a continuous population decline in crested ibis much
earlier than 19th century, suggesting more ancient and larger anthropogenic influence on the survival of crested ibis than previously thought. Our
genomic analysis further showed that the previous long-term decline and recent severe bottleneck have led to the extremely low effective population size, significantly reduced diversity and higher level of deleterious mutation load in the present-day group relative to the museum groups,
implying the worrying genomic health of the surviving population. We also identified some candidate genes whose diversity could be of conservation interest. Our work demonstrates the unique value of exploiting the genomic information from museum samples for conservation and ecological research.

18-2B: Mapping vertebrate musculoskeletal evolution on phylogeny (Organized and sponsored by CDE)
10:50 - 12:50
Chair: Tatsuya Hirasawa, RIKEN
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Developmental bases for the acquisition of the turtle shell
Shigeru Kuratani
RIKEN
The dorsal part of the turtle shell, or the carapace, is made of modified ribs and the vertebral column. The carapace represents an example of
evolutionary novelties because the topographical relationships between the ribs and scapula is reversed as compared to that in other amniotes.
Folding theory assumes that the turtle-specific body plan was achieved through a sequential series of developmental changes that proceeded in
a stepwise manner, among which shortening of the ribs played a significant role for the translocation of the shoulder girdle. The rib-shortening
process is called the axial arrest; the turtle rib anlagen never grow into the lateral body wall, confined in the axial part of the embryo. Comparison
with fossil amniotes, as well as molecular lock analyses have suggested that the axial arrest would have taken place once in a common ancestor
of turtles and sauropterygians about 251 mya. In the turtle embryo, the ribs can grow over the shoulder girdle through peripheral growth of the
carapacial anlage along the ridge called the carapacial ridge (CR). The CR is characterized by turtle-specific expression of genes known to be
involved in the canonical Wnt signaling pathway, and functions in the marginal growth of the carapacial primordium, resulting in the fan-shaped
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pattern of the ribs. A fossil animal, Odontochelys, assumed to have been in an ancestral lineage of the modern turtle, exhibited a morphology
resembling the embryo of modern turtles before the folding, consistent with the folding theory.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Evolutionary development and homoplasy in the tympanic ring of the middle ear among mammaliaforms
Zhe-Xi Luo
The University of Chicago
In evolution of modern mammals from nonmammalian precursors, the middle ear has transformed from the mandibular middle ear of cynodonts
that is attached to mandible (MMEC), to the definite mammalian middle ear (DMME) of modern mammals that is separated from the mandible.
The ectotympanic bone for the tympanic membrane is a major structure with crucial hearing function of mammalian middle ear. It has also
transformed, along with the rest of the middle ear, becoming a ring-like, and highly distinctive structure in extant mammals. Recent discoveries
have revealed a wide range of shape difference both in the ectotympanic, and in the corresponding angular region of the mandible that accommodates the ectotympanic, in new fossils of stem mammaliaforms phylogenetically intermediate between crown mammals and their precursors, and
major difference of the Mesozoic clades of crown mammals from extant monotremes, and therians (including marsupials and placentals). The
ectotympanic of stem mammaliaforms is a short and rod-like structure, either straight (as in haramiyidans), or slightly curved (as in Sinoconodon,
Morganucodon and docodonts). But it is not a ring-like structure as previously reconstructed. Among the Mesozoic clades of crown mammals,
the ectotympanic only has a curvature of 70 degrees in eutriconodonts and spalacotheriids, and of about 80 degrees in multituberculates. Their
ectotympanic is less curved than the homologues of 100- to 120-degree curvature in monotremes, and the fully ring-like (>120 degree curvature)
structure in therian mammals. Moreover, eutriconodonts and spalacotheriids retained the anterior limb of the ectotympanic parallel to the ossified
Meckel’s cartilage; both are primitive characters of stem mammaliaforms that are lost in monotremes and therians. These patterns suggest that
the ring-like shape with reduction of anterior limb of ectotympanic developed convergently in monotremes and therians, as mapped on mammaliaform phylogeny. The ring-shape is neither the ancestral condition of mammaliaforms as previously proposed, nor the typical (diagnostic) feature
of common ancestor of crown mammals. The findings from fossils can now be integrated with mechanistic hypotheses from developmental
morphogenesis. It has now been demonstrated that multiple genes and signaling pathways are involved in resorption of Meckel’s cartilage, and
in developmental separation of the middle ear from the mandible in marsupials and placentals. This has led to a paleoevo-devo hypothesis about
labile mechanism underlining the homoplastic evolution of definitive mammalian middle ears. Similarly, a growing list of genes and signaling
pathways have been deciphered for their influence on morphogenesis of the ringlike ectotympanic bone, in the Mus model. The convergent gains
of ring-like shape of the ectotympanic in monotremes and therians, as seen in Mesozoic mammal phylogeny, can be now hypothesized as changes of evolutionary development, complemented by the enhanced auditory function for hearing by the ring-like ectotympanic bone. Thus the
homoplastic evolution of the ectotympanic ring as mapped on in fossil mammaliaform phylogeny, can be interpreted in light of evolutionary
development.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
Mapping evolution of skeletogenesis on mammalian phylogeny: Constraints and variation
Daisuke Koyabu
University of Tokyo
The multiple skeletal components of the body originate asynchronously, and their developmental schedule varies across mammals. It has been
assumed that simple alterations in the onset, duration, and tempo of development are regarded as causes of profound morphological changes.
Gathering more than thousand fetal and neonatal specimens from museum collections and field sampling, we described the sequence of skeletogenesis of more than 100 mammalian species. Mapping this comprehensive dataset to the reported molecular phylogeny enabled us to
reconstruct the ossification sequence for the common ancestor of Mammalia and to identify evolutionary shifts of ossification sequence at all
nodes. Our modularity analysis highlights that cranial bones form two separate modules, one consisting explicitly of dermal bones and the other
of endochondral bones. It is possible that, when changes in skeletogenesis occurs during evolution, developmental timing of bones of identical
developmental modes are likely to covary and that bones of different developmental modes tend to be more independent from each other.
However, mesoderm vs. neural crest dichotomy was found to have constraint on skeletogenesis heterochrony. This suggests that not the
developmental origins (mesoderm or neural crest origins) but the mode of ossification (dermal or endochondral) imposes considerable evolutionary constraints on cranial heterochrony among mammals. Lastly, we point out that while the timing of cranial skeletogenesis is rather conserved,
that of postcranial skeletogenesis is highly variable among mammals.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Ontogenetic tooth reduction in dinosaurs and macroevolution of avian beaks
Shuo Wang
Capital Normal University
Beaks are innovative structures characterizing several theropod lineages including modern birds, but little is known about how developmental
processes influenced the macroevolution of these important structures. We have scanned the jaw bones of theropod dinosaurs including
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Limusaurus and Caenagnathasia, as well as the basal birds Sapeornis and Confucisornis. In addition to these new morphological data, a survey
of edentulous lineages combining neontological and paleontological evidence shows a repeated pattern of postnatal reduction of the dentition
throughout the vertebrate tree. We show that vestigial alveoli are present in several beaked lineages of theropod dinosaurs. In caenagnathid
oviraptorosaurs, the occlusal grooves present on the lateral margins of the dentary are interpreted as vestigial alveoli. These structures communicate via foramina with an additional mandibular canal superior to the neurovascular canal in some small specimens, a pattern similar to that
observed in Limusaurus. This additional canal is also present in the Early Cretaceous bird Sapeornis, and the morphology of anterior alveolar
vestiges in this taxon is comparable to that of caenagnathids. Based on new morphological data and study of macroevolutionary patterns of tooth
reduction in extant vertebrates, we propose that ontogenetic truncation of tooth development is a mechanism contributing to tooth reduction in
various theropod lineages that eventually reach edentulism, and the vestigial dentition related structures including the additional canal are partially modified into structures accommodating blood vessels that nourish the rhamphotheca, probably representing a functional compensation for the
insufficient blood supply in toothed jaw bones. These lines of evidence suggest dental reduction in theropods appears to have passed through at
least four common steps: (I) normal tooth development and tooth replacement with an apomorphic keratinized rhamphotheca covering only the
rostral-most portion of the jaws; (II) tooth replacement is impeded by external closure and/or constriction of alveoli, perhaps in association with
adjacent growth of the rhamphotheca—regional tooth reduction occurs; (III) as the keratinized rhamphotheca enlarges, the remaining teeth are
either functionally reduced or redundant; and (IV) alveolar remodeling is complete or nearly complete, the edentulous beak is completely covered
by the rhamphotheca.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
Does facial anatomy follow the topographical relationships of facial primordia?
Hiroki Higashiyama, Hiroki Kurihara
The University of Tokyo
The vertebrate face is derived from the several embryonic facial primordia. In the upper jaw, the premaxilla (distalmost bone)-maxilla suture
reflects the boundary of the two primordia (i.e., the medial nasal prominence; MNP and maxillary process; MXP) at least in the chicken, and it has
been thought to be conserved among all amniotes. The anatomical boundary of the soft tissues (e.g. trigeminal nerve) also follow this suture in
many amniotes, however, the soft tissue boundary is clearly shifted in the mammals. There are two hypotheses for explain this contradiction; a)
soft tissues do not follow the primordial pattern, b) soft tissues follow the primordial pattern, and thus the MNP-MXP boundary is shifted in
mammals. To reconcile this, we firstly compared the craniofacial morphogenesis of the mouse (Mus musculus), chicken (Gallus gallus) and frog
(Rana japonica), by histological sections and three-dimensional reconstruction. As the result, we found the “premaxilla” in mouse derives from
the different position in comparison with chicken and frog. We also conducted the lineage trace of the MXP mesenchyme by using the
Dlx1-CreERT2 / R26RLacZ/LacZ mice. In this experiment, the LacZ signals were clearly found in the pharyngeal arches in 10.5 dpc, and the labeled
cells were found in the lateral part of the “premaxilla” in 14.5 dpc. These results suggest the MXP mesenchyme contributes the murine “premaxilla”, unlike in the chicken. We are also trying the comparative analysis of the cleft lip/palate mouse and chicken (i.e. the primordial fusion is inhibited). As far as the previous studies and our preliminary data, the cleft should follow the premaxilla-maxilla suture in chicken, but it divides the
“premaxilla” into medial and lateral in the mice. These cleft patterns may follow the supplying pattern of the trigeminal nerve. Considering the
present data and previous studies, we conclude the hypothesis b) is likely to be correct; the innervation patterns follow the embryonic primordial
composition even in the late stage of development, and the primordial boundary is drastically shifted in the mammalian lineage. The “premaxilla”
of mammal is the composition of two skeletal elements from the MNP and MXP. We hypothesized the MXP-derived part of the “premaxilla” is
homologous with the “septomaxilla” in other amniotes. Now we plan on comparative analyses the animals which have obvious septomaxilla as
the future works.

18-2C: Fitness landscapes, experimental evolution, and evolutionary forecasting
10:50 - 12:20
Chair: Ping Ao, Shanghai Center for System Biomedicine & Bjørn Østman, University of California
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Evolutionary forecasting through quantitative analysis of fitness landscapes
Bjørn Østman
University of California, Los Angeles
Multi-dimensional Fitness landscapes are now regularly studied in detail to illustrate the constraints that epistasis creates for evolving populations. Microbial populations in particular are amenable to genotypic manipulation and fitness assays, which permit systematic mapping of the
local fitness landscape centered on an arbitrary wild-type. However, quantitative methods are not presently applied across landscapes of different
organisms, and comparisons between them are thus missing. Predicting how populations evolve in the short term, aka evolutionary forecasting,
depends on our ability to make generalizations, which in turn requires rigorous means of comparison across divergent populations and species.
Here I will present a suite of quantitative methods for analyzing such fitness landscape data, with emphasis on epistasis and landscape ruggedness. It is the hope that such analyses will lead to new insights into potential commonalities among evolving populations, and thereby increase
our power to understand evolutionary dynamics and forecast evolutionary outcomes.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Rapid adaptation of a polygenic trait via selective sweeps and subtle changes
Kavita Jain, Wolfgang Stephan
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research, Natural History Museum , University of Munich
Although a number of studies have shown that natural and laboratory populations initially well-adapted to their environment can evolve rapidly
when conditions suddenly change, the dynamics of rapid adaptation are not well understood. Here a population genetic model of polygenic
selection is analyzed to describe the short-term response of a quantitative trait after a sudden shift of the phenotypic optimum. We provide explicit
analytical expressions for the time scales over which the trait mean approaches the new optimum. We find that when the effect sizes are small
relative to a scaled mutation rate, the genomic signatures of polygenic selection are small to moderate allele frequency changes that occur in the
shortterm phase in a synergistic fashion. In contrast, selective sweeps, i.e., dramatic changes in the allele frequency may occur provided the size
of the effect is sufficiently large. Applications of our theoretical results to the relationship between QTL and selective sweep mapping and to tests
of fast polygenic adaptation are discussed.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
Population size and the predictability of antibiotic resistance evolution
Arjan de Visser
Wageningen University
Although evolution is inherently stochastic due to chance events, such as mutations, it is not fully random due to deterministic consequences of
natural selection and constraints imposed by the fitness landscape. A better understanding of the causes and constraints of evolution will help to
control the evolution of unwanted phenotypes, such as antibiotic-resistant pathogens. I will present results from evolution experiments with the
notorious antibiotic resistance enzyme, TEM-1 β-lactamase, in the presence of a novel antibiotic. We use both in vitro (only TEM) and in vivo
(TEM + host) evolution experiments to address the effect of population size on the tempo and mode of adaptation. The results from in vitro experiments show greater adaptive heterogeneity and surprisingly higher resistance in small than in large populations, reflecting the rugged fitness
landscape of the enzyme. In the in vivo experiments, we find no adaptive benefit for small populations – suggesting a more smooth adaptive
landscape, but differential effects from population size on the repeatability of different mutation classes: large populations show more parallel
SNPs, while small populations show more parallel large genomic deletions and duplications. We are testing the hypothesis that this divergent
pattern of parallel evolution derives from clonal interference benefitting lower-rate, but larger-benefit SNPs in populations large enough for both
classes of mutations to occur.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Dynamic fitness landscapes in fluctuating environments
Tina Kang
University of California, Los Angeles
Empirical fitness landscapes are now beginning to unveil the effects of environmental conditions on evolutionary outcomes. Although almost all
studies are conducted within a static environment, likely due to limited experimental feasibility. However, evolution occurs over dynamic environments that changes both spatially and temporally. Dynamics environments can provide a possible path in rugged fitness landscape. Thus,
populations have the potential to maneuver a way out of an evolutionary dead-end without the cost of crossing a low fitness valley. We generated
300 empirical fitness landscapes of 32 bacterial genotypes constituting all possible combinations of 5 mutations originated from a long term
evolutionary study. We exposed all genotypes to 15 different antibiotics each at 20 different concentrations. The original long term evolutionary
study was carried out in growth medium that was free of any antibiotics. Nevertheless, we found pervasive gene-environment interactions where
nearly all 5 single mutations present various degree of fitness benefits with increased antibiotic resistance. Although the presence of a focal
mutation, that conferred resistance to a specific antibiotic, did not always predict resistance when one or more additional mutations were added.
This pointed to the importance of environmental effects on epistatic interactions. We quantified and analyzed structural and topological changes
over different changing environmental gradients. Surprisingly, the topological structure of fitness landscapes, such as mean fitness or fitness
range, can change drastically over different concentrations of the same antibiotics, but ruggedness generally remained unchanged. This
highlighted how dynamic environments can exert significant changes of fitness effect of different genotypes with only changes in environmental
strength, rather than environmental factors.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
Reconsideration of Wright's adaptive landscape and Fisher's FTNS: modern dynamical modeling perspective
Ping Ao
Shanghai Center for System Biomedicine
Wright's adaptive landscape and Fisher's fundamental theorem of natural selection (FTNS) have been regarded as two of most important
concepts in evolutionary biology. Nevertheless, their proper interpretations have also been confusion and controversial. In the light of modern
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need of quantitative dynamical modeling, I discuss the possibility of consistent mathematical formulation with application in various biological
situations, such as phage lambda genetic switch and cancer genesis and progression. With concise mathematical formulation of FTNS, a
complete new picture on dynamical modeling of biological processes emerges. I will discuss the reasoning behind such progress and illustrate it
with examples.

18-2D: The evolution of behavioral responses in biological invasions
10:50 - 12:50
Chair: Kit Magellan, University of Hong Kong
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Individual behavioral decisions contingent upon coevolutionary dynamics modulate the impact of biological invasions
Martin Reichard
Czech Academy of Sciences
Coevolution describes the process of reciprocal adaptation between two species, leading to an escalation of arm races (e.g. host-parasite
relationship) or to a mutually beneficial state (e.g. symbioses). These adaptations are dynamic and can be easily distorted by arrival of a non-native species. Bitterling fishes and freshwater mussels represent an example of two-way reciprocal coevolution. Bitterling lay their eggs inside
living mussels. Unionid mussels, in turn, produce larvae (glochidia) that parasitize fish, including the bitterling. Bitterling are of East Asian origin,
with a single species native to Europe, unionid mussels are abundant in Europe and Asia. We used a set of assays to elucidate the role of behavioral discrimination of the fish and mussels in the impact of biological invasions. One species of Asian unionid mussel, Sinanodonta woodiana, is
invasive in Europe. One species of the bitterling, Rhodeus ocellatus, is present in the ornamental fish trade in Europe and known to be highly
invasive outside native range. We tested the effect of S. woodiana and R. ocellatus on European bitterling by a combination of experimental
infection of glochidia, behavioral host discrimination, analysis of mussel host response to bitterling oviposition, and demographic impact at
mesocosm-level experiments. First, we demonstrated dramatic impact of S. woodiana on European bitterling, effectively reversing host-parasite
relationship. In Europe, bitterling was a parasite of mussels (using all native mussel species as effective hosts while avoiding cost of parasitism
by glochidia) but S. woodiana rejected all eggs of the European bitterling and used the bitterling as a host for their glochidia. Second, we found
that European R. amarus readily outcompetes Asian R. ocellatus when coexisting with European mussels. However, Asian R. ocellatus commonly uses invasive Asian S. woodiana as the host while European R. amarus does not. When S. woodiana dominates mussel communities, Asian
R. ocellatus will outnumber native R. amarus in Europe. This study demonstrated that coevolutionary dynamics has severe impact on the
outcome and impacts of biological invasions, represented by particularly significant inter-population differences. Invasional meltdown, when
establishment of one invasive species facilitates the invasion of other non-native species in that region, was clearly demonstrated. Effectively, the
study exemplifies how individual behavior modulates the impact of biological invasions.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Eco-evolutionary experience driving invasive alien species success and failure: a predictive framework
Jaimie T A Dick
Queen's University Belfast
Eco-evolutionary disconnects and breakdowns are recognised as drivers of the success or failure of invasive alien species (IAS). For example,
predator “novel weapons” and prey “naiveté” may explain IAS impacts on native species, including species extinctions. However, detecting
signals of the breakdowns of co-evolutionary relationships, and hence a predictive framework for forecasting IAS success and impacts, has
remained elusive. I hypothesise that disrupted and novel eco-evolutionary trophic interactions will be characterised by Type II (destabilising)
functional responses (relationship between resource supply and consumption), lack of prey switching (frequency-dependent predation) and
strong prey preference and avoidance patterns. On the other hand, long-term co-evolved relationships will be characterised by prey switching,
weak prey preferences and hence Type III (stabilising) functional responses. I review current and emerging literature, plus new functional
response and predator/prey switching experiments, that show a close match between the above theoretical predictions and actual field patterns
of invasion success and failure. This method is applicable across taxonomic and trophic groups, as all species engage in resource acquisition,
and can also reveal context-dependencies. I detail how these traditional ecological concepts can thus help us understand and predict IAS and
provide signals of breakdowns and novelties in eco-evolutionary relationships.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
The role of behaviour in the expansion of non-indigenous species in low biodiversity marine environments: Iceland as
a case study
Guðbjörg Ásta Ólafsdóttir & Therese Henka
University of Iceland
The recent deglaciation and remote geographical position of Iceland in the North Atlantic has resulted in a relatively species poor marine
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environment. Historically it has been constraints on transport, not physiological constraints, that have hindered the colonisation of marine species,
native to European seas, to Icelandic waters. In recent years documents of non-indigenous species in the sea around Iceland have bourgeoned.
These species have often been transported with ballast waters. Common attributes of many of these species is their physiological and ecological
plasticity, facilitating their further dispersal and survival in Icelandic waters. However, Iceland sits at the interface of temperate and polar seas, a
boundary that historically has been fluid and subject to change in conjunction with larger scale North-Atlantic climate fluctuations. This interface
is likely to be subject to further shifts as predicted global change develops. This in turn will effect the distribution and ecological niche of both
native and recent non-indigenous species. Behaviour is the first interface of the individual to environmental change. Behavioural plasticity is likely
to facilitate survival in a rapidly changing or fluctuating environments and invasive species are often behaviourally plastic and/or high in boldness
and exploratory tendencies. Moreover, boldness is often correlated with ecologically important traits, for example, dispersal or migratory tendencies. Prior research suggests that the benefits of boldness may be density dependent, a critical fact for the implications of the invasion of highly
plastic species in a species poor, historically “pristine” environment. We propose that the low diversity marine environment and unique geographical position of Iceland provides an ideal environment to test predictions on the evolutionary effects of nonindigenous species. In particular changes in behavioural phenotypes through density depended selection on boldness-shyness, with concomitant shifts in related ecological traits, and
their wider ecosystem implications. We discuss recent results of invasive marine species in Icelandic waters in this context.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Evolution of dispersal components and syndrome in Drosophila: The story of two sexes
Sudipta Tung, Abhishek Mishra, P.M. Shreenidhi, Mohammed Aamir Sadiq, V.R. Shree Sruti, Partha Pratim Chakraborty and Sutirth Dey
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research-Pune
In the context of contemporary climate change and habitat fragmentation, the evolution of dispersal is a major topic of investigation in evolutionary
ecology. Although it is known that dispersal can increase due to selection, it is not intuitively clear, whether male and female individuals would
show a similar evolutionary response. This is particularly true in sexually dimorphic species, where the reproductive investment of the two sexes
can be very different. The evolutionary outcome of dispersal associated traits (collectively, dispersal syndrome) is also hardly studied in the two
sexes. We investigated these issues using a single-generation study and a long-term (>70 generations) selection experiment on laboratory
populations of Drosophila melanogaster in a setup that mimicked habitat isolation. For both males and females, dispersal propensity (tendency
to leave the natal patch) and ability (to travel long distances) of the selected populations were significantly greater than the non-selected controls,
and the difference persisted even in the absence of proximate drivers for dispersal. The dispersal syndromes of the two sexes, as inferred by
comparing the dispersers and nondispersers in the single-generation study, were found to be markedly different. Interestingly, in course of dispersal evolution, the direction of sex × dispersal interaction completely reversed in one trait (desiccation resistance), while eliminating the sex
differences in two others traits (body size and exploratory tendency). This study is the first to demonstrate the rapid and simultaneous evolution
of dispersal propensity and ability in both the sexes, expressed even in the absence of stress. This indicates that dispersal evolution cannot be
ignored while investigating eco-evolutionary phenomena like evolution of invasive species, the speed of range expansion, disease spread, and
destabilization of metapopulation dynamics. Also, this is the maiden demonstration of stark alteration of the pattern of dispersal syndrome in the
two sexes by dispersal evolution via spatial sorting. This suggests that one must be cautious while using such associations as predictors of
dispersive behaviours of the individuals in natural populations.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
Temperature effects on cognitive abilities in a globally invasive fish: Plasticity, development and evolution
Kit Magellan
University of Hong Kong
Two of the greatest pressures on ecosystems and biodiversity are biotic invasions and climate change. However, invasions also provide a rare
opportunity to observe and quantify evolution in action: both invasives and natives must adapt to species with which they have no evolutionary
history in order to survive. In aquatic ecosystems a particularly important climate change influence is increased temperatures as the ectothermic
species that inhabit them are vitally dependent on temperature. One effect of temperature on invasive species that has received little attention is
changes in cognitive abilities. A key attribute of successful invasive species is behavioral flexibility and temperature has been shown to enhance
learning and innovation in several taxa which may influence the selection pressures on both native and invasive species. An ideal model species
with which to investigate this is the mosquitofish, Gambusia affinis. This highly adaptable fish has been introduced into over 50 countries, including China and Hong Kong, as mosquito control agents, and are considered among the 100 worst invasive species worldwide. Most research on
the effects of G. affinis invasion has been done in temperate regions, although tropical habitats, with their high aquatic biodiversity and conditions
that allow year round breeding and therefore rapid population growth, may be under the greatest threat. I investigated the effects of increasing
temperatures in a series of laboratory experiments in which fish born and reared at a range of temperatures were tested in different learning tasks.
Early results indicate that fish quickly learned to locate a novel food source and that performance improved over time. Males and females from
different temperatures show different patterns of responses. However, the precise effects of temperature are inconsistent thus far and pending
further analysis.
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Wednesday, April 18th, 14:00 - 16:00
18-3A: Plant genome evolution
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Qiang Xu, Huazhong Agricultural University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:00
Mutational "Matthew Effect" during meiosis in plants
Dacheng Tian
Nanjing University
Mutation rates vary within genomes, but the causes of this remain unclear. As many prior inferences rely on methods that assume an absence of
selection, potentially leading to artifactual results, we call mutation events directly using a parent-offspring sequencing strategy focusing on
Arabidopsis whilst using rice and honey bee for replication. Here we show that mutation rates are higher in heterozygotes and in proximity to
crossover events. A correlation between recombination rate and intra-specific diversity is in part owing to a higher mutation rate in domains of
high recombination/diversity. Implicating diversity per se as a cause, we find a 3.4-3.6 fold higher mutation rate in heterozygotes than in homozygotes with mutation occurring in closer proximity to heterozygous sites than expected by chance, a mutational "Matthew Effect". In a genome that
is a patchwork of heterozygous and homozygous domains, mutations occur disproportionately more often in the heterozygous domains. If
segregating mutations predispose to a higher local mutation rate, clusters of genes dominantly under purifying selection (more commonly
homozygous) and under balancing selection (more commonly heterozygous), might have low and high mutation rates respectively. Results are
consistent with this, there being a 10 times higher mutation rate in pathogen resistance genes, expected to be under positive/balancing selection.
Consequently, we do not necessarily need to evoke extremely weak selection on the mutation rate to explain why mutational hot and cold spots
might correspond to regions under positive/balancing and purifying selection respectively.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:30
Population genomics and cultivation origins of Lychee Fruit, Litchi chinensis
Jarkko Salojarvi
Nanyang Technological University
Lychee (Litchi chinensis), native to Southern China, is an important tree fruit species in the angiosperm family Sapindaceae that is cultivated in
tropical regions worldwide. To study genome structure and evolution of lychee and the origins of lychee cultivation, we generated chromosome-level genome assemblies for each of the two haplotypes of the highly heterozygous cultivar ‘Feizixiao’ and resequenced a total of ca. 70
accessions of earlyand late-maturing cultivars and population samples of wild lychee trees from Yunnan, Hainan, Guangxi, and Vietnam, where
the only wild lychee trees remain. We further resequenced the closely related rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum) and longan (Dimocarpus longan)
genomes to polarize mutations. We discovered that cultivated lychees descend via complex histories of admixture following what were likely
independent domestications of early- versus late-maturing lychees in Yunnan and Hainan, respectively. We will present results on genome
structural evolution, gene space functional content, and population genomic analyses relevant to cultivation history and geography.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:00
Genomic basis of the domestication of Citrus
Qiang Xu, Lun Wang, Fa He, Yue Huang, Huiwen Yu, Xiaolin Jiang, Xiuxin Deng
Huazhong Agricultural University
The domestication of citrus, a perennial crop, is distinct from the domestication of annual crops. We found natural populations of wild mandarins
and cultivated landraces in the South China, and that fruit citric acid level was dramatically reduced in the cultivated forms. To understand the
genetic basis of citrus domestication, we de novo assembled wild and cultivated citrus species were built up by the single molecule sequencing
data (PacBio long reads) and/or s short-read sequencing technology (Illumina). All the genome sequence, annotation files and raw data will be
deposited from our website http://citrus.hzau.edu.cn/orange/. We also sequenced 154 wild citrus, semi-domesticated forms and cultivated citrus
with deep sequencing depth of 35x. We identified the most pure (i.e., least admixture) mandarin, and found evidence that two independent
domestication events occurred to yield one group with changes in genes associated with primary metabolism and another group with changes in
genes associated with fruit acidity and color. The sequencing data of these unique citrus populations and the domesticated genes are a useful
genetic resource for understanding and improving fruit flavor, and facilitate breeding of novel citrus types.
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15:30
Large-scale comparative epigenomics reveals hierarchical regulation of non-CG methylation in Arabidopsis
Yu Zhang, C. Jake Harris, Qikun Liu, , Wanlu Liu, Israel Ausin, Yanping Long, Lidan Xiao, Li Feng, Xu Chen, Yubin Xie, Xinyuan Chen, Lingyu Zhan, Suhua Fen, Jingyi Jessica
Li, Haifeng Wang, Jixian Zhai and Steven E. Jacobsen
Southern University of Science and Technology, Wuhan University, University of California at Los Angeles, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University, Fujian Agriculture and
Forestry University, Fuzhou, University of California at Los Angeles
Genome-wide characterization by next-generation sequencing has greatly improved our understanding of the “landscape” of epigenetic modifications. Since 2008, whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) has become the gold standard for DNA methylation analysis and a tremendous
amount of WGBS data has been generated by the research community. However, methods for the systematic comparison of DNA methylation
profiles to identify novel regulatory mechanisms have yet to be established. Here we developed a standardized pipeline and re-analyzed over
three hundred publicly available Arabidopsis WGBS libraries from various mutant backgrounds, tissue types, and stress treatments. In total this
collection included more than 3,700 Gb (Giga base-pairs) of sequencing data and a large number of wild-type controls. This enabled us to identify
“high-confidence Differentially Methylated Regions” (hcDMRs) with high reliability by comparing each ‘test’ library to each of the 54 controls. We
adopted two statistical methods, Statistical Measurements of Overlapping of DMRs (S-MOD) followed by Quantitative Measurements of Overlapping of DMRs (Q-MOD), to compare and cluster libraries based on their impacts on DNA methylation. In addition to confirming existing relationships using this unbiased approach, we revealed novel connections between methylation pathways. For instance, MET1 and CMT3 were found
to be required for maintenance of asymmetric CHH methylation at non-overlapping regions of CMT2 targeted heterochromatin. Our comparative
methylome approach has established a framework for extracting biological insights via large-scale comparison of methylomes, and can also be
adopted for other omics datasets. Together, the results demonstrate the effectiveness of data-driven, hypothesisgenerating epigenetic research.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
The origin of rice domestication: Single or multiple?
Hongru Wang, Filipe G. Vieira, Jacob E. Crawford, Chengcai Chu, and Rasmus Nielsen
Institute of Genetics and Developmental Biology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Copenhagen, University of California
Asian domesticated rice (Oryza sativa L.) is one of the most ancient and widely consumed staple food crops. However, its domestication history
remains controversial, with multiple studies reaching different conclusions regarding its origin(s). Previous studies generally assume that the
populations of living wild rice, O. rufipogon, are descendants of the ancestral population that gave rise to domesticated rice. We assembled a
diverse panel of rice genome consisting of 203 domesticated and 435 wild accessions. Both domesticated and wild rice population were selected
to represent worldwide diversity of domesticated and wild rice populations, and their genomic information were available through previous
genome resequencing efforts. We investigate the genetic ancestry of wild rice by interrogating the genomic information of this rice panel using
various population genomic methods. We show that most modern wild rice is heavily admixed with domesticated rice through both pollen- and
seed-mediated gene flow. Many presumed wild rice varieties show remnants of the effects of selective sweeps in previously identified domestication genes. Furthermore, there is a distinct geographical pattern of gene flow from aus, indica, and japonica varieties into co-located wild rice. We
also show that admixture from aus and indica is more recent than gene flow from japonica, possibly consistent with an earlier spread of japonica
varieties. We also re-constructed a rice domestication model by taking into account gene flow among subgroups of domesticated and wild rice.
In fact, much presumed wild rice may simply represent different stages of feralized domesticated rice. We argue that wild rice populations should
be considered a hybrid swarm, connected to domesticated rice by continuous and extensive gene flow. Given the complicated scenario of gene
flow between domesticated and wild rice, we argue that rice domestication models should be reconstructed by taking this into account.

18-3B: Vertebrate macroevolution: Integrating paleontological and neontological data and methods
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Xing Xu, Chinese Academy of Sciences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:00
Promise and potential of the vertebrate fossil record for phylogenetic paleobiology: Macroevolution in the 21st century
Graham J. Slater
The University of Chicago
Recent advances in phylogenetic methods have provided a wealth of insights into historical rates and modes of morphological evolution. Most
applications of these approaches have been restricted to extant clades for which well-sampled molecular phylogenies available, but it questionable whether living species are representative of processes that occurred millions of years ago. In this talk, I will discuss examples from my work
on body size and ecomorphological evolution in two clades with excellent fossil records and well-resolved phylogenies, the cetaceans and carnivorans. Our understanding of body size evolution in Cetacea, including the origins of the largest animals to have ever lived, is clearly different when
fossil data are added to the molecular phylogeny. In carnivorans, consideration of the fossil record suggests that modes of size and ecomorphological evolution exhibit distinct dynamics over geologic time, though this is less apparent when considering data from extant taxa only. Methods
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developed by neontologists provide a powerful framework for quantifying support for different models of tempo and mode in evolution but paleontological data are essential if we are to gain an informed understanding of how these processes play out over geologic timescales. The vertebrate
fossil record provides a tantalizing case in which we can test these assumptions and, in the process, advance our understanding of the general
rules underlying phenotypic diversification.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:30
Shaping of vertebrate jaws as evidenced from the fossil record
Min Zhu
Chinese Academy of Sciences
The origin of jaw was perhaps the most profound and radical evolutionary step in the evolutionary history of vertebrates, as well as a key innovation in the rise of modern jawed vertebrate face. The intersection of developmental biology and paleontological evidences contributes to the
heterotopy theory of jaw evolution, in which the disassociation of the naso-hypophyseal complex is a prerequisite for the origin of endoskeletal
jaw (palatoquadrate and Meckelian cartilage). In lower vertebrates, jaw bones are usually composed of both endoskeletal and exoskeletal
components, the latter of which have evolved to be the exclusive skeletal elements of the jaw in mammals, including humans. The morphological
variations and modifications of these dermal jaw bones are pivotal in assessing their homology and reconstructing the evolutionary relationships
of gnathostome groups. The recent discoveries of maxillate placoderms from the Silurian of China (about 423 million years ago) illuminate the
origin of marginal dermal jaw bones that leads to the primary functional jaw bones in most modern vertebrates including ourselves. The unique
character combination in maxillate placoderms also bridges the two major clades of jawed vertebrates, namely Placodermi and Osteichthyes, and
contributes to a revised gnathostome phylogeny, which demonstrates that the most recent common ancestor of crown gnathostomes has macromeric instead of previously conceived micromeric dermal skeleton.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:00
Addressing the avian digital homology issue: A multidisciplinary approach to understanding bird origins
Xing Xu
Chinese Academy of Sciences
The origin of birds has been a highly debated and contentious topic in evolutionary biology for over 100 years. However, significant recent
progress has been made in the study of bird origins based on results from both paleontology and diverse biological fields. This shift in our understanding derives mainly from the discovery and study of spectacular fossil remains of feathered dinosaurs and early birds recovered from China
and other countries, and new biological research aimed at understanding the evolution of some major avian characteristics. For example, the
adoption of an integrative multidisciplinary approach to the examination of major avian structures and organ systems in many recent evolutionary
studies has led to a greater understanding of the complex evolution of the unique avian integumentary structures and respiratory system. Here,
I use the research on the homologies among avian manual digits as an exemplar of this multidisciplinary approach to understanding the origins
of birds from their dinosaurian ancestors. While an obvious conflict between the reported paleontological and embryological data regarding the
homologies of avian digits has long been highlighted as a classical homological paradox in evolutionary biology, new data demonstrate that the
story is much more complex than what either set of data would suggest alone. The indications of homology from morphology, classical embryology, development, and genomics not only sometimes contradict one another, but also sometimes are inconsistent within their own research field.
A complete picture of the nature of these conflicts requires an improved and more complete understanding of data from across study areas. Thus,
the reconstruction of the evolution of the three avian manual digits must be based on integrating diverse multidisciplinary data. This case study
also highlights and promises to address some fundamental conceptual problems in broader evolutionary studies and macroevolution.be considered a hybrid swarm, connected to domesticated rice by continuous and extensive gene flow. Given the complicated scenario of gene flow
between domesticated and wild rice, we argue that rice domestication models should be reconstructed by taking this into account.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:30
Evolution of mammalian middle ear - new discoveries from and challenges for paleontology and developmental
biology
Jin Meng
American Museum of Natural History
New discoveries from both paleontology and developmental biology have raised new challenging issues on several critical structures related to
function of hearing and mastication of mammals. How to interpret the evolutionary path of the mammalian middle ear and jaw joint in various
clades of mammals depends on character recognition and higher-level phylogenies of mammaliaforms. Developmental studies may provide
insight for or against newly discovered morphological characters from early mammals. Critical morphological features related to the middle ear
and jaw joints are identified from several mammals groups of Yanliao and Jehol biotas. These features were analyzed in an evolutionary context
against developmental evidence. Existing phylogenetic hypotheses are employed in interpreting the significance of these ear and jaw joint
features and how their transformations took place under competing phylogenetic hypotheses. In terms of mammalian middle ear evolution, I have
compared relevant discoveries made in the last a few decades and found that the most critical ones are two: the ossified Meckel’s cartilage
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(OMC) in the eutriconodontan Repenomamus and the auditory bones in the euharamiyidan Arboroharamiya. The discovery of the OMC triggered
a series of researches in paleontology and in developmental studies that focused on the transitional mammalian middle ear (TMME). The TMME
is characterized by middle ear bones that have been detached from the dentary but still connected to the OMC, which is anteriorly lodged in a
groove on the medial surface of the dentary. The TMME and definitive mammalian middle ear (DMME) that is presumably derived from the TMME
by degeneration of the OMC during evolution are currently known only in mammalian clades that have the triconodont molar pattern, or its derivatives, and a hinge jaw joint, as already pointed out elsewhere. The open and close of the lower jaw during chewing is basically a rotational move
at the jaw joint, as if it worked like a hinge. The TMME can cope with the jaw move, possibly because the OMC (or persistent Meckel’s cartilage)
had some flexibility in life, a loose connection with the dentary that allows certain degree of movement, and a co-axis move at the incus-malleus
articulation along with the jaw joint. Presence of the OMC as a transitional stage between the mandibular middle ear (MdME) and DMME has
been further echoed by several recent developmental studies. The auditory bones in the euharamiyidan Arboroharamiya represent a new type of
auditory apparatus in mammals, consisting of the stapes, incus, malleus, ectotympanic, and the surangular. However, for allotherians (multituberculates and “haramiyidans”) that have a component of palinal (posterior) move during chewing, how the middle ear co-evolved with the development of the palinal jaw joint remains a challenging issue. In particular, it is difficult to explain how the MdME, presumably present in Haramiyavia
(Jenkins et al., 1997) and Vilevolodon (Luo et al., 2017) could work with a palinal jaw joint and how the MdME was transformed to the DMME in
Arboroharamiya within haramiyidans. The latter is particularly challenging because several competing hypotheses of higher-level phylogeny of
mammaliaforms exist. Moreover, an extensive survey of the literatures and discussions with some developmental biologists did not return any
solid evidence and answers on the fate of the surangular, which has been generally considered as being lost in the middle ear of mammals.
Identification of the surangular in Arboroharamiya shows that the surangular or its equivalent may have been overlooked in previous paleontological and developmental studies. This element may have fused to the malleus and/or lost in some clades of mammals but became an auditory bone
in others. Future neontological evidence from embryologic studies of extant mammals and discoveries of auditory structures from Jurassic
mammals may cast light on these issues. With discoveries of the OMC from several groups of Mesozoic mammals and the auditory bones from
the euharamiyidan Arboroharamiya, considerable progresses have been made in understanding evolution of the mammalian middle ear during
the last two decades. The OMC provides direct fossil evidence on detachment of the ear bones during evolution of the mammalian middle ear for
those that have a hinge jaw joint, which has been corroborated by recent developmental studies. The discovery of the auditory bones in Arboroharamiya re-sets our view on evolution of mammalian middle ear; it raises several issues that are not yet answerable in paleontological and developmental researches, but opens a new window for future studies that would focus on identification of the surangular in the middle ear development
and how the DMME co-evolved with formation of mammalian jaw joints during the evolution of mammals.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
Phylogenetic analyses of fossil musk deer (Artiodactyla, Mammalia) in contrast to molecular evidences
Dong Wei
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Extant musk deer, well known for their musk gland in Chinese medicine, refer only to one genus Moschus. But for fossil musk deer, it is quite
controversial both for their taxonomic composition and phylogenetic relationship, and recent molecular evidences tend to relate musk deer to
Bovidae. The excavations since 2013 at Tuchengzi of Huade County in Nei Mongol, North China enriched the collection of fossil specimens of
musk deer and it allows a enhanced phylogenetic analyses of musk deer with new fossil evidences in contrast to those of the molecular. The
upper and lower dentitions and post-cranial skeletons of Moschus grandaevus collected from the Late Miocene deposits at Tuchengzi are used
as main materials for data matrix building. The morphological characters of other fossil taxa are collected from published sources. 18 fossil taxa
with as more available characters as possible were selected for cladistic analyses and 39 characters chosen are unordered and equally weighted.
The data matrix was edited with NEXUS Data Editor (Version 0.5.0 by R. D. M. Page) and the matrix was then processed with PAUP*(Version
4.0a, Build 159, by D. L. Swofford). The heuristic search found 101 most parsimonious trees and among which 18 optimal trees were retained.
Tree length = 101; Consistency index (CI) = 0.6535; Homoplasy index (HI) = 0.3465; CI excluding uninformative characters = 0.6196; HI excluding uninformative characters = 0.3804; Retention index (RI) = 0.6818; Rescaled consistency index (RC) = 0.4455. The strict and semistrict
consensus trees based on all optimal trees are the same. The Adams consensus tree is nearly the same as the strict and semistrict consensus
trees with the only difference that the Dorcabune cf. D. progressus and Palaeomeryx tricornis derives together from the first node in strict and
semistrict consensus trees rather than from the second node as in Adams consensus tree. As the cladograms illustrate, three Neogene musk
deer species, M. grandaevus, M primaevus and Moschus sp. (from Yunnan), form a monophyly; and three Quaternary musk deer subspecies, M
moschiferus pekinensis, M. m. plicodon and M. m. moschiferus, form another monophyly. They are sister groups and form a further monophyly
which can be grouped as a subfamily Moschinae. Micromeryx is closer to Moschus and cervids (Cervavitus shanxius and Hydropotes inermis)
than to Hispanomeryx. And the latter is closer to Gazella sinensis than to cervids and musk deer. Based on the fossil evidences, the fossil species
of Moschus are closely related to each other and can be grouped together as Moschinae. Micromeryx is closer to Moschinae and Cervidae,
nonetheless Hispanomeryx closer to Bovidae. The musk deer without Hispanomeryx are closer to Cervidae than to Bovidae.
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18-3C: Yeast as a model for understanding evolutionary mechanisms
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Wen-Feng Qian, Chinese Academy of Sciences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:00
Mapping multi-environment fitness landscapes of a yeast tRNA gene
Jianzhi Zhang
University of Michigan
Fitness landscapes describe the genotype-fitness relationship and represent major determinants of evolutionary trajectories. However, the
multiple genotypic permutations, coupled with the difficulty of measuring fitness, have hindered the empirical determination of fitness landscapes.
Combining precise gene replacement and next-generation sequencing, we quantified the Darwinian fitness at 30°C in a rich medium for over
65,000 yeast strains, each carrying a unique variant of the single-copy tRNA gene at its native genomic location. Approximately half of all mutation
pairs exhibit significant epistasis, with a strong negative bias except when the mutations occur at Watson-Crick paired sites in the tRNA secondary
structure. Fitness is broadly correlated with the predicted fraction of correctly folded tRNA molecules, revealing a biophysical basis of the fitness
landscape. To study how the fitness landscape of the tRNA gene varies among environments, we mapped the landscape in three additional
environments. We observe pervasive genotype-by-environment interaction (G×E), confirming the value of multienvironment fitness landscape
mapping. Unexpectedly, however, the G×E pattern observed is so simple that the fitness landscape in one environment can be computationally
transformed to that in another environment with fitness measures of only a few genotypes in the new environment. Under each environment, we
observe prevalent, negatively biased epistasis between mutations (G×G). Epistasis-by-environment interaction (G×G×E) is also abundantly
detected, but trends in epistasis changes between environments are predictable. Our study thus reveals simple rules underlying seemingly
complex multi-environment fitness landscapes, opening the door to understanding and predicting fitness landscapes in general.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:30
Multiple intermolecular interactions facilitate rapid evolution of essential genes
Jun-Yi Leu
Academia Sinica
Different species share a large proportion of their essential gene repertoires. In humans, many genetic diseases are also associated with
mutations in essential genes. Therefore, understanding how essential genes change during the course of evolution is important to both basic and
medical sciences. Essential genes are commonly assumed to work on basic cellular functions and change slowly. However, it remains unclear
whether all essential genes are similarly conserved, or the evolutionary rates can be accelerated by specific factors. To address these questions,
87 essential genes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae are replaced with orthologs from four other species, N.castellii, K. lactis, Y. lipolytica and S.
pombe, that diverged from S. cerevisiae about 50, 100, 270 and 420 million years ago, respectively. The compatibility of orthologs is determined
by cell viability and growth rates of ortholog-carrying S. cerevisiae cells. We demonstrate that essential genes indeed exhibit various evolutionary
tempos, with some of them changing so rapidly that complete genetic incompatibility has occurred within 50 million years of evolution. Fast-evolving genes often encode subunits of large protein complexes, including anaphase promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C). Incompatibility of most
fast-evolving genes is rescued by replacing interacting components simultaneously, suggesting it is caused by protein coevolution. Dissection of
APC/C further reveals that coevolution involves not only the first direct interacting proteins but also the secondary, demonstrating the evolutionary
impact of higher order epistasis. Our results suggest that multiple intermolecular interactions in protein complexes may provide a microenvironment for subunits to quickly evolve.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:00
Decompose genetic causations in the light of evolution
Xionglei He
Sun Yat-sen University
Genetics is used as a tool to study living systems because of a key assumption that the phenotypes of loss-of-function mutations on a gene
indicate the gene’s normal/native functions. We propose that inactivation of a gene not only suppresses the gene’s native functions but may also
create spurious functions with phenotypes irrelevant to the gene’s native functions. Such spurious functions represent the passive re-organization
of the system, don’t follow the existing rules built by natural selection, and can hardly be integrated with other functions, underlying the confusions
in current genetic studies. Using yeast as a model system I will show an evolutionary solution to the complexity caused by genetic analysis.
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15:00
The origin and adaptive evolution of domestic populations of yeast from Far East Asia
Feng-Yan Bai
Chinese Academy of Sciences
As an essential component of human civilization, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been used worldwide for baking, brewing, distilling
and winemaking for thousands of years. The earliest evidence for fermented beverage production has been dated back to Neolithic times about
9000 years ago in China. Recent population genetics and genomics studies have shown phylogenetic distinction between wild and domestic
populations and revealed several genome signatures of adaptive evolution of S. cerevisiae driven by domestication. However, previous studies
compared mainly domestic populations representing limited genetic diversity of S.cerevisiae. The diversity, origin and evolutionary history of both
wild and domestic populations of the yeast remain to be fully revealed. Here we employed a total of 106 wild S. cerevisiae isolates from diversified
natural sources including primeval forests remote from human activity and 160 domestic isolates from various fermentation processes including
native and traditional fermented foods from remote areas which have been subjected to only unwittingly artificial selection. We performed phenotypic profiling, sporulation and flow cytometry analyses, and high coverage genome re-sequencing in the natural ploidy of the isolates. Based on
phylogenomic analysis, we identified 10 wild lineages which are all homozygous and 12 domestic lineages which are all heterozygous. The
domestic lineages share a single ancestor which was probably formed by the hybridization of wild isolates from different lineages, suggesting a
single origin of modern domestic lineages from the wild. The domestic isolates evolved into two major groups adapting to solid and liquid state
fermentation, respectively. The sporulation efficiency and spore viability of domestic isolates were much lower than those of wild isolates, explaining the maintenance of heterozygosity of domestic populations. We found clear evidence for consistent expansion and contraction of genes in
domestic lineages, acquisition of new traits through lineage specific introgression and horizontal gene transfer, and metabolic remodeling associated with adaptation to specific fermentation environments. Our integrated analyses of the phenotypic and genomic data obtained from a set of
S. cerevisiae isolates representing unprecedented scale of diversity of the species provide new insights into the origin and genome evolution of
wild and domestic populations of S. cerevisiae.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:30
G content in 3’ UTR is a dominant predictor for polyadenylation efficiency and alternative polyadenylation
Wenqing Cao and Wenfeng Qian
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Polyadenylation adds a poly(A) tail to a transcript, which is an essential step for the maturation of an mRNA molecule in eukaryotes. Defects in
polyadenylation usually alter viability, proliferation, and development. Although a number of elements in 3’ UTR have been identified, they constitute only a small fraction of 3’ UTR. By contrast, the function of the vast majority of sequences in 3’ UTR remains mysterious, likely due to the
high level of degeneracy in coding the signal for polyadenylation. We synthesized a 60-nucleotide DNA oligo with doped nucleotides
(N[7]TATATAN[24]AATAAAN[17], where N represents a mix of A, C, G, and T, and N[7] means 7 Ns in a row). We placed this designed 3’ UTR
sequence downstream of a reporter gene (GFP) and concatenated the 3’ UTR of ADH1 further downstream. Therefore, two PASs exist in this
reporter system. If polyadenylation occurs at PAS 1 (after designed 3’ UTR), the short isoform (S) is generated; otherwise, the long isoform (L) is
generated. All these sequences, together with a selectable marker LEU2, were used to replace the endogenous gene GAL1 in the budding yeast.
We induced the expression of GFP by 2% galactose, harvested cells in the mid-log phase, and extracted the total RNA. We separately amplified
the long isoform and the short isoform by PCR, to generate the L library and the S library, respectively. Then, we used high-throughput sequencing to estimate the fractions of each 3’ UTR variant in the S and L libraries (Si and Li, respectively). We generated a library including 18,497 yeast
strains. Among them, ~18% and ~31% variants appeared exclusively in the S library and in the L library, respectively. The rest ~50% variants
appeared in both libraries. We first compared the differences in sequence features (all 1-mers up to 5-mers) between two extreme groups,
variants that exist exclusively in the S library (exclusively-S variants) and exclusively in the L library (exclusively-L variants). We identified 732
sequence features exhibiting significant difference between these two variant groups. Particularly, NG exhibited the largest difference. We next
test the effect of NG on polyadenylation efficiencies of endogenous genes, where the sequences and positions of EE and PE vary. We calculated
NG in a 60-nt sliding window from 400-nt upstream of a polyadenylation site (step size = 1). NG was significantly correlated with PAE in a large
range (from -400 nt to polyadenylation site). Further, the G% in 3’ UTR is positively correlated with the level of APA, suggesting that G content
have a role in regulation for alternative polyadenylation in S. cerevisiae. By correlating polyadenylation efficiency with sequence features, we
identified novel strategies by which polyadenylation efficiencies are coded in 3’ UTR. Particularly, guanine plays an important role in repressing
polyadenylation. We confirmed that guanine in the upstream to the polyadenylation sites of yeast endogenous genes decreases polyadenylation
efficiency, which further promotes alternative polyadenylation. In summary, our study expands the understanding on the coding rules, which
paves the road for the ultimate goal of understanding every nucleotide in a genome.
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18-3D: Rapid microevolution of invasive species
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Aibin Zhan, Chinese Academy of Sciences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:00
False negatives and false positives hinder early detection of alien invasive species in aquatic ecosystems
Hugh MacIsaac
University of Windsor
Early detection of Alien Invasive Species (AIS) in aquatic ecosystems is a high management priority for most countries, yet in practice is very
challenging given the underwater nature of the target and its low abundance and geographic limitation. These problems may result in false
negative assessments. Molecular methods offer opportunities to detect some AIS even when present at very low abundances, thereby lowering
false negatives. However, molecular methods are prone to inflated false positives if primers used in PCR are not species-specific and optimized
for low detection, or if sequencing or other errors occur when using metabarcoding of heterogeneous field samples. My presentation will highlight
the importance of optimal primer selection and parameter selection/setting when utilizing barcoding pipelines to reduce both false negatives and
false positives.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:30
Rapid evolution of key functional traits during habitat invasions
Carol Eunmi Lee
University of Wisconsin
An intriguing question regards why some taxa have the capacity to invade novel habitats, whereas most do not. In recent years, many species
invading freshwater habitats have originated from more saline environments. Identifying the specific genetic mechanisms that underlie physiological evolution during freshwater invasions might yield insights into why particular populations have the capacity to cross this formidable boundary,
and why certain species have the ability to invade. Within the past century, the copepod Eurytemora affinis has invaded freshwater habitats
multiple times independently from saline sources. We found evolutionary shifts in expression and activity of ion transporters, with striking parallel
evolutionary shifts across independent invasions. Most notably, in a population genomic analysis comparing full genome sequences from saline
and freshwater populations, we found significant signatures of natural selection within genomic regions containing several key ion transporters.
Our findings have relevance for other invaders crossing this salinity boundary, as well as for understanding the nature of mechanisms that underlie rapid evolution during radical habitat change.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:00
Rapid adaptation to temperature in the globally invasive European green crab, Carcinus maenas
Carolyn Tepolt
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Marine invasive species are particularly good at both dispersing broadly and thriving in new environments, despite the limited adaptive potential
suggested by high gene flow and population bottlenecks. By integrating cardiac physiology and transcriptome sequencing, adaptation to
temperature was examined in the globally invasive European green crab (Carcinus maenas). Both physiological and genomic data suggested
local adaptation to temperature in the species' native range, and a rapid recapitulation of this pattern in the invasive range in under 200 years. A
suite of putatively-selected genomic regions – including a likely supergene – were identified, and ten of these regions were significantly associated with environmental temperature and thermal tolerance. Seven of these genomic regions also showed a strong and significant association with
temperature in an independent test of five invasive populations spanning >1,500 km, which were descended from a single, highly bottlenecked
introduction in 1990. Overall, these results strongly indicate local adaptation in the species' native range, and suggest a role for ongoing, rapid
adaptation in the success of this high-dispersal marine invader.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:30
Changes in the zooplankton community due to ballast water chlorination treatment
Yaping Lin, Aibin Zhan and Elizabeta Briski
GEOMAR - Helmholtz-Zentrum für Ozeanforschung Kiel, Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Windsor, Museo Argentino
de Ciencias Naturales “Bernardino Rivadavia” and Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientı́ficas y Técnicas
Ballast water has been identified as a leading vector for the worldwide transport and introduction of non-indigenous species (NIS). The most
effective way to address the ship’s ballast water related issues is through various discharge standards and management regulations. Recently,
the International Maritime Organization (IMO) enforced a more stringent ballast water management standard - D2 - where all commercial ships
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trading internationally are required to meet numeric ballast water discharge standards unless granted an exemption based on risk assessment.
To achieve the new abundance-based performance standard, most ships will be required to install an on-board ballast water treatment system
using technologies such as filtration, ultraviolet radiation (UV) or chlorination. To determine the efficacy of chlorine in reducing number of species
and individuals in ballast tanks, in this study we collected samples from four transoceanic voyages. During each voyage, we collected samples
at the beginning of the voyage and at the end. We characterized and compared changes in the ballast water zooplankton community of both
control and chlorine treatments using metagenomics approaches, and assessed the effects of chlorine treatment on the zooplankton community
structure. Our study found that both control and chlorine treatments did not have a significant influence on the number of species (i.e. colonization
pressure) in transported communities. Nonetheless, we found distinct patterns of zooplankton communities between initial and final samples on
voyages starting with freshwater ballast, suggesting that the transport stage have profound impact on the freshwater-associated taxa during the
transoceanic voyages. Our study showed that chlorine treatment significantly modified the abundances of representative species and furthermore
resulted in different zooplankton community structure when compared to untreated control. The chlorine treatment was identified as a key driver
of the observed pattern in the metazoan community. Our results suggest that chlorination treatment drives differences in zooplankton diversity in
ballast water.
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Wednesday, April 18, 16:20 - 18:20
18-4A: Genomics of adaptation
16:20 - 18:20
Chair: Paolo Franchini, University of Konstanz & Carmelo Fruciano, Queensland University of Technology
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:20
Parallel and non-parallel aspects of replicate ecological and evolutionary divergence: an example from radiations of
northern fishes
Kathryn R. Elmer
University of Glasgow
The rapid evolution of biodiversity in parallel, or similar, ways independently is an informative and fascinating natural laboratory for adaptation
and speciation research. By comparing across spatial and phylogenetic scales, this context can help to disentangle fundamental underlying
processes from the noise inherent in natural populations. My research focuses on two main questions: Are parallel phenotypes associated with
parallelisms at the genomic level? What does parallel evolution, and its alternatives, tell us about constraint and potential across evolutionary
lineages? To approach these questions, I study phenotypes and genomes in an environmental context, using a range of new 'omics tools
available for non-model organisms. Here I will discuss some of our recent research on rapidly diversifying species complexes in postglacial lakes,
the freshwater fishes Arctic charr, Salvelinus alpinus. Findings based on 13 lake populations typed for ~200,000 genome-wide loci suggest a
complex interplay of demographic history, ecological parallelisms, and population specific molecular patterns. Specifically we found that ecotypes
show high levels of parallelism in relevant traits among populations, even across lineages. Population genomic analysis revealed a pronounced
divergence continuum though the histories of divergence and introgression differ across populations. Using genome-wide association and
transcriptomic analyses we show that the genomic basis underlying eco-morphological divergence is mostly non-parallel across lakes, but that
similar biological pathways are affected. These findings are important for advancing our understanding of the predictability of evolution, phenotypic divergence in the face of gene flow and the role of natural selection in this process.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:50
Genomic exploration of 400 million years of elasmobranch evolution: clues for visual ecology of sharks
Shigehiro Kuraku
RIKEN in Kobe
Modern sharks, as well as rays and skates, are classified into elasmobranchs, and they are the majority of chondrichthyan fishes (cartilaginous
fishes). Although the whole genome of a chimaera in the minor chondrichthyan lineage was sequenced earlier, no equivalent resource has been
made available for elasmobranchs. In order to explore the origin and subsequent diversification of various morphological and physiological
characters at the molecular level, we have sequenced and analyzed the whole genomes of multiple galeomorph shark species and produced
tissue-level transcriptome data. Our application of the rising Hi-C scaffolding approach provided chromosome-scale assemblies for their large
genomes exceeding 4 Gbp. Remarkably, our molecular phylogenetic analysis revealed a stepwise modification of opsin gene repertories during
chondrichthyan evolution. The among-species variation of opsin gene repertories is thought to have resulted from adaptation of visual capacities
to differentiating habitats of the shark species analyzed. This possibility is discussed in relation to absorption spectra of opsin gene products,
cellular organization of retinae, and behavior of diverse members of the unexplored taxon.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:20
Rapid genome-wide evolution of 3’ UTRs in cichlid fishes
Peiwen Xiong, Paolo Franchini, Darrin Hulsey, Axel Meyer
University of Konstanz
Post-transcriptional regulation is a crucial mechanism that controls eukaryotic gene expression, which could commonly contribute to adaptive
divergence. The three prime untranslated regions (3’ UTRs), located directly downstream of the end of proteincoding DNA sequences play important roles in post-transcriptional regulation. These regions contain functional sequence elements that control mRNA stability, expression levels,
and mRNA localization. To examine the evolution of 3’UTRs in cichlid fishes, one of the most species-rich vertebrate clades, 1) we identified gene
features using transcriptomes in nine fully sequenced teleost genomes and 2) we performed comparative analysis to reveal variation in length,
functional motifs and evolutionary rates of 3’UTR divergence. In all nine teleost species, we found a smaller proportion of repetitive elements in
3’ UTRs than in the genome as a whole. We documented that 3’ UTRs in cichlid fishes tend to be longer than those in non-cichlid fishes, and also
recovered on average one more potential miRNA target per gene in cichlid fishes. Moreover, using evolutionary rate estimation of homologous
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genes, we provide evidence that the 3’ UTRs evolve on average faster in cichlids than in non-cichlids. Gene ontology enrichment analysis
suggests that the top 5% most rapidly evolving 3’ UTRs are biased towards genes involved in ribosome-associated pathways and translation. Our
results reveal novel patterns of evolution and functional differences in the 3’ UTRs of cichlid fishes, suggesting that 3’ UTRs and their influence
on gene regulation could have contributed to the enhanced adaptation, diversification, and speciation of this phenotypically diverse and
species-rich group of fishes.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:35
Whole-genome resequencing and phenotypic analyses reveal adaptation to unique tropical environmental stressors in
African indigenous chickens
Newton O. Otecko, Min-Shen Peng, Ming-Shan Wang, Irene Ogali, Said I. Ng’ang’a, David H. Mauki, Stephen Ogada, Grace K. Moraa, Adeniyi C. Adeola, Jacqueline Lichoti,
Bernard Agwanda, Sheila C. Ommeh, Ya-Ping Zhang
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology, Kenya Agriculture and Livestock Research Organization, State Department of Livestock,
National Museums of Kenya, Nairobi, Kenya
Indigenous chickens in Africa harbor unique adaptations to diverse local stressors. Their performance improvement programs in most African
settings are hampered by limited characterization of the highly heterogeneous phenotypes. This setback is aggravated by the obscurity about the
genomic underpinning of key adaptive and production traits. We sampled 681 indigenous chickens from the Swahili coast, western, and northern
Kenya regions, representing three traditional migratory corridors that facilitated entry of chickens into the country. We employed univariate and
multivariate approaches to assess phenotypic and morphometric properties of these chickens. To extend this analysis, we retrieved published
chicken phenotypic data, representing 21361 indigenous chickens from 13 countries. We selected 106 Kenyan chicken samples for whole-genome re-sequencing using Illumina Hiseq platform, followed by comparative population genomic analyses incorporating a Red Junglefowl and
104 Chinese domestic chicken genomes. Several phenotypic and morphometric traits display significant regional differentiation among Kenyan
chickens (Univariate tests, P<0.05). Canonical discriminant analysis (CVA) and hierarchical clustering analysis indicate population stratification
both in the Kenyan and the pooled phenotypic datasets. Interesting signals of geographical isolation and unidirectional migrations are evident.
We observed a bias for rumpless and bantam chickens to hot and humid ecosystems, and feathered shanks to cooler ecosystems. From our
gemomic analyses, Kenyan chickens cluster distinctively (PCA, Principal Component Analysis), and exhibit multiple ancestral lineages (Structure
analysis). Selective sweep analyses (FST, π, XP-CLR, and SweeD) reveal significant positive selection of several genes in the Kenyan chicken,
with potential functional enrichment for behavior modification, cardiac functions and blood circulation, brain functions, digestion, immunity, eye
anatomy and vision, skin abnormalities, and water balance regulation. Using a large-scale phenotypic dataset and the first whole-genome
re-sequencing of African indigenous chickens, we show a high phenotypic diversity and substantial population stratification in indigenous
chickens. Our study also reveals candidate genes whose positive selection aligns with the high thermal stress, strong UV, limited water and
nutrition, and disease situations of the Afrotropics.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:50
Genome-wide evidence for subspecies recognition and adaptive divergence in the tiger (Panthera tigris)
Yue-Chen Liu, Xin Sun, Kristofer M. Helgen, Olga Uphyrkina, Dale G. Miquelle, Paolo Martelli, James L. D. Smith, Carlos Driscoll, Stephen J. O’Brien, Shu-Jin Luo
Peking University, University of Adelaide, Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Vladivostok, Wildlife Conservation Society, Ocean Park, University of
Minnesota, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, St. Petersburg State University, Nova, Southeastern University
Lack of consensus over the number of subspecies or conservation management unit in the tiger (Panthera tigris) has partially hindered the global
effort to recover it from the brink of extinction. Today fewer than 4,000 free-ranging tigers survive in only 7% of their historical range and debates
persist whether they should be considered six or two subspecies. The recent coalescence of all modern tigers to a Late Pleistocene bottleneck
poses challenges to detecting subspecies-diagnostic morphological traits in the tiger and the ultimate resolution to elucidating its intraspecific
evolution and taxonomy lies at the genome scale. Here based on whole genome sequencing of 32 voucher specimens and population genomics
approaches, we present the first genome-wide evidence for subspecies recognition and adaptive divergence in modern tigers. Our results
support five statistically robust monophyletic clusters corresponding to extant subspecies, which are Sumatran (P. t. sumatrae), Amur (P. t.
altaica), Indochinese (P. t. corbetti), Bengal (P. t. tigris), and Malayan (P. t. jacksoni) tigers, as well as one unique but tentative lineage of South
China tiger (P. t. amoyensis) due to limited sampling. Demographic reconstructions validated a severe population decline across the whole
species around 110 kya followed by serial divergent events driven by global climate fluctuations. Overall, inter-subspecies gene flow is remarkably low corroborating these recently isolated but distinct phylogeographic units. In addition, we identified multiple genomic regions that may have
formed the basis of adaptive evolution in various subspecies. Notably, a body size-related gene was found bearing a strong signal of positive
selection in the Sumatran tiger, which is likely associated with adaptation to the tropical island in Southeast Asia. These genome-wide signatures
plus evidence for long term restriction of gene flow provide an explicit basis for subspecies recognition in living tigers and will help facilitate global
conservation strategic planning for this charismatic flagship species.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

18:05
Genome-wide relaxation of selective constraints characterizes evolution of annualism in African killifishes
Rongfeng Cui, David Willemsen, Martin Reichard, Molly Schumer, Dario Riccardo Valenzano
Max-Planck Institute, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Harvard University, University of Cologne
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African killifishes in the family Nothobranchiidae (Cyprinodontiformes, Teleostei) independently adapted at least three times to ephemeral waters
in arid regions in Africa. Life history modeling predicts that a heightened risk of extrinsic mortality weakens purifying selection against late-acting
deleterious mutations. Population bottle-necks also weakens purifying selection in general. We tested these predictions using a comprehensive
whole-genome sampling of all major annual and non-annual genera (46 species) of Nothobranchiidae. Four reference de novo genomes have
an N50 of 1.08Mb ~ 3.3Mb, with 95.56%~97.34% complete teleost BUSCOs in the annotated gene sets. The genome size is significantly predicted by annualism and precipitation in the dry season. In the annual Nothobranchius branch, DNA and LINE transposons accounted for most of the
inserted repeat sequences since divergence from the non-annual ancestor. The gene family turn-over rates (gain and loss) are higher in the
annual species. RELAX analyses revealed a significant excess of genes under relaxation in both annual killifish genera. Genes undergoing
relaxed selection in annual species are enriched for wellknown pathways controlling aging functions, such as mitochondrial replication and
translation, mTOR pathway and DNA repair. The private mutations of the relaxed genes observed in the genus Nothobranchius are slightly but
significantly more conserved in other vertebrates than those found in non-significant genes, suggesting these mutations are slightly deleterious.
Whole genome resequencing data in four wild Nothobranchius populations showed bottle-necks around 10,000 - 100,000 years ago, coinciding
with the last glacial period. The bottle necks were more severe in two populations. Accordingly, the Genome-wide estimates of relaxation of
selection are stronger in the two dry populations compared to their wet counterparts. In conclusion, evolution towards an annual life cycle in
African killifishes caused an extensive relaxation of selective constraints at genome-wide level, especially in the genus Nothobranchius. The short
life span may be driven by many slightly deleterious mutations drifted to high frequencies.

18-4B: Origin and early evolution of organ systems
16:20 - 18:20
Chair: Xiao-Ya Ma, Yunnan University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:20
What is a brain, when did it originate, and what did it comprise?
Nicholas James Strausfeld
University of Arizona
Observations of fossilized brains of stem arthropods that lived about 518 million years ago demonstrate that their overall organization already
defined the central nervous system ground patterns of arthropods alive today. Such evolutionary stability extending through over half a billion
years is further suggested by two cardinal centers in the arthropod forebrain, the central complex and mushroom bodies, the evolutionary
divergences of which correlate to the times of origin the five major arthropod lineages originating during the onset of the Cambrian. An even earlier
origin for these centers is suggested by observations of extant lophotrochozoans, particularly Annelida and Platyhelminthes, both of which reveal
structural and molecular homologues of the central complex and mushroom bodies in their apical central nervous systems. Although there are
Chengjiang fossils that are clearly vertebrates, none look like any extant craniate. Yet, developmental, genetic, and functional studies suggest
that in modern craniates the basal ganglia and hippocampal formation share numerous characters with the arthropodannelid-platyhelminth
central complex and mushroom bodies. If these lines of evidence suggest genealogical correspondence of these centers across Lophotrochozoa,
Deuterostomia and Ecdysozoa, then it is plausible that those centers evolved early in animal evolution independently of the later convergent
evolution of body segments. Although basal ganglia and hippocampus, and the central complex and mushroom bodies, are located in
corresponding vertebrate and arthropod neuromeres that require homologous homeotic gene expression for their development, the centers
themselves should not be considered as segment-related but as ancestrally asegmental; hence the presence of these centers in the asegmental
brains of Annelida and Platyhelminthes. The prediction is that circuits that define the central complex and mushroom bodies, should occur in
asegemental cycloneuralians and asegmental spiralians. Such a finding would solidify the proposition that these circuits, one responsible for
action selection and pathfinding, and the other for associative memory of place and value, were present in the very first bilaterians. The relatively
abrupt switch from simple to goal-directed foraging and interactive behaviors evidenced by trace bilaterian fossils in the late Ediacaran and early
Cambrian supports this hypothesis.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:50
The evolution of the animal digestive tract - a tale of openings
Andreas Hejnol, Jose Maria Martin-Duran, Aina Børve
University Bergen
The evolution of the animal digestion system and its openings - mouth and anus - has been fascinated zoologists for more than 100 years.
Influenced by Haeckel’s "biogenetic law" its formation during the development in a few bilaterian species has been interpreted as recapitulation
of ancient evolutionary transitions. However, recent reinvestigations using molecular data have shown that the development of these key species
have been misinterpreted and that their development does not recapitulate evolution but is instead triggered by basic common developmental
events. Especially the finding that the mouth and anus formation are independent from the gastrulation process sheds new light on the evolution
of the digestive system and provides the opportunity to develop new, testable hypotheses about the origins of the digestive orifices. We summarize recent findings, bring them into an evolutionary comparative context and show new data that provide insights into the evolution of body
openings.
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17:20
Origin and early evolution of organ systems—Insights from exceptionally preserved Cambrian fossils
Xiaoya Ma, Nicholas J. Strausfeld, Gregory D. Edgecombe
Yunnan University, University of Arizona, Natural History Museum
The origin, evolution and diversification of organ systems represent the basic pathways of metazoan evolution and hold the key to unlocking the
deep phylogeny of major animal groups. The Cambrian Explosion, marked by the sudden appearance of all major animal phyla in the fossil
record, remains one of the most profound yet enigmatic evolutionary events in the history of life on Earth. This event is best evidenced by exceptionally preserved Cambrian biotas around the world. Until recently these biotas were mainly investigated using the traditional techniques of
describing palaeontological specimens. However, with the increasing development of new imaging and analytical techniques and methods, as
well as greater integration among disciplines, these ancient fossils are giving up more of their secrets and contributing significantly to our understanding of origin and early evolution of organ systems. This talk will summarise recent breakthroughs in gaining a more detailed understanding
of internal organ systems (e.g. nervous, cardiovascular, digestive and visual systems) of exceptionally preserved Cambrian panarthropods and
their evolutionary implications.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:50
Characterization of TLR gene family based on Lampetra japonica full-length transcriptome provides insights into the
evolution of vertebrate immune system
Ting Zhu
Liaoning Normal University
As one of the most ancient vertebrates alive today, lamprey was considered to be the “living fossil” for study of the origin and development of
vertebrate organ systems. The discovery of the variable lymphocyte receptors (VLRs), which were regarded as a parallel system to the immunoglobulins, has brought the origin of adaptive immunity forward to jawless vertebrates. However, compared with the mature and efficient adaptive
immunity, the VLR-based system was still considered more primitive. Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling pathways, which are likely to be initiated
by the interactions between TLRs and downstream adaptors, are essential to evoked innate immunity and are critical in the maturation of the
adaptor immune response. First, the Petromyzon marinus genome database was searched using the HMMER pipeline to identify the gene family
members containing TIR domain at the genome-wide level. Second, the obtained full-length transcriptome of Lampetra japonica based on the
PacBio RSII system allowed us to systematically transcriptome-wide character the functional TLR gene family and their related genes. Phylogenetic and molecular evolutionary analyses were performed. In addition, the expression patterns of TLRs and their related genes were examined
by RNA-seq data from various tissues and different immune-stimulated samples, including the white blood cells stimulated by LPS, PolyI:C, LTA,
PHA, Vibrio splendidus and V. parahaemolyticus. The results were finally validated by qPCR. Based on P. marinus genome and L. japonica
full-length transcriptome, a total of 16 functional TLRs, 4 TLR adaptors and many TLR-associated molecules were characterized in L. japonica.Most of the lamprey TLR proteins contain the typical TLR structures. Phylogenetic analyses indicated that the orthologs of vertebrate TLR1,
TLR4, TLR6, TLR9 and TLR10 were absent in lamprey. Several lamprey TLRs were formed subfamilies with multiple duplicated copies in a
lamprey-specific manner. In addition, RNA-seq data from various samples were used to calculate the FPKM values of all lamprey TLRs and their
related genes. The expression profiling showed that most of them exhibited tissue-specific expression patterns and participated in different
pathways responding to special PAMPs (pathogen-associated molecular patterns). In order to get insights into the mechanism of the antiviral
responses activated by TLR signaling pathways in lamprey, the full-length coding regions of TLR3, TICAM-a and TICAM-b were cloned from L.
japonica, with 2670bp, 2388bp and 1242bp respectively. Through comprehensive analyses of comparative genomics and molecular evolution,
we have described the molecular evolutionary history of TICAM gene family. The lamprey TICAM-b, the ancestor of vertebrate TICAM-2, might
be originated from a segmental duplication. Furthermore, the expression patterns and the interactions with TLR3 between TICAM-a and TICAM-b
were different, suggesting the functional divergence of TICAM gene family have occurred. In this study, we have described the TLR system
repertoire in the lamprey at the whole-genome and whole-transcriptome levels. The subfamily patterns among TLRs revealed that the gene
duplication events have played an important role in providing novel immune receptors, which were expended the recognitions of various PAMPs
for host defense. Besides the TLRs, duplication and the following divergence also contributed significantly to the origin and evolution of their
adaptors TICAM-a and TICAM-b. The evolutionary forces and the mechanism of functional divergence of TICAM gene family have also been
investigated to explore the functional evolution of antiviral pathway mediated by TICAM.re characterized in L. japonica.

18-4C: Making evolution visible
16:20 - 18:20
Chair: Kinya G. Ota, Academia Sinica
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:20
High-throughput laboratory evolution of E. coli to unveil phenotypic plasticity and constraint
Chikara Furusawa
RIKEN, The University of Tokyo
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Biological systems change their state to evolve and adapt to changes in environmental conditions. Despite the recognized importance of characterizing the biological capacity to adapt and evolve, studies on phenotypic/genotypic plasticity and constraint have remained at a qualitative level.
To unveil universal characteristics in adaptation and evolution, we performed a high-throughput laboratory evolution of E. coli under 96 stress
environments by using an automated system we developed . The stress environments include the addition of various antibiotics with different
action mechanisms, acids, heavy metals, surfactant, and so on. After 30 days cultivation, we obtain resistant strains to these stresses. Then,
changes in transcriptome profile and genomic sequence of the resistant strains were analyzed by high-throughput sequencing. The results of
these comprehensive analyses demonstrated that the expression changes were constrained to a relatively low-dimensional dynamics. Furthermore, we quantified collateral resistance and sensitivity, which are phenomena that acquisition of resistance to one stress is accompanied by an
acquisition of concomitant resistance or sensitivity to another stress. We found that significant collateral resistance and sensitivity are ubiquitous,
suggesting that the possible evolutionary courses are constrained. Based on these experimental results, and with the aid of theoretical and
computational analysis of evolutionary constraint, we will discuss the nature of phenotypic plasticity and constraint in bacterial evolution, and
possible strategies to predict and control the evolutionary dynamics.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:50
Out of the dark: Making cavefish metabolic evolution visible
Nicolas Rohner
Stowers Institute
Understanding the genetic basis of adaptation has broad implications not only for a basic understanding of evolution, but also for human pathologies given that many human diseases are a consequence of mis-adaptation to modern societies. The emerging model system Astyanax
mexicanus has become an important fish species to address how animals can quickly to adapt to extreme environments due to its unique ecology
and the availability of genetic tools and genomic resources. Cave environments are typically dark and as a consequence nutrient deprived. We
have previously shown that cavefish acquired simple but impressive adaptations such as hyperphagia (increased appetite), starvation resistance
and altered feeding behaviors to cope with these conditions. In a recent study, we have found cavefish to display elevated blood sugar levels and
strong insulin resistance compared to surface fish, but without any effect on the health of the fish. On the contrary, we show that these phenotypes
are helping the cavefish to gain weight more quickly as part of their starvation resistance strategy. Using whole genome information of different
cave and surface populations, we identified mutations in the insulin receptor of cavefish underlying the observed insulin resistant phenotypes. We
use CRISPR mediated gene editing to show that this mutation is sufficient to cause a similar phenotype in zebrafish and provide evidence for
strong selection of this allele in the wild. Interestingly, the same mutation is found in cases of Type 2 diabetic patients in human populations,
raising the question whether cavefish can be used to gain insight into human glucose control homeostasis.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:20
Domestication History and Evolutionary Developmental Biologyof Twin-Tail Goldfish
Kinya G. Ota
Academia Sinica
Morphological variation in goldfish (Carassius auratus) is known to be established by artificial selection during domestication process. Of those,
twin-tail goldfish has intrigued researchers, because of the uncommon axial skeletal morphology. The axial skeleton comprises several midline-located vertebral elements whose basic architecture is highly conserved among vertebrates. However this highly conserved architecture has
largely modified by artificial selection. Twin-tail goldfish possess laterally bifurcated caudal axial skeletons. The paucity of laterally bifurcated
caudal skeleton in nature suggests that the molecular developmental mechanisms underlying axial skeletal formation have been drastically
modified. In our study, we report that the bifurcated axial skeleton is caused by the modification of the dorsal-ventral patterning mechanisms by
the mutation in a chordin gene homologue. Homologues of chordin gene and its related genes were isolated from wild-type and twin-tail goldfish
strains. Genotyping was performed in nine different types of ornamental goldfish strains and 670 phenotyped backcross segregants in chordin
related genes. Rescue experiments and in situ hybridization were performed in the twin-tail goldfish embryos. Our molecular cloning revealed
that the goldfish has two chordin paralogues (designated as chdA and chdB), which may be consequence of a recent genome duplication. More
significantly, we identified two alleles of the chdA gene; the wild-type allele (chdAwt ) and the stop codon allele (chdAE127X ). All of investigated
twin-tail goldfish strains and backcross progenies with twin-tail morphology are homozygous of chdAE127X allele. Moreover, the chdA wt mRNA
injection rescued twin-tail phenotype. These results suggest that the chdAE127X allele causes the twin-tail goldfish phenotype. Furthermore, the
analyses of the gene expression patterns suggested that chdA and chdB genes are sub-functionalized. Our finding suggest that the chdAE127X
allele was selected during relatively short period of domestication (from 1000 to 1596 CE) and became fixed in the common ancestor of twin-tail
strains. Unlike conventional chordin mutant vertebrates, the twin-tail goldfish exhibit high survival rate, presumably due to the sub-functionalized
expression patterns of chordin paralogues. Large-scale morphological changes, which require extensive modification of such developmental
mechanisms, are often presumed to require a long evolutionary time period. However, our results imply that the sequential occurrence of different
types of evolutionary events (duplication, sub-functionalization, and subsequent strong selective pressure) in a certain order, allows a drastic
morphological and developmental change in a relatively short period.
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17:50
Foreign Hsp90 promotes phenotypic novelty through network co-adaptation
Tracy Chih-Ting Koubkova-Yu, Jung-Chi Chao and Jun-Yi Leu
Academia Sinica, National Chung-Hsing University
Heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90), a versatile hub in protein homeostasis network, is a molecular chaperone essential for cell viability in all eukaryotic cells. About a quarter of the proteome is profoundly influenced when Hsp90 activity is reduced in yeast. Despite its pivotal role, the function
of Hsp90 diverged through evolution. To understand the impacts and adaptation strategies in the cell with an altered network hub, we conducted
laboratory evolution experiments using the Y. lipolytica-HSP90-carrying S. cerevisiae cells. The evolution was done in normal condition (YPD
28°C for 2,200 generations) where the incompatibility between the foreign Hsp90 and its interactive network was expected to drive cellular
adaptation. We applied whole genome sequencing, CRISPR reconstruction and phenotypic assays to identify the adaptive mutations, their
functions and the underlying interactions between them. Most of the independent Y.l.-HSP90 carrying evolved clones improved endogenous
protein homeostasis while some further gained higher misfolded-protein-foci clearing capacity compared to the ancestor. Interestingly, a small set
of the evolved clones have rescued elongated cell morphology which was caused by defective Hsp90. Adaptive mutations in evolved clones were
identified in multiple Hsp90-related pathways where the phenotypic and fitness assays together suggested that cells adapted through different
evolutionary trajectories to achieve the same protein homeostasis and fitness outcome in the normal condition. However, modifications in
different pathways radiated the fitness of the evolved clones in various stress conditions. Ten evolved mutations were reconstituted in ancestral
strains to demonstrate their adaptive effects and epistasis between them. Our results showed that cells compensate the defect of a foreign Hsp90
by fine-tuning diverse alternative pathways and a perturbed network hub opens the possibility for cells to evolve novel phenotypes not accessible
to wild-type cells. S. cerevisiae isolates representing unprecedented scale of diversity of the species provide new insights into the origin and
genome evolution of wild and domestic populations of S. cerevisiae.

18-4D: Phenotypic evolvability (Organized and sponsored by CDE)
16:20 - 18:20
Chair: Naoki Irie, University of Tokyo & Kunihiko Kaneko, University of Tokyo
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:20
Theory for direction and constraint in phenotypic evolution
Kunihiko Kaneko
University of Tokyo
Characterization of phenotypic plasticity against environmental change and genetic changes is one of the most important issues in evolutionary
biology. Based on statistical physics and dynamical-systems theory, we present a macroscopic theory of fluctuation and responses in phenotypes. First, recalling that fitted phenotypes that are generated as a result of developmental dynamics should be robust to perturbations, we show
a link between robustness to noise and to mutation. This leads to proportionality between phenotypic plasticity by genetic change and by environmental noise. Second, this proportionality is extended to that across a variety of phenotypic traits: If one trait is more feasible to change by
environmental perturbations, it is also more evolvable. This relationship is derived from the hypothesis that the paths of phenotypic changes are
highly constrained as a result of developmental robustness. We present theoretical formulation, as well as some support from bacterial experiments and evolution simulations.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:50
Constrained variation in organ arrangements of basal eudicot flowers
Miho Kitazawa and Koichi Fujimoto
Osaka University
Stabilization and variation of floral structures, such as component numbers and arrangements, are indispensable for plant reproduction and
evolution. The arrangements of floral organs are largely classified into two types, spiral and whorled arrangements. The whorled arrangement
consists of multiple concentric circles (whorls) composed of several organs each. Since the organ number within a whorl is usually specific to the
clade, the whorled arrangement can be regarded as a more stable structure than spiral ones. Although several studies have suggested that the
spiral and whorled arrangements can be generated through the same developmental mechanism, the mechanism regulating the floral structure
is largely unknown. To investigate the developmental mechanism regulating structural robustness of the flowers, we focused on the family Ranunculaceae, which is placed at a basal branch of eudicots. They show considerable variation in floral structures, including spiral and whorled
arrangements. We examined positional arrangement of excessively produced perianth organs (tepals) of six- and seven-tepaled flowers in six
Anemone species (Ranunculaceae). In addition, we performed numerical simulations of a spiral phyllotaxis model with stochasticity on initiating
excessive primordia. We found that the tepal arrangements that occurred in nature varied intraspecifically between spiral and whorled arrangements. Among the studied species, variation was commonly limited to three types, despite five geometrically possible arrangements in six-tepaled
flowers and two types among six possibilities in seven-tepaled flowers. The spiral phyllotaxis model accounted for these limited variations in
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arrangement in cases when the divergence angle between preexisting primordia was less than 144 degrees. Our results indicate that the spiral
nature underlies the stabilization process with increasing component (organ) number, yielding a canalization of organ arrangements (phyllotaxis)
as development proceeds.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:20
“Cost of complexity” hypothesis supported in animal embryonic evolution?
Haiyang Hu, Song Guo, Masahiro Uesaka, Kotaro Shimai, Tsai-Ming Lu, Fang Li, Satoko Fujimoto, Masato Ishikawa, Shiping Liu, Yohei Sasagawa, Guojie Zhang, Shigeru
Kuratani, Jr-Kai Yu, Takehiro G Kusakabe, Philipp Khaitovich, Naoki Irie
Chinese Academy of Sciences, The University of Tokyo, Konan University, Academia Sinica, China National GenBank, RIKEN, University of Copenhagen
Despite morphological diversification of chordates over 550 million years of evolution, their shared basic anatomical pattern (or ‘bodyplan’)
remains conserved by unknown mechanisms. The developmental hourglass model explains this by the conservation of organogenesis phase (=
phylotypic period), however, no consensus has been made to why this phase is conserved. Here we collected early-to-late embryonic gene
expression profiles from 8 chordate species, and analyzed their features. We found that vertebrates’ conserved mid-embryonic developmental
programmes are intensively recruited to other developmental processes, and the degree of the recruitment positively correlates with their
evolutionary conservation and essentiality for normal development. Based on the results, we propose that the intensively recruited genetic
system during vertebrates’ organogenesis period imposed constraints on its diversification through pleiotropic constraints, which ultimately led to
the common anatomical pattern observed in vertebrates. Our findings not only imply that pleiotropic constraint also acts at regulatory level, but
also highlights the “cost of complexity” hypothesis.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:50
Whole genome resequencing reveals population structure and genetic mechanism of body size variation in Chinese
pigs
Hai-Bing Xie, Yang Yang, Fang-Ru Lu, Xiao-Hua Zhang, Cui-Ping Huang, Adeniyi C. Adeola, Yun-Fei Ma, Xu-Man Han, David M. Irwin, Yun Gao, Chun-Wei Cao, Jian-Guo Zhao,
Shi-Fang Wu, Zheng-Yin Lü, and Ya-Ping Zhang
Chinese Academy of Sciences,University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Yunnan University, Kunming, University of Toronto, Laiwu Bureau of Animal Husbandry and
Veterinary Medicine, Laiwu
Domestication of pigs has resulted in rich phenotype variations such as body size among breeds in China. It is unknown the population history of
Chinese domestic pigs. Moreover, how body size evolved and genetic variations were involved in the selection of body size is not clear. Herein
we re-sequenced (n=198) and collected large-scale genome resequencing data of 427 pigs (including Chinese domestic pigs, Asian wild boars,
European domestic pigs, and sus ) to perform population structure, phylogenetic, gene flow and artificial selection analysis. We also downloaded
ENCODE data to annotate pig genome. Transcriptome analysis was performed with RNA-seq to investigate the differences between expression
profiles of miniature pigs and large pig breeds. Utilizing Sequenom MassArray, we also collected 768 samples (covering 35 breeds) to perform
the allele frequency imbalance analysis and the linear regression analysis on candidate genes related to body size. Population structure and
phylogenetic analysis showed that Chinese domestic pigs cluster in three subclades. Selective signatures in subclade were detected in genes
controlling body size while comparing breeds between as well as within subclades. In Tibetan pigs, positive selection was detected in genes
related to high altitude adaptation and body size. Furthermore, selection signals associated with body size were annotated as regulatory variants.
Transcriptomic analysis confirmed the selected genes are differentially expressed between miniature pigs and large pigs. Regression analysis
revealed mutant alleles associated with the body size of pigs. Our study revealed a 3-subclade model of Chinese domestic pigs population
structure and emphasized an unusual role of expression regulatory variants in the evolution of pigs body size.
tinental dispersal of inland plants.
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Thursday, April 19th, 8:30 - 10:30
19-1A: Mutational bias and evolution of duplicate genes
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Yong E. Zhang, Chinese Academy of Sciences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Evolutionary fates of extra gene copies and their evolution
Hideki Innan
Graduate University for Advanced Studies
Gene duplication creates an extra copy of an existing gene, and its evolutionary fate is affected by a number of factors. The initial phase
determines whether the duplicated copy fixes in the population, and random genetic drift and selective advantage (or disadvantage) the new copy
confers play the major role in this process. Once it is fixed in the population, the operation of selection for the duplicate itself or beneficial
mutations occurred in the duplicate is needed for the genome to maintain the new copy stably for a long time. There have been proposed a
number of population genetic models on the fate of a duplicated copy under various conditions. Population genetic theories under these models
are well established with relatively simple settings, but the effects of the violations of the assumptions behind the models are not fully explored.
One potential factor to cause such violations is gene conversion, which non-reciprocally exchanges DNA sequence between homologous
regions. When it occurs between duplicated genes, it has a significant effect on the pattern of DNA polymorphism and paralogous divergence. To
understand this effect theoretically, we developed population genetic models of a pair of duplicated genes, in which mutation, genetic drift,
selection and recombination (crossing over and gene conversion) are involved to determine the evolutionary dynamics. In this talk, I will overview
our theoretical works using these models and their applications to real data.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
The impact of Pack-MULEs on rice gene structure, base composition, and expression spectrum
Ning Jiang
Michigan State University
Acquisition and rearrangement of host genes by transposable elements (TEs) is an important mechanism of gene duplication. In rice, there are
about ~3,000 Pack-Mutator-like TEs (PackMULEs) containing gene and gene fragments. To identify signatures of functioning PackMULEs and
Pack-MULE evolution, we generated transcriptome, translatome, and epigenome datasets and compared Pack-MULEs to genes and other TE
families. Approximately 40% of Pack-MULEs were transcribed with 9% having translation evidence, clearly distinguishing them from other TEs.
Pack-MULEs exhibited a unique expression profile associated with specificity in reproductive tissues. Expressed Pack-MULEs resemble regular
protein-coding genes as exhibited by a low level of DNA methylation, association with active histone marks and DNase I hypersensitive sites, and
an absence of repressive histone marks, suggesting that a substantial fraction of Pack-MULEs are potentially functional in vivo. Interestingly, the
expression capacity of Pack-MULEs is independent of the local genomic environment, suggesting they may create new transcripts in an
otherwise silent chromatin. Pack-MULEs preferentially acquire GC-rich genes fragments, and the insertion of Pack-MULEs results an increase in
local GC content. Many Pack-MULEs insert into the 5' of genes and often form fused transcripts with the downstream genes. Such fusion leads
to increased GC-content at the 5' of the transcripts. Despite their preference to genic regions with high recombination rates, Pack-MULEs in the
pericentromeric regions are more likely to be retained and accumulate, thus with more impact on the GC content. The alteration of GC content
by Pack-MULEs may have counteracted the impact of recombination on chromosomal base composition, which has profound consequences on
the evolution of chromosome structure.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

09:30
How bacteria and cancer cells regulate mutagenesis and their ability to evolve
Susan M. Rosenberg
Baylor College of Medicine
Our concept of genomes is changing from one in which the DNA sequence is passed faithfully to future generations to another in which genomes
are plastic and responsive to environmental changes. In contrast with classical assumptions that mutations occur purely stochastically at
constant, gradual rates, microbes, plants, flies, and human cancer cells possess mechanisms of mutagenesis that are upregulated by stress
responses. These generate transient, genetic-diversity bursts that can propel evolution, including evolution of infectious disease and cancers,
specifically when cells are poorly adapted to their environments—that is, when stressed. Emerging molecular mechanisms of stress-inducible
mutagenesis vary but share common components that highlight the non-randomness of mutation: (1) regulation of mutagenesis in time by cellular
stress responses, which promote mutations when cells are poorly adapted to their environments—when stressed; (2) limitation of mutagenesis
in genomic space causing mutation hotspots and clusters, which may both target specific genomic regions and allow concerted evolution (evolu-
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-tion requiring multiple mutations). This talk will focus on the molecular mechanism of stress-inducible mutagenic DNA break repair in E. coli as
a model for mutations that drive cancer evolution. We consider its regulation by stress responses, demonstrate its formation of mutation hotspots
near DNA breaks, and our discovery of a large gene network that underlies mutagenic break repair, most of which functions in stress sensing and
signaling. We also show that mutagenesis is induced by the antibiotic ciprofloxacin, causing resistance to other antibiotics, a model of cancer
chemotherapeutic type-II topoisomerase inhibitors. We find that ciproinduced mutagenesis occurs by a similar stress-inducible mutagenic
break-repair mechanism. Regulation of mutagenesis in time and genomic space may accelerate evolution including evolution of cancers.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Rapid and asymmetrical diversification of the Sdic multigene family in Drosophila melanogaster
José M. Ranz
University of California Irvine
Genomic regions harboring tandemly duplicated species-specific genes are hotbeds of evolutionary change. However, these regions are typically
inaccurately represented in genome assemblies and poorly characterized at the functional and evolutionary levels due to high sequence similarity
among the duplicates. Here we examine one of these evolutionary hotspots, the Sdic gene cluster, a recent addition to the genetic repertoire
underlying male reproduction in D. melanogaster. Using different kinds of massively parallel sequencing data (PacBio, Illumina TruSeq SLR, and
Illumina Paired-End,), we have resolved the Sdic genomic region in the reference strain of D. melanogaster. Using appropriate computational
pipelines, we examined the impact of gene conversion on the patterns of nucleotide differentiation among Sdic copies and subsequently tested
for evidence of positive selection. Further, we tailored computational approaches to scrutinize RNA-seq datasets from 59 different biological
conditions corresponding to developmental time points and anatomical parts of D. melanogaster. We successfully reconstructed the Sdic region
of D. melanogaster, documenting both copy number and internal order differences in relation to the currently accepted annotation of this region.
We found rampant evidence of gene conversion affecting all but the most 3’ fourth of the Sdic copies as well as the signature of two episodes of
diversifying selection, which have contributed to the evolution of a variety of C-termini and miRNA binding site compositions at the 3’UTR. At the
functional level, our analyses revealed distinctive expression breadths among the copies, with three copies being transcribed in females, in stark
contrast to previous results. Our results reveal a pleiotropic role of Sdic and strongly suggest that the genome consolidation of the Sdic gene
cluster in the genome of D. melanogaster is more the result of a quick exploration of different paths of molecular tinkering by different copies than
a mere dosage increase, which could be a recurrent evolutionary outcome in the presence of persistent sexual selection.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Human genomic duplications and their associated genomic instability
Feng Zhang
Fudan University
DNA rearrangements in the human genome can generate genic and genomic duplications, which will not only change copy numbers and expression dosages of the genes involved in duplication, but also alter regional genome architecture. The duplicated genes and sequences can results
in low-copy repeats (LCR), segmental duplication (SD), and self chain (SC) in the human genome. Our previous works showed that all these
duplication-associated architecture can induce genomic instability via either DNA replicative mechanisms or non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR). Notably, the duplication-induced DNA replication errors are also involved in somatic mutations during cancer genome evolution.

19-1B: Evolution in primates: From adaptation to population genetics in our relatives
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Tomas Marques-Bonet & Martin Kuhlwilm & So Jung Han, UPF-IBE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Primate genomes: structure, function, and evolution
Yoko Satta
SOKENDAI (The Graduate University for Advanced Studies)
The complete genome sequences in humans and non-human primates have disclosed unprecedented information about structure, function, and
evolution of their own entities. In this paper, I would like to focus on our results on structure in sex chromosomes, function of one particular
multi-gene family (cytochrome P450 or CYP), and evolutionary signals in primate genomes. Structure: Our comparison of the X- and Y-linked
amelogenin sequences revealed that the 5’ portion began to differentiate in the common ancestor of extant mammals, whereas the 3’ portion
differentiated independently within each mammalian order; the gene locus spans an ancient pseudoautosomal boundary. X-Y differentiation took
place in a stepwise fashion by suppressing homologous recombination. The male-specific region in the Y chromosome contains X-transposed,
X-degenerate, and ampliconic sequences with copies that are strongly associated with palindromic structure. Function: There are about 50 CYP
genes scattered over a primate genome. They encode enzymes that play important roles in metabolisms and are classified into either Biosynthesis (B) or Detoxification (D) type, depending on their substrates. Vertebrate D type genes emerged three times independently from B type genes,
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whereas invertebrate D type genes have independent origins. Our recent findings that B type enzymes are older and more evolutionarily
conserved than D type and this difference in evolutionary mode may well reflect their different substrates. Evolution: One of our current research
projects is to extend a recent genome-wide analysis of 79 great apes (Prado-Martinez et al. 2013 Nature) to species that cover Order Primate.
As reliable alignment of non-coding sequences is almost prohibited, it seems inevitable to work on the CDS database. Taking into account heterogeneous nucleotide substitution rates in time and across genomes, we have developed a maximum likelihood method and come to a conclusion
about the relative role of the ancestral polymorphism and the rate heterogeneity: The polymorphism is more important than the heterogeneity
among great apes, whereas the reverse is the case in deep primate phylogeny.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
Great ape population history and admixture
Martin Kuhlwilm, Tomas Marques-Bonet
Institut de Biologia Evolutiva, CNAG-CRG, Institucio Catalana de Recerca i Estudis Avançats
Great apes experienced a complex population history during the past several million years, with population size differences on the order of magnitudes. Studying their genomes provides the context for understanding patterns in modern human variation. We present an overview on the
population history of bonobos, chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans, inferred from genomic diversity data. Genome-wide variation was used to
reconstruct their demographic history, and it has been compared to present-day human variation. Recently, for humans and their extinct relatives
like Neanderthals a history of interbreeding has been revealed from genomic data, with multiple events of admixture. We will discuss patterns of
gene flow in the different great ape clades, as inferred from the genomic data of multiple individuals in each population. The complex history of
admixture between bonobos and chimpanzees, which has been described recently, closely resembles patterns in hominin history. Gene flow
among hominin populations appears to be more common than previously thought, and our closest living relatives appear similar to us in this
aspect. Finally, exploring the adaptive potential is relevant for an understanding of the evolutionary importance of admixture.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Reconciling phylogenetic dating using direct estimation of mutation rates in great apes
Søren Besenbacher, Christina Hvilsom,Tomas Marques-Bonet, Hans Siegismund, Thomas Mailund and Mikkel HeideSchierup
(MOMA), Copenhagen Zoo, University of Copenhagen, Aarhus University
The human mutation rate per year and per generation has been accurately estimated through sequencing of more than 1000 trios. This reveals
an almost linear relationship with the age of the father and the age of the mother with fathers typically contributing more than 75% of the
mutations. The yearly mutation rate of ~0.43x10 -9 is lower than prior estimates from phylogenetic dating of the great apes, which are closer to
1x10 -9 per year, suggesting either a slowdown in the human lineage or an inaccurate interpretation of the fossil record. To distinguish these
alternatives we need mutation rate estimates from other great apes We used Illumina deep sequencing (~35X) of 1 chimpanzee extended trio
(father, mother, child and grandchild), 2 gorilla extended trios and 1 orangutan trio. Sequencing reads were mapped to the newest versions of the
respective references genomes using GATK and a probabilistic assessment of the number of callable bases in the genome. De novo mutations
(child heterozygote, both parents homozygous reference) were called after calibrating the quality thresholds using transmissions to grandchildren. Read backed phasing were used to assign most mutations to either maternal of paternal origin. The yearly rate was estimated using the
relationships between the number of mutations and maternal and parental age reported from humans. Data from previous investigations of
chimpanzee trios were also included. Assuming that the relationship with maternal and paternal age is similar to humans we estimate a higher
mutation rate in Chimpanzee, Gorilla and Orangutan compared to humans by a factor of 1.3+/- 0.15, 1.8+/- 0.20 and 1.7+/- 0.21, respectively. We
assign ~75% of the mutations to parental origin and find that the relative contribution of paternal to maternal mutations is similar to that observed
in humans. The large differences in inferred rates contrast with the fact that the overall great apes phylogeny almost adheres to a molecular clock
with e.g. the chimpanzee branch only being 2% longer than the human branch and the gorilla branch 6% longer than the human branch. We
interpret this as evidence that the apparent slowdown in the human branch since chimpanzee divergence by ~30% has occurred recently. We
conclude that extrapolating the current estimates of the human mutation rate from trio studies to date great apes divergence times is likely to
severely overestimate the split times of these species by a factor of up to 1.8, and find that our revised split time estimates is more in line with the
fossil record.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Genomic analysis of snub-nosed monkeys (Rhinopithecus) identifies genes and processes related to high-altitude
adaptation
Xue Cao, Hong Wu,Yan-HuLiu, Zheng-Lin Du, Xiao-Ping Wang, Jing Yang, Shao-Chen Cheng, Li Zhong,Lu Wang, Xuan Wang, Jing-Yang Hu, Lu Fang, Bing Bai, Kai-Le Wang,
Na Yuan, Shi-Fang Wu,Bao-Guo Li, Jin-Guo Zhang, Ye-Qin Yang, Cheng-Lin Zhang, Yong-Cheng Long, Hai-Shu Li,Jing-Yuan Yang, David M Irwin, Oliver A Ryder, Ying Li,
Chung-I Wu* & Ya-Ping Zhang*
Yunnan University, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Kunming Medical University, Kunming, Yunnan University, University of Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Kunming, Northwest University, Shaanxi Academy of Sciences, Beijing Zoo, Fanjing Mountain National Nature Reserve, Sun YatSen University,Nujiang
Prefecture Forestry Bureau, Shennongjia National Nature Reserve,University of Toronto, San Diego Zoo Institute for Conservation Research, Sichuan Agricultural University,
University of Chicago
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The snub-nosed monkey genus Rhiopithecus includes five closely related species distributed across altitudinal gradients from 800 to 4,500m.
Rhinopithecus bieti, Rhinopithecus roxellana, and Rhinopithecus strykeri inhabit high-altitude habitats, whereas Rhinopithecus brelichi and
Rhinopithecus avunculus inhabit lowland regions. Rhiopithecus is an excellent study model of high-altitude adaptations in evolutionary biology
field. However, the genetic mechanisms of the high-altitude adaptations of Rhiopithecus remain unknown. With the next-generation sequencing
technology and de novo assembly strategy, we can assembly a whole-genome sequence of R.bieti which is distributed in regions with altitudes
from 3,500 to 4,500 meters. Based on the genome reference of R.bieti, the genome sequences of the four other snub-nosed monkeys and the
high-quality transcriptome data sets of R.bieti and Macaque, we carried out a systemic and comprehensive research for inferring the genetic
basis underlying high-altitude adaptations in Rhiopthecus. We have constructed a high-quality de novo whole-genome sequence of R.bieti. Eight
shared substitutions were found in six genes related to lung function, DNA repair, and angiogenesis in the high-altitude snub-nosed monkeys
(R.bieti, R.roxellana and R.strykeri). Functional assays showed that the high-altitude variant of CDT1 (Ala537Val) renders cells more resistant to
UV irradiation, and the high-altitude variants of RNASE4 (Asn89Lys and Thr128Ile) confer enhanced ability to induce endothelial tube formation
in vitro. Genomic scans in the R.bieti and R.roxellana populations identified signatures of selection between and within populations at genes
involved in functions relevant to high-altitude adaptation. These results provide valuable insights into the adaptation to high altitude in the
snub-nosed monkeys. Our study extends the genomic analysis of high-altitude adaptation to a unique branch of the non-human primate
evolutionary tree. On the basis of a multilevel survey, the genomic sequence analyses from both the species level and population level, as well
as the transcriptomic analyses and functional assays, find adaptive signatures that may reflect molecular adaptations consistent with the high-altitude environments of three snub-nosed monkey species, contributing to a new and more complete understanding of the complex biological
features of high-altitude adaptation.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
The exonization and functionalization of an Alu-J element in the protein coding region of glycoprotein hormone alpha
gene represent a novel mechanism to the evolution of hemochorial placentation in primates
Haidi Chen, Cheng Deng
Nanjing Normal University
Alu elements contribute considerably to gene regulation and genome evolution in primates. The generation of new exons from Alu elements has
been found in various human genes, and the regulatory function of the Alu exon has been investigated in many studies. However, the functionalization of Alu elements in protein coding regions remains unknown. Here, we reported that an Alu-J element exonized in the glycoprotein hormone
alpha (GPHA) gene and encoded an additional N-terminal peptide (Alu-J encoding peptide) of the mature GPHA peptide, leading to a splicing
variant of Alu-GPHA in anthropoid primates approximately 35 million years ago. Interestingly, adaptive evolution of the Alu-J exon occurred in the
human and ape lineages during anthropoid evolution. The Alu-J encoding peptide is found to be a new biomarker in human early pregnancy and
prolongs the serum half-life of human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) circulation. Moreover, Alu-J encoding peptide enhances the bioactivity of
HCG protein, both in vivo and in vitro. Our study reveals the first example of an Alu element functioning as the encoding peptide to increase the
whole protein stability and provides insight into the potential multi-functionalization of the Alu exon in the protein coding regions. Furthermore,
with the chorionic gonadotropin (CG) linking with hemochorial placentation, the exonization and functionalization of the Alu-J exon in GPHA gene
represent a novel mechanism to the evolution of hemochorial placentation in primates.

19-1C: Mode of speciation in the genomic era
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Chau-Ti Ting, National Taiwan University & Masaki Hoso, Kyoto University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Geography and evolutionary process of snail speciation by left-right reversals
Masaki Hoso and Shu-Ping Wu
Kyoto University, University of Taipei
Geography and genome of species could retain a foot-print of the speciation process, especially when population fixation of speciation genes was
rapid. In land snails, a single gene for left–right reversal could be responsible for instant speciation, because dextral and sinistral snails have
difficulty in mating. Recently, we found that specialized snake predation of the dextral majority facilitated prey speciation by reversal. Thus, this
process is adaptive and expected to proceed rapidly. In this study, we revealed phylogeography and distribution patterns of Taiwanese land snails
in the genus Satsuma. Our results indicated repeated fixations of populations by the same allele for left-right reversal. We further examined a
range of hypotheses on the process and genetics of this speciation that probably completed in a short term.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
Interaction among nucleoporins and reproductive isolation in Drosophila
Kyoichi Sawamura
University of Tsukuba
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Speciation is the process in which reproductive isolation is acquired between populations. “Speciation genes” resulting in hybrid sterility and
inviability have been identified in several model organisms. In the cross between Drosophila melanogaster females and Drosophila simulans
males, male hybrids die at the late larval stage. The lethality is the outcome of incompatibility between two chromatin binding proteins. The male
hybrids are rescued from the lethality by the Hmr mutation of D. melanogaster or the Lhr mutation of D. simulans. But they cannot be rescued if
the D. simulans allele of Nup96 or Nup160 (Nup96sim and Nup160sim, respectively) is made hemizygous by D. melanogaster deficiencies or is
made homozygous by D. simulans introgression. Furthermore, Nup160sim causes recessive female sterility in the D. melanogaster genetic
background. In other words, Nup96sim and Nup160sim are recessive hybrid incompatibility genes. Then, which gene or genes of D. melanogaster
is/are the incompatibility partner? We here propose that that is Elys. D. melanogaster Elys mutations generated by the CRISPR/Cas9 system
exhibited recessive female sterility or maternal-effect lethality, similar to the Nup160sim introgression. Embryos produced by both Elys homozygous and Nup160sim hemizygous females exhibited developmental arrest in a metaphase-like state of the first cleavage division, with common
defects in centrosome behavior. Among nine nucleoporin genes examined for genetic interaction to Elys, three (Nup37, Nup96 and Nup160)
exhibited haploinsuficiency (e.g., hemizygous lethal) in the genetic background of the Elys mutations. At last, not only male hybrids hemizygous
for Nup96sim or Nup160sim but also those hemizygous for Nup37sim could not be rescued from the lethality by the Lhr mutation of D. simulans. All
circumstantial evidence supports our hypothesis, but direct evidence is necessary.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Proteotoxic stress due to loss of interaction partners induces reproductive isolation in yeast hybrids
Krishna. B. S. Swamy, Hsin-Yi Lee, Jung-Chi Chao and Jun-Yi Leu
Academia Sinica
Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities represent reciprocal-sign epistasis between inter-specific alleles and are widely accepted as a major driver
of postzygotic reproductive isolation. Although complex epistasis involving multiple incompatibility loci with weak effects have been frequently
observed in experimental crosses, the underlying mechanistic evidence has remained elusive. Here, we find multiple S. cerevisiae lines
(rep-lines) introgressed with one or two chromosomes from its closely related species S. bayanus suffer from proteotoxic stress caused by
complex epistasis, which has dire consequences on their fitness and sporulation rate. Accordingly, rep-lines harbor significantly higher levels of
endogenous protein aggregates compared to wild-type S. cerevisiae and the observed proteotoxic stress can be alleviated or aggravated by upor down-regulating ubiquitin-proteasome degradation machinery. Using proteomic approaches, we detect several destabilized multi-protein
complexes in the most defective rep-line, suggesting that proteotoxicity is due to improper or failed interactions between components encoded
by different genome. These impaired complexes are involved in some basic cellular functions, including RNA transcription, protein translation,
and mitochondrial biogenesis. Together, we show that complex epistasis caused by impaired multi-protein complex assembly results in
imbalanced protein homoeostasis and represents a general source of hybrid breakdown.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Two kentish plover species with contrasting demographic histories are revealed from de novo genome sequencing and
population re-sequencing
Xuejing Wang, Kathryn H. Maher, Nan Zhang
Sun Yat-sen University, University of Bath
Kentish plover (Charadrius alexandrinus) and white-faced plover (C. dealbatus) have been shown to differ in their phenotype, ecology and
behaviour. Previous studies, however, have failed to reach a consensus over the degree of genetic similarity and gene flow between Kentish
plover and white-faced plover in China. Population structure and demographic history are key to understand the evolutionary processes leading
to speciation. Genome sequencing and genome resequencing have opened new possibilities to identify and reconstruct demographic events in
much greater detail than ever before. We sequenced the Kentish plover de novo genome and resequenced genomes of 20 additional individuals
from populations across China using illumina DNA sequencing technique. Then we did the population structure analyses and reconstructed the
demographic history of the two plovers. Moreover, we calculated genetic parameters π, Tajima’s D, FST , DXY and Df in 50kb blocks and finished
the genome scans to find the genomic regions associated with divergence. After sequencing and assembly, we obtained a total assembly length
of 1.16Gb de novo genome and 20 high quality resequencing genome with an average depth of 5x. Kentish plover and white-faced plover were
found to cluster into two independent groups based on the ADMIXTURE and phylogenetic tree analysis. PSMC analysis revealed similar Ne
history between 1 million to 10 thousand years ago, that population size rose from 8 to 1 million years ago then declined until about 100 thousand
years ago. After that the two populations went through steady population size changes separately, that Ne of Kentish plover shifted greatly and
Ne of white-faced plover went down to ten thousand. With ABC simulations, we found that the genomic-wide polymorphism patterns in the two
plovers fit best with secondary contact model, suggesting that gene flow only exists in the late period of their divergence. Genome scans showed
low genome-wide divergence between the two plovers, with genome-wide FST =0.096, π =0.0027, DXY=0.078. Besides, the Z chromosome
(Average FST = 0.089, π = 0.0021 and DXY = 0.084) was more divergent than autosomes (Average FST = 0.043, π = 0.0027 and DXY = 0.078). Our
results support that Kentish plover and white-faced plover have diverged into two independent species Charadrius alexandrinus and Charadrius
dealbatus respectively with contrasting demographic histories. Interestingly, we found evidence for secondary contact gene flow. We conclude
that southern and northern plover populations that differ phenotypically are two distinct species despite significant levels of gene flow suggesting
selective pressures driving and maintaining species divergence.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Selection and environmental adaptation along a path to speciation in the Tibetan frog Nanorana parkeri
Baolin Zhang
Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences
Tibetan frogs, Nanorana parkeri, differentiated genetically but not morphologically along geographical and elevational gradients in a challenging
environment, presenting a unique opportunity to investigate processes leading to bspeciation. Analyses of whole genomes of 63 frogs reveal
population structuring and historical demography, characterized by highly restricted gene flow in a narrow geographic zone lying between matrilines West (W) and East (E). A population found only along a single tributary of the Yalu Zangbu River has the mitogenome only of E, whereas
nuclear genes of W comprise 89–95% of the nuclear genome. Selection accounts for a significant over-representation (p < 0.05) of 365 genes
from broadly scattered, highly diverged regions (HDRs) of the genome. These genes fall into 51 gene ontology (GO) functional classes, 14 of
which are likely to be important in driving reproductive isolation. GO enrichment analyses of E reveal many over-represented functional categories associated with adaptation to high elevations, including blood circulation, response to hypoxia, and UV radiation. Four genes, including
DNAJC8 in the brain, TNNC1 and ADORA1 in the heart, and LAMB3 in the lung, differ in levels of expression between low and high elevation
populations. Natural selection plays an important role in maintaining and driving continuing divergence and reproductive isolation. Use of total
genomes enabled recognition of selection and adaptation in and between populations, and documentation of evolution along a stepped cline
toward speciation.

19-1D: Evolutionary cell biology: Origin and evolution of neurons
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Jr-Kai Yu, Academia Sinica
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Can epithelial plasticity compensate for deficient neurogenesis in eumetazoans?
Brigitte Galliot
University of Geneva
We use as a model the carnivorous freshwater cnidarian polyp named Hydra. Hydra vulgaris is formed of two epithelial cell layers, the epidermis
and the gastrodermis, each layer being continuously renewed by a specific population of epithelial stem cells. A third population of stem cells, the
interstitial stem cells (ISCs), provide the germ cells, the gland cells and all cells of the nervous system, i.e. sensory-motor neurons, ganglia
neurons and mechano-sensory cells named nematocytes, which form a dense nervous system at each extremity of the animal. Thus neurogenesis is highly dynamic in Hydra. Nevertheless previous studies showed that animals easily survive the drug- or heatshock-induced elimination of
ISCs, as the epithelial cells remain unaffected. Several weeks later such Hydra become “epithelial”, having lost all their neurons and mechano-sensory cells, no longer reacting to touch nor catching their food, but still able to regenerate after bisection, or bud when force-fed. We treated
Hydra with Hydroxyurea, colchicine or heatshock to induce ISC elimination. Then, to investigate the changes that occur in epithelial cells when
animals become nerve-free, we used quantitative RNA-seq but also biochemical and cellular methods to monitor the level of autophagy in epithelial cells. RESULTS: We found that indeed the epithelial cells change their gene expression program to “adapt” to the loss of their nervous system,
and thus up-regulate a large set of genes, some involved in neurogenesis and others in neurotransmission. These results suggest that epithelial
cells acquire novel properties upon loss of neurogenesis, even though they never provide neurons. Interestingly, epithelial adaptability seems to
be lost in some species such as Hydra oligactis, which actually undergoes aging when ISCs are eliminated and neurogenesis abolished. Here
we found that autophagy, which is a key mechanism for the animals to adapt to stress or deleterious environmental conditions, is deficient. Epithelial cells are highly multifunctional in cnidarians, performing numerous functions such as self-renewal, contractility thanks to their myofibrils,
protective barrier, nutrient digestion, immune response, phagocytosis, developmental functions, ECM production ... This multifunctional status
likely reflects an ancestral state that predates the emergence of neurogenesis. When neurogenesis is abolished, this multifunctionality seems to
be enhanced. I will discuss the respective roles of epithelial plasticity and de novo neurogenesis in the maintenance of fitness, regeneration and
low senescence in a prebilaterian context.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
A conserved regulatory network for a lateral neural plate border lineage from worm to vertebrate
Xiao Liu
Tsinghua University
The lateral neural plate border (NPB) of vertebrates is the precursor of substantial evolutionary innovation, including the neural crest, a major
contributor of PNS. In invertebrates, PNS progenitors are also juxtaposed to the lateral boundary of the CNS. Whether there are conserved
molecular mechanisms determining vertebrate and invertebrate lateral neural border remains unclear. Using single-cell resolution gene-expression profiling and genetic analysis, we present evidence that orthologues of the NPB specification module specify invertebrate lateral neural
border. First, like in vertebrates, the conserved neuroectoderm lateral border specifier Msx/vab-15 specifies lateral neuroblasts in Caenorhabditis
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elegans. Second, orthologues of vertebrate NPB specification module (Msx/vab-15, Pax3/7/pax-3 and Zic/ref-2) are significantly enriched in
worm lateral neuroblasts. And like in other bilaterians, the expression domain of Msx/vab-15 is more lateral than those of Pax3/7/pax-3 and
Zic/ref-2 in C. elegans. Thirdly, we showed that Msx/vab-15 regulates the development of mechanosensory neurons derived from lateral neural
progenitors in multiple invertebrate species, including C. elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, and Ciona inestinalis. In addition, we identified a
novel lateral neural border specifier ZNF703/tlp-1, which functions synergistically with Msx/vab-15 in both C. elegans and Xenopus laevis. These
data suggest a common origin of the molecular mechanism specifying lateral neural borders across bilaterians.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Towards the genetic and neuronal mechanisms of behavioral diversification
Yun Ding
HHMI
Behavior is among the most rapidly evolving phenotypes of animals, but we know extremely little about the mechanisms underlying behavioral
diversification. Using the evolution of Drosophila courtship song as the model system, we developed two different but complementary approaches
to understand this problem at both the genetic level and the neuronal level. First, we established a robust genetic strategy to map the genetic
events causing phenotypic difference within and between species. Particularly, we leveraged CRISPR/Cas9 mediated genome editing technique
and developed a high-resolution “targeted” mapping method, allowing us to narrow down the causal region of a courtship song difference
between the natural populations from two species to 966 bp and identify the causal gene and mutation. This mutation, a transposable element
insertion in an essential ion channel gene named slowpoke, has fine-tuned a very specific feature of courtship song, likely via modifying the
alternative splicing pattern of slowpoke. This work suggested the contribution of functionally pleiotropic gene in the modular evolution of behavioral traits. Second, we designed a neural-comparative approach that allows us to probe the anatomy, physiology, and behavioral phenotype of
homologous circuit elements across Drosophila species. Functional comparison of the song command neuron between Drosophila species that
sing different types of courtship song revealed multiple interesting discoveries including: the hidden turnover of neural circuit underlying a
conserved behavior, the co-option of pre-existing circuit element in the evolution of novel behavior, and latent circuit capacity that may have
facilitated the rapid evolution of behavior. Both the genetic and the neuronal approaches we took can be easily generalized to other behaviors
and fly species, providing new experimental frameworks for studying how behavior evolves. Future integration of insights from both efforts will
prompt a deep and mechanistic understanding of behavioral diversification to emerge.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Mammalian hair-controlled genes ASH expressed in Drosophila and their functional evolution
Boyuan Sun, Jianbo Tu, Qing Liang, Yue Gao, Ying Li, Richard WR Wallbank, Mingyao Yang
Sichuan Agricultural University, University of Cambridg
To investigate whether variation between members of a gene family could lead to novel functions during evolution, we used the patterning of
bristles/hair as a phenotypical marker. When humans lose their hair, some hair regions such as axillary, pubic, and bearded areas remain. It is
unclear which selector genes target these various sites for hair growth. Although the genetic changes in humans are unknown, we do know that
Drosophila uses a single genetic locus - the Achaete-Scute Complex - to demarcate the regions of the body where bristles can form. We found
4-5 Achaete-Scute Complex homologues (ASH) in the mammalian genome, which are homolog of the Drosophila scute. In this study, we overexpressed mouse and human ASH1 and ASH4 in Drosophila notum respectively. The results show that both protein sequence and cisregulatory
elements of mammalian ASH1 have conserved an ancient proneural function during evolution. However, mouse ASH4 has lost proneural function
partly due to truncation of a C-terminal acid domain. Interestingly, instead of a similar loss of proneural function, we found human ASH4 can
actually inhibit Drosophila bristle development, suggesting that human ASH4 may be a potential factor relating to hairless phenotypes in human
being.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Cortical Evolution from Reptiles to Mammals: A view from the Hippocampus
Robert K. Naumann
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Max Planck Institute for Brain Research
To understand cortical function at a mechanistic level, we need sufficiently simple animal models that retain basic structural elements of more
complex systems such as the mammalian neocortex. The ancestral relation of reptiles to mammals allows us to explore questions about the
function and evolution of vertebrate neural circuits. We use a panel of methods for circuit mapping in turtles and lizards: viral and small-molecule
tracing, chemo-architecture, and geneexpression. We generated a molecular atlas of the reptilian cortex and use it to study the evolution of
mammalian cortex. We identified a large number of region specific expression patterns in reptiles and relate them to specific cortical projections.
These comparisons can suggest function, for example by comparison with the mammalian hippocampal formation. In mammals, decades of
research have revealed much about hippocampal anatomy, physiology, and computation; yet, even intensely studied phenomena such as the
shaping of place cell activity or the function of hippocampal firing patterns during sleep remain incompletely understood. We show that the
reptilian cortex, while structurally much simpler than the mammalian cortex and hippocampus, retains basic elements of molecular, circuit, and
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regional organization. We argue that analyzing the simpler cortical circuits of reptiles is, besides being useful to understanding cortical evolution,
of central importance to understanding cortical computation in general.
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Thursday, April 19th, 10:50 - 12:50
19-2A: Genomic nucleotide landscapes: Molecular and evolutionary mechanisms
10:50 - 12:50
Chair: Hiroshi Akashi, National Institute of Genetics
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Investigating the causes of large shifts in bacterial GC content
Saurabh Mahajan, Deepa Agashe
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
Despite intensive study for over 50 years, the origin of the large diversity in bacterial GC content has remained an enigma. It is not clear whether
the diversity in GC content arises from diversity in underlying mutational bias, selection for GC, or efficiency of selection (via changes in effective
population size). We quantified the macroevolutionary patterns of change in bacterial GC content to identify the nature of evolutionary changes
in GC content, and infer the underlying processes. We find that commonly used macroevolutionary models such as Brownian, Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, or their hetereogenous variants do not explain the observed patterns across bacterial clades. Nevertheless, using these models, we identify
large shifts in GC content in multiple bacterial lineages. These include the well-known cases of endosymbiont genomes, but also some free living
bacterial lineages. To investigate the potential causes of these large shifts, we estimate dN/dS ratios as a proxy of effective population size and
the mutational biases from genome scale data. Unlike endosymbionts, we find that large decreases in GC content of two free-living lineages are
not accompanied by reduction in effective population sizes. Rather, we find evidence that these changes may be a result of large changes in the
underlying mutational bias. We are now extending our analyses to other free-living lineages with large decreases in GC content. Our study raises
the possibility that evolution of bacterial mutational bias itself may involve large changes, although the reasons for this evolution are not understood.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Functional conservation of DNA sequence determinants that define mammalian enhancers and promoters
Soojin Yi
Georgia Institute of Technology, USA
Advances in epigenomics now make it possible to map genome-wide regulatory regions (promoters and enhancers) using chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing. This method has been applied to diverse species to understand evolution of regulatory regions. These studies
revealed that regulatory regions diverge rapidly between species, and that the divergence is more pronounced in enhancers than in promoters.
To understand the genomic changes underlying regulatory evolution, we investigated if we can identify specific sequence fragments that are
over-enriched in regulatory regions, thus presumably contribute to regulatory functions of such regions. We found that there are numerous
sequence fragments that are statistically over-enriched in promoters and enhancers of different mammalian species (which we refer to as
‘sequence determinants’). Interestingly, the degree of statistical enrichment, which presumably is associated with regulatory impacts of sequence
determinants, is significantly higher for promoter sequence determinants than enhancer sequence determinants. We further used the least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) to construct prediction models using sequence determinants. Remarkably, prediction models
constructed from one species could be used to predict regulatory regions of other species with relatively high accuracy. This observation indicates
that even though the precise locations of regulatory regions diverge rapidly during evolution, the sequence composition of regulatory regions,
which are determined by a large number of sequence determinants with small effect sizes, could be conserved.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
"Hitchhiking" and adaptive protein evolution: Why do fast-evolving proteins show reduced codon usage bias in
Drosophila
Hiroshi Akashi
National Institute of Genetics
A number of recent, large-scale analyses claim that adaptive evolution is prevalent in protein, as well as non-coding DNA, evolution. Furthermore,
adaptive evolution may be sufficiently strong and frequent for selection to have a major impact on the evolutionary dynamics of genetically linked
sites through hitchhiking effects; neutral molecular evolution, as envisioned by Kimura, may be rare. We examine an important piece of evidence
supporting this notion, the marked reduction of codon usage bias in genes encoding fast-evolving proteins. In Drosophila, yeast, and many other
taxa, codon usage is adapted for efficient and accurate protein synthesis: selection favors translationally superior codons. Selection appears to
be weak but consistent among genes. Thus, codon usage can serve as a sensitive indicator of both the magnitude of translational constraint in
a gene and the effectiveness of selection in a given genomic region. A genome-wide negative relationship between codon usage bias and rates
of protein evolution is striking, and importantly, persists when we control for translational selection (i.e., the gene expression levels and functional
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constraint). This would appear to be strong evidence for reduced efficacy of selection at sites linked to adaptive amino acid fixations. However,
yeast genomes also show reduced codon usage bias in fast-evolving protein genes. Such patterns are surprising because, although translational
selection on codon usage appears to be strong, we expect reduced local hitchhiking effects.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Codon-resolution analysis reveals a direct and context-dependent impact of individual synonymous mutations on
mRNA level
Siyu Chen, Ke Li, Wenqing Cao, Jia Wang, Tong Zhao, Qing Huan, Yu-Fei Yang, Shaohuan Wu, and Wenfeng Qian
Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Sino-Danish Center for Education and Research
The observation that codon usage bias is highly correlated with mRNA level has been a hot topic in the field of molecular evolution over the past
decades. It is widely accepted that the correlation results from the stronger natural selection on synonymous codon usage in more highly
expressed genes to improve their translational efficiency and accuracy. In other words, mRNA level is widely believed to be the cause of codon
usage bias. However, the possibility that synonymous codon usage regulates mRNA level has not been tested until recently. We generated 3,556
synonymous variants of a heterologous gene encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP) and 523 synonymous variants of an endogenous gene
TDH3 in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Then, we quantified the mRNA levels of synonymous variants with high-throughput
sequencing of RNA libraries and DNA libraries. By measuring the mRNA levels for thousands of synonymous variants of two genes, we found
that mRNA level was positively correlated with codon usage bias among these synonymous variants (in the absence of natural selection), demonstrating a direct role of codon usage bias in regulating transcript concentration, likely via regulating mRNA degradation rate, as our additional
experiments suggested. More importantly, we quantified the effects of individual synonymous mutations on mRNA level and found that the effect
of an individual synonymous mutation is modulated by codon usage or mRNA secondary structure in proximal sequence contexts. We reveal a
direct and context-dependent impact of individual synonymous mutations on mRNA level. Our study reveals the pleiotropic effects of synonymous
codon usage and provides an additional explanation for the well-known correlation between codon usage bias and gene expression level.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
Ultra-low genetic variation in the common duckweed is associated with its exceptionally low mutation rate
Shuqing Xu, Saskia Gablenz, Justin Boyer, Jessica Stapley, Klaus Appenroth, Jonathan Gershenzon, Alex Widmer1 and Meret Huber
ETH Zürich, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, Institute of General Botany and Plant Physiology of Friedrich Schiller University Jena
The aquatic plant, Spirodela polyrhiza (the common duckweed), is one of the fastest growing angiosperm that is widespread in many freshwater
habitats and can expand its population to millions of individuals within a few weeks. However, sequencing 68 worldwide distributed S. polyrhiza
genomes revealed the lowest intra-species genetic diversity ever reported. By measuring the mutation rate using mutation accumulation experiments, both indoors and outdoors, we found that the mutation rate in S. polyrhiza is nearly two orders of magnitude lower than in other reported
multicellular eukaryotes, while the effective population size is at the high end among reported multicellular eukaryotes. Together, our results
showed that the extremely low nucleotide diversity in S. polyrhiza is largely due to its exceptionally low mutation rate, which highlights the value
of S. polyrhiza for uncovering new mechanisms of adaptation in plants.

19-2B: The human genomic history of Southeast Asia
10:50 - 12:50
Chair: Mark Stoneking, MPI-EVA & Murray Cox, Massey University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Indigenous communities of Malaysia, their genetic history and health
Maude E Phipps
Monash University Malaysia
The indigenous populations (Orang Asli) of Peninsular Malaysia are divided into three major communities or tribes, namely the Negrito, Senoi
and Proto-Malay as large collectives. These tribes can be further divided into further sub-tribes based on unique linguistic, morphological and
cultural characteristics. Throughout the centuries, numerous anthropological and linguistic investigations have informed our knowledge about
these populations but the genetic histories of these populations remained obscure. High density array SNP genotyping (Omni 2.5 Illumina) in 3
major groups of Negrito, Senoi and Proto-Malay and structural analyses indicated that although all OA groups are genetically closest to East
Asian (EA) populations, they are substantially distinct. Genetic affinity between Andamanese and Malaysian Negritos suggest an ancient link
between these two groups. The Senoi and Proto-Malay may be admixtures between Negrito and EA. Formal admixture tests provided evidence
of gene flow between Austro-Asiatic speaking OAs and populations from South East Asia and South China suggesting a widespread presence of
these people in SEA before the Austronesian expansion. Elevated linkage disequilibrium (LD) and enriched homozygosity found in OAs reflect
isolation and bottlenecks experienced. Estimates based on Ne and LD indicated that the OAs diverged from East Asians probably during the late
Pleistocene (14.5 to 8 YBP). The continuum in divergence time from Negritos to Senoi and Proto-Malay in combination with ancestral markers
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provides evidences of multiple waves of migration into SEA starting with the first Out-of-Africa dispersals followed by Early-train and subsequent
Austronesian expansions. We studied the health of OA from seven sub-tribes and investigated the effects of socio-demographic change and
urbanization on the cardio-metabolic risks and found variable prevalence of obesity, cholesterol, hypertension and diabetes.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Mitochondrial genomes of present-day Thai and Lao people
Wibhu Kutanan and Mark Stoneking
Khon Kaen University, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropolog
The Tai-Kadai (TK) language family is thought to have originated in southern China and spread to the present-day Thailand and Laos, but it is not
clear if TK languages spread by demic diffusion (i.e., a migration of people from southern China) or by cultural diffusion, with native Austroasiatic
(AA) speakers switching to TK languages or admixture between the migrant TK and native AA groups. To address this and other interesting
anthropological questions in this region, we sequenced 1,823 complete mtDNA genome sequences from 75 populations who speak TK, AA and
Sino-Tibetan languages from Thailand (North, Northeast, Central and Western) and Laos (Luang Prabang and Vientiane). Included are two
hunter-gatherer groups, the Mlabri (from northern Thailand) and the Maniq (from southern Thailand). The TK groups are more genetically
homogeneous than AA and ST groups, with the latter two groups exhibiting more ancient/basal mtDNA lineages, and showing more drift effects,
especially Htin, Mlabri, Maniq and Karen. Interestingly, the maternal lineages of the local AA-speaking Mon groups exhibit connections with India.
Moreover, the two huntergatherer groups show contrasting patterns of mtDNA variation: the Mlabri are related to neighboring groups, while the
Maniq show affinities with other “negrito” groups in Southeast Asia. Simulation results based on three demographic models (demic diffusion,
cultural diffusion, and admixture) support the spread of TK languages by demic diffusion across the entire region, with the exception of central
Thai people whose genetic structures are admixed. We also compared our data with other Asian populations and tested competing models
concerning the genetic relationships of groups from the major Mainland Southeast Asian language families, and found support for an ancestral
relationship of TK and Austronesian-speaking groups, reflecting a postulated shared ancestry among the proto-Austronesian populations of
coastal East Asia.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
Analysis of mitochondrial DNA phylogeography of Vietnam among Mainland Southeast Asia
Nguyen Thuy Duong
IGR
Vietnam is an important crossroads within Mainland Southeast Asia (MSEA) and a gateway to Island Southeast Asia (ISEA), and as such exhibits
high levels of ethnolinguistic diversity. However, comparatively few studies have been undertaken of the genetic diversity of Vietnamese populations. In order to gain comprehensive insights into MSEA mtDNA phylogeography, we sequenced 609 complete mtDNA genomes from individuals
belonging to five language families (Austroasiatic, Tai-Kadai, Hmong-Mien, Sino-Tibetan and Austronesian). Within Vietnam, we identified 399
haplotypes belonging to 135 haplogroups; among the five language families, the sequences from Austronesian speakers differ the most.
Networks of major MSEA haplogroups emphasize the overall distinctiveness of sequences from Taiwan, in keeping with previous studies that
suggested at most a minor impact of the Austronesian expansion from Taiwan on MSEA. Furthermore, Y chromosome sequences and
genome-wide SNP data have also been obtained, revealing evidence for population expansions across MSEA geographic regions and language
families.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
A genomic history of Indonesia
Murray P. Cox
Massey University
The history of the greater Pacific region – the extraordinary process of settling an island world – has long caught the attention of genetic researchers. More than ninety years after the first molecular anthropology was undertaken, the broad outline of Pacific settlement has been sketched with
some certainty. This overview talk will survey how genome-scale data is now both confirming and rewriting our understanding of the past in the
western part of the Pacific – Indonesia – including an exploration of the forces that have shaped human genomes in this incredibly diverse
location.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
The genetic prehistory of Eastern Indonesia
Mark Stoneking
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology
Eastern Indonesia (Indonesia east of Wallace’s Line, encompassing the Moluccan and Nusa Tenggaran island chains) displays a mix of Asian-
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related and Papuan-related features in the linguistic, cultural, and genetic diversity of the region. Western Indonesia differs notably from Eastern
Indonesia in lacking Papuan-related languages and Papuan-related genetic ancestry. The source(s) of the Asian-related and Papuan-related
genetic ancestry in Eastern Indonesia are debated, as are the timing of migrations to the region. While some studies have claimed that the
Asian-related ancestry in Eastern Indonesia reflects the Austronesian expansion, which arrived in the region some 3000-4000 years ago, other
studies dispute this association. Ancient DNA analyses would provide further insights into these issues, and to that end we have obtained
genome-wide data from skeletal remains from the Moluccas and from the Nusa Tenggaras that range from 2000-6000 years ago, thus spanning
the timeframe for the arrival of the Austronesian expansion. Analyses of the data indicate considerable differences between the pre-Austronesian
and post-Austronesian genetic ancestries, suggesting a strong impact of the Austronesian expansion.

19-2C: Convergent evolution as non-artificial repetitive experiments (Organized and sponsored by CDE)
10:50 - 12:50 am
Chair: Kenji Fukushima, University of Colorado Denver & Mitsuyasu Hasebe, National Institute for Basic Biology
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Dissecting the common evolutionary route to carnivorous plants
Kenji Fukushima
University of Colorado
Although evolutionary processes are largely stochastic, natural selection can drive recurrent adaptations leading to convergence, the repeated
emergence of similar features in distantly related organisms. Prevalence of phenotypic convergence is underpinned by various examples
throughout the entire tree of life, such as camera eyes of vertebrates and cephalopods, wings of birds and bats, and trap leaves of distantly
related carnivorous plants. Because the multiple emergence of such complex traits by neutral evolution alone is extremely unlikely, convergence
has been considered strong evidence for natural selection. Carnivorous plants are a prominent example of convergence in 200 million years of
flowering plant evolution. They exploit animals as a nutritional source and have inspired long-standing questions about the origin and evolution
of carnivory-related traits since Charles Darwin’s pioneering work. Although there are distinct types of trapping strategies, their trap leaves look
critically similar in both form and function among distantly related lineages with more than 100 million years of divergence time. During the
evolution to become carnivorous, each lineage has acquired a common set of novel traits such as nectar and scent for prey attraction, specialized
leaf morphology for prey trapping, digestive enzymes for prey degradation, and transporters for nutrient absorption. In this talk, I will present the
evidence of adaptive convergence in carnivorous plants at the molecular level, especially focusing on digestive enzymes. Analysis of digestive
fluid proteins from four carnivorous plants covering three independent lineages revealed repeated co-options of stress-responsive proteins
coupled with convergent amino acid substitutions to acquire digestive physiology. Further analysis of RNase T2 suggested two-step molecular
adaptations, during the evolution of carnivory and subsequently during the establishment of the specific trapping strategy of pitfall traps. These
results imply strong constraints on the available routes to evolve plant carnivory.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
An unbiased, genome-wide screen uncovers new links between convergent molecular and convergent phenotypic
evolution
Michael Hiller
Max Planck Institute
Convergent molecular evolution can be a hallmark of adaptations that are shared between independent lineages. Previous research found
compelling examples where species that share a similar phenotype show convergent amino acid substitu- tions. We present a computational
approach to screen for convergent protein changes genome-wide. Our approach uses ancestral sequence reconstruction to detect convergent
changes between any pair of lineages. Thus, our method is not restricted to candidate lineages having known convergent phenotypes. We used
this approach to conduct a genome-wide screen involving 14,406 genes in 30 placental mammals. We present results from this screen, where
we found individual genes and several members of molecular pathways that predict novel associations between convergent molecular and
phenotypic changes.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
Adaptive convergent evolution of two specialized bamboo feeders: giant and red pandas
Yibo Hu
Chinese Academy of Sciences
The giant panda and red panda belong to Carnivora, but their diets have shifted to over 90% bamboo, a food with low nutrient and high fiber. They
both have evolved pseudo-thumbs to facilitate grasping bamboo. So, These two pandas represent a classical example of adaptive convergent
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evolution; however, the genetic mechanisms underlying the morphological and physiological convergences remain unclear. In our study, through
de novo sequencing the red panda genome and improving the giant panda genome assembly with new added data, we identified the genomic
signatures of convergent evolution. Limb development genes DYNC2H1 and PCNT have undergone adaptive convergence and may be important candidate genes for pseudo-thumb development. As evolutionary responses to a bamboo diet, adaptive convergence has also occurred in
genes involved in the digestion and utilization of bamboo nutrients such as essential amino acids, fatty acids, and vitamins. Particularly, the
umami taste receptor gene TAS1R1 has been pseudogenized in both pandas. These findings offer insights into genetic convergent mechanisms
underlying phenotypic convergence and adaptation to a specialized bamboo diet.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Comparative transcriptomics of three tit species-pairs reveals convergence on high-altitude adaptation
Yan Hao, Ying Xiong, Yalin Cheng, Gang Song, Yanhua Qu and Fumin Lei
Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences
Convergence on protein sequences and transcriptional shifts in the species adapted to high altitude is interesting but poorly understood.
Previously, either organ-specific or species-specific expression clustering pattern has been observed in species, but how expression pattern
changes of different species with different organs under same high altitude environmental pressures is also largely unknown yet. Here we have
sequenced the transcriptomes from five organs acorss three sister tit species-pairs (high-altitude from the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau vs low-altitude
from eastern China) to explore convergent adaptation on the protein sequence and transcriptional shift to high altitude adaptation. Comparative
transcriptomics found that rare convergence on adaptively convergent genes (only five most conserved genes under positive selection with
identical nonrandom amino acid substations among three high-altitude species), instead higher convergence on GO categories and KEGG
pathways level. Comparative expression analyses showed an organ-specific expression pattern in the whole gene set and more similar in muscular organs including cardiac and skeletal muscle of the same species. However, we observed an altitude-dominated expression clustering pattern
which differs from the known phylogenetic topology for highly, conserved differentially and altitude-associated modularly expressed gene sets,
suggesting a convergence on expression patterns in high-altitude adaptation. Taken together, our results indicate that genetic convergent mechanisms of molecular convergence and expression convergence underlie the basis of species adapting to the high-altitude extreme environment.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
Genetic basis of repeated evolution in sticklebacks: Insights from population genomics in pungitius sticklebacks
Baocheng Guo
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Interest in repeated adaptation has deep roots in evolutionary biology. Many traits in wild have evolved repeatedly in response to similar environments, suggesting that they are adaptive and shaped by natural selection. However, the genetic basis underlying repeated adaptation in wild is
still largely unknown. Sticklebacks are a case in point. Sticklebacks show repeated evolution – parallel evolution within species and convergent
evolution among different species, during adaptation from marine to freshwater. Genetic basis of marine to freshwater adaptation has been
uncovered in great detail in three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), but little is known in other sticklebacks, for example, the
nine-spined stickleback (Pungitius pungitius) that is distributed in a common landscape with the three-spined sticklebacks. To this end, we first
took phylogenomic approach with RAD-seq data to construct the evolutionary history of the Pungitius species and populations globally with
emphasis in nine-spined sticklebacks. Then, we characterized the genomic divergence landscape along the evolutionary history of Pungitius
species and the adaptation from marine to freshwater in nine-spined sticklebacks. Finally, we took a population transcriptomic approach to
investigate genome-wide gene expression differentiation between marine and freshwater nine-spined sticklebacks to if it is similar to that between
marine and freshwater three-spined sticklebacks. A robust phylogeny was constructed for seven Pungitius sticklebacks from a global 34 Pungitius
populations with 21 nine-spined populations. Frequent genetic introgression was found during the evolution of Pungitius sticklebacks. Many
genomic regions were recurrently found to be underlined with Pungitius speciation and contained well-known genes involved in fish speciation.
Many genomic regions underlined divergence between marine and freshwater nine-spined stickleback were found to be similar to those in
three-spined sticklebacks, and the genome-wide gene expression differentiation patterns between marine and freshwater nine-spined sticklebacks do so. Studying parallel and/or convergent evolution, the independent evolution of similar phenotypes at intraspecific and/or interspecific
level, allows us to understand when, how, and why organisms arrive at similar solutions to similar evolutionary problems and, thus, address
repeatability and predictability in evolution. By comparing to the well-studied threespined sticklebacks, the population genomic study in the
nine-spined sticklebacks suggests that evolution is actually repeatable and predictable.

19-2D: The developmental origin of novel complex traits
10:50 - 12:50 am
Chair: Antonia Monteiro, National University of Singapore
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Dual evolutionary origin of insect wings
Yoshinori Tomoyasu
Miami University
The evolutionary origin of insect wings has been the subject of heated debates for centuries. These debates have culminated into two prominent,
yet contrasting hypotheses: the tergal origin hypothesis and the pleural origin hypothesis. However, despite accumulating efforts to unveil the
origin of insect wings (including developmental, taxonomical, and paleontological analyses), neither hypothesis has been able to surpass the
other. Through investigations in the Tribolium beetle, we have previously obtained functional evidence supporting a third hypothesis, the dual
origin hypothesis. Although this hypothesis has the potential to unify the two competing wing origin hypotheses, it requires rigorous testing from
various fields. To further evaluate this hypothesis from an evo-devo perspective, we have been analyzing the development of wings and wing
(serial) homologs in a wide taxonomy of organisms, including a fly (Drosophila), a beetle (Tribolium), a cockroach (Blattella), and a crustacean
(Parhyale). Through these analyses, we have made several interesting findings that can help decipher the origin of insect wings. For example, in
Parhyale, we identified two tissues that are potentially homologous to insect wings. In Tribolium, we found that the formation of ectopic wings
induced by homeotic transformations in otherwise wingless segments requires the merger of two separate groups of wing serial homologs. In
Drosophila, we identified a wing enhancer in Drosophila that is also active in terga, suggesting a shared transcription landscape between these
two tissues. In this talk, I will showcase these findings and discuss how our results support the idea that the insect wing is composed of two
separate lineages of tissues (of tergal and pleural nature), and therefore further support a dual evolutionary origin of insect wings.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Comparative transcriptomics support the wing gene cooption hypothesis for the origin of the novel treehopper helmet
Elizabeth Jockusch and Cera Fisher
University of Connecticut
Understanding the origin of novelty is crucial to explaining the diversity of life. In arthropods, the body wall has served as a repeated source of
novelty: legs and possibly wings originated as novel body wall outgrowths, as have other structures, such as beetle horns and mayfly gills. A
stunning, evolutionarily recent example of such novelty occurs in the hemipteran family Membracidae (treehoppers), which are characterized by
an enlarged, elaborate body wall projection called the helmet. Evolutionarily, an ancestrally flat part of the dorsal body wall of the wingless first
thoracic segment (the pronotum) was transformed into a three dimensional cuticular sculpture (the helmet). Treehopper helmets have subsequently been molded by natural selection into a diverse array of shapes aiding predator defense via crypsis, mimicry, and aposematism. Developmentally, the helmet is hypothesized to have originated by elaboration of the ancestral body wall developmental patterning network or alternatively by cooption of the wing- or leg-patterning network. These three hypotheses make specific predictions about patterns of similarity and difference
in gene expression and function across tissue types and species. We tested these predictions using comparative transcriptomics of seven tissues
in nymphal Entylia carinata (a treehopper) and Homalodisca vitripennis (a leafhopper). Preliminary analyses of differential gene expression
indicate that in the leafhopper, the pronotum and mesonotum are most similar, as would be predicted of serial homologs. In treehoppers, however,
gene expression in the developing pronotum/helmet is most similar to that of wings. Many transcripts upregulated in both wings and helmet of the
treehopper are known for their roles in Drosophila wing development. This evidence supports a wing-cooption scenario for the origin of the
treehopper helmet, wherein elements of the wing-patterning network are redeployed in the novel context of developing pronotal tissue. These
results suggest a new mechanism for the evolution of serial homologs, in which divergence occurs through large-scale replacement of, rather
than merely tinkering with, their shared patterning network. Functional experiments in our newly established treehopper model are underway to
further test this model.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
The molecular and developmental evolution of eyespots on butterfly wings
Antónia Monteiro, Heidi Connahs, Sham Tlili, Yuji Matsuoka, Tirtha Banerjee, Jelle van Creij, Sarah Monroe, Mainak das Gupta, Timothy Saunders
National University of Singapore, Yale-NUS College, National University of Singapore
An important and still largely unanswered question in the field of evolution concerns the molecular changes that lead to the origin of novel
complex traits. One such trait is the eyespot color patterns on the wings of nymphalid butterflies. My lab is combining a series of approaches,
such as the comparative method, CRISPR-Cas9, immunohistochemistry, and FAIRE-Seq to identify the molecular and developmental changes
underlying eyespot evolution. A multi-species comparative phylogenetic approach led to the identification of the ancestral lineage(s) where
eyespots likely evolved, and also where five genes started becoming expressed in eyespot centers. A CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing approach
identified three genes required for eyespot development that when mutated lead to wings without eyespots. Two of the genes evolved their new
expression pattern concurrently with eyespot origins whereas the third gene evolved its expression at a later date in a subset of butterfly lineages.
This suggests that genes that become associated with the development of a novel trait at a late stage in their evolution can become essential
developmental genes. In addition, a combination of in situ gene expression with modeling work, led to reconstructions of mosaic mutant wing
patterns and to the identity of two potential ligands involved in eyespot center differentiation via simple reaction-diffusion mechanisms. FAIRESeq
further identified regulatory sequences flanking one of the genes, Distal-less, which is potentially involved in this reaction-diffusion network. When
these regulatory sequences were deleted they led to eyespot deletions as well as disruptions of multiple other traits in the butterfly, indicating
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regulatory sequences with pleiotropic functions. I’ll put all this data together to offer a possible molecular model underlying the origin of eyespots
on the wings of nymphalid butterflies.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
A parallel mechanism underlying frizzle in chickens
Xing Guo, Yan-Qing Li, Ming-Shan Wang, Zhi-Bin Wang, Quan Zhang, Yong Shao, Sheng Wang, Run-Shen Jiang, Chen-Dong Ma, Robert W. Murphy, Guang-Qin Wang, Jing
Dong, Li Zhang, Dong-Dong Wu, Bing-Wang Du, Min-Sheng Peng, and Ya-Ping Zhang
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Guangdong Ocean University, China Agricultural University, Anhui Agricultural University, Royal Ontario Museum, Jinsheng Animal Husbandry
Technology CO. LTD, Yunnan University
The feather exhibits vast diversity and is an excellent model in evolutionary and developmentary biology. Frizzle, an intriguing trait noted by
Darwin, is characterized by outward curled rachis and barbs of feathers. In addition to having ornamental roles, frizzle can increase heat tolerance
to improve poultry production. Previous work reported a 69-bp deletion in KRT6A being responsible for frizzle in some chicken breeds. Nevertheless, this deletion has not been observed in Chinese frizzle Qilin chickens. This raises a possibility that an independent genetic mechanism
accounts for frizzle the Qilin chicken. We constructed F2 resource population derived by using the reciprocal crosses between the parental Qilin
(frizzle feather) and Houdan (normal feather) breeds. The whole genomes of 20 Qilin chickens were sequenced. Incorporating published data,
we performed comparative population genomic analyses for a total of 62 chicken genomes. We used ∆Pi, XP-EHH, and LSBL statistics detected
candidate signals of selection. The feather regeneration experiments based on the over-expression of recombinant lentivirus vectors were
conducted. We characterize the frizzle following the autosomal dominant inheritance pattern in Qilin chickens. A region from 1.17M to 1.39M
within chromosome 33 harboring 15 genes is identified with the strongest selection signatures. Further genotyping and functional investigation
reveal a 15-bp in-frame deletion in KRT75L4 gene as the causative mutation of frizzle in Qilin chickens. Our study provides a novel case of
parallel genetic mechanisms underlay the feather evolution within a short period. And it also presents a paradigm for applying the evolutionary
genomic strategy to map Mendelian trait.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Protoceratops baby skulls with egg-tooth give new evidence for the ontogeny of basal ceratopsian
Congyu Yu, Mark Norell
American Museum of Natural History
Protoceratops (Ornithischia, Dinosauria) is a basal neoceratopsian found in Upper Cretaceous sediments in Central Asia. According to the large
quantity of fossils ranging from embryos to adults, Protoceratops has a nearly complete ontogenetic sequence; perhaps the best among fossil
dinosaurs. However, we still know very little on their nesting behavior, hatching, and early development. An egg clutch containing remains from
at least six juvenile or embryonic Protoceratops was found at Tugregeen Shireh, Mongolia. Two skulls were prepared and CT scanned. We
studied their morphology and compared them with Protoceratops specimens in later development stages. These two skulls are the smallest
Protoceratops skulls yet discovered (less than 30 mm), and their distinct bone sutures, slightly worn teeth, and other morphological characters
suggest that these specimens were embryos when they perished. An egg-tooth-like structure has been observed on the premaxilla of one of the
skulls, indicating a similar hatching strategy in other reptiles (inclusive of Aves). Eggtooth-like structures have only been reported in titanosaurian
sauropods among nonavian dinosaurs. They are ubiquitous in other clades in Archosauria, including birds, crocodiles, tuataras, and turtles.
These embryonic skulls are significantly different from both juveniles and adults Protoceratops, indicating remarkable changes during early
stages of basal ceratopsian development. The development sequence suggests the egg-tooth-like structure may become a part of the rostrum.
Here, we report the first egg-tooth-like structure in an ornithischian, dinosaur, and the smallest Protoceratops remains found yet. The
egg-tooth-like structure, which resembles that of birds and many other reptiles, suggests that basal ceratopsians had similar hatching behaviors
to birds and other reptiles. The extensive presence of egg-teeth structure suggests a similar hatching behavior is primitive for Archosauria. After
further study, these specimens will give important information to both the ontogeny of Protoceratops and evolution in the neoceratopsian clad
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Thursday, April 19th, 14:00 - 16:00
19-3A: Molecular mechanisms in evolution of genes and genomes
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Man-Yuan Long, University of Chicago & Guo-Jie Zhang, University of Copenhagen
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:05
Variation and novelty in evolution: de novo genes arise and enable protein structural innovation
Victor Luria, Amir Karger, Anne O'Donnell-Luria, Taran Gujral, Bradley Olson, Wes Cain, Marc Kirschner
Harvard Medical School, Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard, Kansas State University, Harvard University
Protein domains are autonomously folding units that carry the function of protein-coding genes by enabling interaction with other proteins or
performing biochemical functions. How new protein domains are invented and how new protein-coding genes appear are major unsolved
questions in evolutionary biology. New proteincoding genes are typically built using old genes (genes or genome duplication, domain shuffling,
retrotransposition). In contrast, the existence of new genes that arise de novo, directly from genomic DNA, has long been ruled out. Recently de
novo protein-coding genes were found in many eukaryotic genomes. Not using parts of ancient genes, de novo genes are the only ones that may
encode genuinely new protein structures. De novo genes function and are generally expressed in neurons and male germline. We found an
ancient orphan gene in humans that may have arisen de novo and showed it has important functions in neurons and skin. To understand how
often de novo genes appear, what proteins they make and what functions they have, we take a three-pronged approach – mathematical, computational and experimental. To assess how many de novo genes can arise, we built a mathematical birth-and-death model based on gene and
genome parameters and on dynamic factors such as mutation, recombination and selection. We found every genome should have many new
genes, of which few are kept. We then identified thousands of candidate de novo genes in 20 eukaryotic genomes using phylostratigraphy and
proteomics data. Using structural bioinformatics, we evaluated their predicted biophysical properties. Compared to ancient proteins, de novo
genes encode proteins that are shorter, vulnerable to proteases, disordered, likely to bind other proteins yet less prone to aggregation, which is
toxic. We started biophysical experiments comparing human de novo proteins to human ancient proteins, proteins of intermediate age, possible
proteins from human genomic ORFs and random proteins. Additionally, we use CRISPR-mediated gene inactivation and imaging to test the
function of new genes in zebrafish brains. Here we aim to determine the general properties of de novo genes in eukaryotic genomes. We find that
many de novo genes arise and encode short but non-toxic proteins, and that few survive evolutionarily. The few survivors may encode genuinely
new protein structures, suggesting that genomes continually generate variation that enables new structures, new functions and that is selected
upon.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:35
Mechanisms and patterns of chromosome evolution in malaria mosquitoes
Igor V. Sharakhov
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Tomsk State University
Polymorphic inversions are non-uniformly distributed among chromosomal arms of malaria mosquitoes concentrating in just two autosomal arms.
They are associated with ecological, behavioral and physiological adaptations of mosquitoes related to pathogen transmission. The sequenced
and assembled genomes of 16 anophelines from Africa, Asia, Europe, and Latin America allowed us to investigate the mechanisms and biological
significance of chromosomal rearrangements. Using a combination of cytogenetic and bioinformatics approaches we mapped the genome
scaffolds to chromosomes of selected Anopheles species. We identified the genomic coordinates for evolutionary breakpoints and conserved
synteny blocks and estimated the number of chromosomal inversions among the species. Despite intensive reshuffling of the chromosomal
segments during the evolution of malaria mosquitoes, certain forces maintain long linkages of genes. Our simulation suggests that large
conserved synteny blocks could not be preserved in evolution if breakpoints are randomly distributed along the chromosomes. Instead, functional
or structural constraints to breakage are likely responsible for the preservation of these blocks. Our study found that, fixed rearrangement
accumulated ~3 times faster on the X chromosome than on autosomes. The high rate of X chromosome rearrangements is in sharp contrast with
the paucity of polymorphic inversions on the X in anophelines. The X chromosomal inversions become fixed during speciation and may reinforce
species isolation. Genes important for immune response, mating behavior, reproduction, and host seeking are enriched on the X chromosomes
suggesting their role in adaptation and speciation. Autosomal inversions often maintain trans-specific polymorphisms and can cross species
boundaries via introgression providing new adaptations. The highest densities of transposable elements and satellites have been found on the X
chromosome suggesting a mechanism for the rapid inversion generation. We found that transposable elements are overrepresented in
breakpoint regions of all species examined and they have emerged as prevalent instigators of genome rearrangement on sex chromosomes and
autosomes. Thus, the development of high-resolution physical maps in combination with computational approaches identified contrasting biological roles of inversions on the sex chromosome and autosomes.
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15:05
The evolution of conceptual frameworks: From shape-based, gene based to function-based
Shu-Nong Bai
Peking University
While “evolution” could be defined as the process by which different kinds of living organism are believed to have developed from earlier forms
during the history of the earth (Oxford Dictionary), this word is generally referred to change in the heritable characteristics of biological populations
over successive generations (Wikipedia). Three elements have to be clearly defined for meaningful discussion on issues in evolution of eukaryote
organisms: the change, regardless at whatever level, generation, and population. It is bewildered that in plant kingdom, while changes can be
easily identified from morphological traits to DNA sequence, boundary of a population (species) is so far blur since the criterion of reproductive
barrier for biological species is not effectively applicable to plants. Similarly, it is remained arguable on how to define a generation, as dominant
concept in the field is that a plant has an indeterminate developmental program, reflecting that some plants can unlimitedly grow for years,
decades, centuries, even millenniums. Without clearly defined concept of generation, under what reference framework the morphological traits
or DNA sequences can be properly compared for their evolutionary significance? Since Darwin proposed his evolutionary theory, the resolution
power has been greatly increased not only in physical tools (for both observation and dissection), but also in conceptual tools (for concrete
concepts from individual to macromolecules; and for abstract from growth to molecular network). However, the conceptual framework in plant
biology are still remaining in the form built in 18th and 19th centuries, i.e. considering a plant is an individual consisted with a few types of “organ”
identified by naked eyes. Here a new conceptual framework, namely Plant Morphogenesis 123, was proposed. With this framework, a generation
is clearly defined by the “sexual reproduction cycle (SRC), i.e. from zygote to gametes; therefore, a plant is essentially a colony, consisting of
numerous shoots as units to complete the SRC, rather than an individual. With a SRC derived “double-rings”, the plant developmental program,
a plant life cycle, is completed. With such a new conceptual framework, all morphological traits could be properly aligned for meaningful discussion on plant evolution.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:25
RPL10L is required for Male Meiotic Division by Compensating for Inactivated RPL10 during Meiotic Sex Chromosome
Inactivation in Mice
Long Jiang and Qinghua Shi
University of Science and Technology of China
It has been suggested that autosomal retrogenes may substitute for their X-linked progenitor genes to overcome—the transcriptional silencing of
genes on the sex chromosomes (XY) occurring in meiotic prophase during spermatogenesis (meiotic sex chromosome inactivation, MSCI).
However, no direct evidence has been provided to confirm this hypothesis. RPL10L, localized on chromosome 14 in human and on chromosome
12 in mice, is designated as a retrogene of RPL10, located on X chromosome and encoding a ribosome component. Here, we show that RPL10L,
functioning as a component of ribosome, is expressed exclusively in male germ cells in which RPL10 is silenced through MSCI. Rpl10l deficiency
prohibited the transition from prophase into metaphase during the first meiotic division, resulting in male infertility. Rpl10l deficiency resulted in
decreased levels of a series of ribosome proteins as well as proteins required for the prophase to metaphase transition in pachytene spematocytes. Importantly, ectopic expression of RPL10L can prevent death of RPL10-deficient cells, and transgenic expression of Rpl10 driven by
Rpl10l-promoter can restore spermatogenesis and fertility of Rpl10l-deficient mice, indicating the interchangeable function between RPL10L and
RPL10. Thus, our results demonstrate an essential role of RPL10L in ribosome biogenesis and protein synthesis during meiosis of primary
spermatocytes by compensating for RPL10 inactivation due to MSCI, providing the first direct evidence for the compensation hypothesis in
mammalian spermatogenesis.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
TEs remodeled the regulatory landscape that mediates progesterone responsiveness
Vincent J. Lynch
University of Chicago
A long-standing hypothesis of gene expression evolution proposes that genes gain and loose expression domains through a step-wise accumulation of mutations that create new or destroy old cis-regulatory elements, particularly enhancers, repressors, and insulators. Alternatively, a gene
may evolve a cis-regulatory element in a single step through the integration and cooption of a transposable element (TE) that harbors functional
transcription factor binding sites. While there is ample data to support both models of gene regulatory evolution important questions with the TE
cooption model remain, for example, how are TEs domesticated by the host genome into regulatory elements. Here we trace the evolution of
gene expression in the pregnant mammalian uterus and show that TEs have continuously remodeled the regulatory landscape that mediates
progesterone responsiveness. We find that genes nearby TE-derived regulatory elements are among the most progesterone responsive in the
genome. An assumption of the TE-cooption model is that TEs integrate with as functional regulatory elements. We tested this assumption by
nearly 100 TE consensus sequences, surprisingly nearly all were very strong repressors across multiple mammalian cell types and species.
However, treatment of mammalian cells with histone deacetylase inhibitors unmasked latent enhancer functions for ancestral TEs while the
majority of TEs were strong enhancers in chicken cells, which do not express the TE silencing KRAB-ZFPs. These data suggest a two-step model
of TE cooption whereby active TEs are first recognized and silenced by KRAB-ZFPs, latent enhancer functions are later revealed once TEs loose
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KRAB-ZFP binding sites. Indeed, we found that consensus TEs were bound by KRAB-ZFPs. These data suggest a multi-stage model for the
co-option of TEs into regulatory elements: Upon integration into the genome TEs are recognized by the host cells anti-TE KRAB-ZFP machinery
and silenced, later mutations abolish the KRAB-ZFP binding sites unmasking latent enhancer functions.

19-3B: Human evolution and adaptation
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Charleston Chiang, University of Southern California & Qiao-Mei Fu, Chinese Academy of Sciences & Wen-Ya Ko, National Yang-Ming University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:05
Identifying signatures of local human adaptation
Rasmus Nielsen
University of California Berkeley, Chinese Academy of Science, Max Planck Germany
I will discuss a recent statistical framework we have developed for identifying local selection based on a Gaussian model of allele frequency
change. The advantage of the model is primarily that it does not rely on pre-defined genetic units but can infer these units directly from the data.
I will show applications in several different systems, including humans. In humans, we have used this method to elucidate selection acting on
South-East Asian populations adapted to a lifestyle based on free-diving. We will show that these populations harbor genetic variants related to
the diving reflex and related to increased spleen size.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:35
Human genetic admixture and adaptive evolution in Western China
Shuhua Xu
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Genetic admixture in human, the result of inter-marriage among people from different well-differentiated populations, has been a common
phenomenon throughout the history of modern humans. Understanding of population admixture dynamics is important not only to mapping
human complex traits/diseases but also to other applications, such as elucidating population history and detecting natural selection signatures.
In this talk, I will briefly present our recent progress in analyzing human population admixture in Western China. By using a newly developed
method, MultiWaver, we unveiled a complex scenario of ancestral origins and admixture history of the Uyghurs in Xinjiang, which further suggests
Bronze Age massive migrations in Eurasia and East-West contacts across the Silk Road. We also proposed a model to elucidate the differentiated demographic histories and adaptations of Sherpas and Tibetans to high altitude.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:05
The impact of demographic history on human complex traits
Charleston Chiang
University of Southern California
How complex traits change through time is a central question in evolutionary biology and genetics. One of the major evolutionary forces that
shaped the distribution of human complex traits is the demographic history of a population. Therefore, in order for human genetics to provide a
compelling context for studying complex trait evolution, it is necessary to integrate trait mapping with a detailed knowledge of population history.
One such unique population is the Mediterranean population of Sardinia, which has historically played an integral role in illuminating the genetic
basis of complex traits. Utilizing > 3,000 whole-genome sequenced Sardinian individuals, I will describe new insights we learned of the
demographic processes in Sardinia, including fine-scale substructure and sex-biased processes that impacted the genetic history of Sardinia.
Another well-known population is the Scandinavian population of Finland. A population bottleneck in the founding of Finland has been suggested
to be the reason a number of rare Mendelian disorders are disproportionately more prevalent in Finland. Utilizing > 20,000 whole-exome
sequenced Finnish individuals, ascertained from Northern and Eastern Finland where within-Finland bottlenecks have occurred more recently, I
will describe our characterization of the impact of demography on the pattern of genetic and phenotypic variation in this population. Specifically,
I will show fine-scale structure in this part of Finland, accentuated by enrichment of functionally deleterious alleles and the geographical clustering
of these alleles, which empowered the detection of novel associations of rare variants with human complex traits. Together, examples from these
unique European and other diverse global populations suggest that further expansion in sample size and detailed phenotyping in these populations will help improve our understanding of the evolution of complex traits in humans.
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15:25
40,000-year-old individual from Asia provides insight into early population structure in Eurasia
Melinda A. Yang, Xing Gao, Christoph Theunert, Haowen Tong, Ayinuer Aximu- Petri, Birgit Nickel, Montgomery Slatkin, Matthias Meyer, Svante Paabo, Janet Kelso, Qiaomei
Fu
Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of California Berkeley, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology
To date, very few ancient genomic studies have been conducted in Asia. Genome-wide studies using ancient individuals from Europe have
revealed complex ancestry and genetic structure in ancient populations that could not be observed studying only present-day populations,
suggesting similar approaches may also aid in elucidating the demographic history in Asia. Here, we present genome-wide data for a
40,000-yearold individual from Tianyuan Cave near Beijing, China. We show that the Tianyuan individual is more related to presentday and
ancient Asians than present-day and ancient Europeans. Unlike present-day Asians, however, he shares more alleles with a 35,000-year-old
European from Belgium than he does with other early modern humans of similar age from Europe. Fascinatingly, the Tianyuan individual, like the
Oceanians and the Andamanese Onge, also shares more alleles with some Native American groups in South America than he does with others,
suggesting that population substructure that was present in Asia by 40,000 years ago persisted over an extended period of time. Analysis of the
Tianyuan individual highlights the complex migration and subdivision of early human populations in Eurasia.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
Transgenic rhesus monkeys carrying the human MCPH1 gene copies show human-like neoteny of brain development
Lei Shi, Xin Luo, Yongchang Chen, Cirong Liu, Min Li, Hong Wang, Yanjiao Li, Yuyu Niu, Yundi Shi, Martin Styner, Qiang Lin, Jin Jiang, Jun Huang, Jianhong Wang, Yi Lu, Xuejin
Sun, Hualin Yu, Weizhi Ji, Bing Su
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Kunming University of Science and Technology, National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, University of North Carolina,University
of North Carolina, the First Affiliated Hospital of Kunming Medical University, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences
Brain size and cognitive skills are the most dramatically changed traits in humans during evolution, and yet the genetic mechanisms underlying
these humanspecific changes remain elusive. We successfully generated transgenic rhesus monkeys carrying human copies of MCPH1, a key
gene for brain development with fixed humanspecific mutations during evolution. Brain image and tissue section analyses indicated an altered
pattern of neural cell differentiation, resulting in a delayed neuronal maturation and neural fiber myelination in the transgenic monkeys, similar to
the known brain developmental delay (neoteny) in humans. Further brain transcriptome analysis showed a marked expression suppression of
neuron-differentiation-related genes, providing a molecular explanation to the observed brain developmental delay of the transgenic monkeys.
The presented data represents the first attempt to experimentally interrogate the genetic basis of human brain origin using a transgenic monkey
model, and it values the use of nonhuman primates in understanding human unique traits.

19-3C: Diversity across the scales of life
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Saitou Naruya, National Institute of Genetics, Mishima, Japan & Tom Gilbert, Natural History Museum of Denmark
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:05
The evolution of diverse plastid genomes in gymnosperms
Shu-Miaw Chaw, Chung-Shien Wu, and Edi Sudianto
Academia Sinica, Taiwan International Graduate Program, National Taiwan Normal University
The rapid increase in available plastid genomes (plastomes) on GenBank has greatly deepened our understanding of plastomic evolution and
plastid phylogenomics in gymnosperms. The five extant gymnosperm groups contain over 1,000 species, and their plastomes are remarkably
diverse in structure and evolutionary rates. For example, plastomic architecture and gene content are highly conserved. The plastomic structure
of ginkgo is very similar to cycads, except for contractions of its inverted repeats (IRs). In contrast, the IRs of three gnetophyte genera have undergone unique and multiple expansions, contractions, and inversions. The IRlacking plastomes of cupressophytes and Pinaceae are highly
rearranged. Their lineage-specific repeats facilitate the generation of isomeric plastomes, ultimately increasing the diversity of plastomic
structures. Great variation in nucleotide substitution rates was found among these five groups. Gnetophytes are characterized by their extremely
high substitution rates, which are about twofold higher than those of cycads and ginkgo. In comparison, the rate of nucleotide substitutions in
Pinaceae and cupressophytes fall between both extremes. In this talk, we summarize our findings and discuss the underlying causes behind this
high plastome diversity in gymnosperms. We will also review how the development of plastid phylogenomics has helped resolve long-standing
phylogenetic issues. Some future directions for plastomic studies in gymnosperms and seed plants will be remarked on.
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14:35
Widespread of horizontal gene transfer in the human genome
Chaochun Wei
Shanghai Jiao Tong University
A fundamental concept in biology is that heritable material is passed from parents to offspring, a process called vertical gene transfer. An alternative mechanism of gene acquisition is through horizontal gene transfer (HGT), which involves movement of genetic materials between different
species. Horizontal gene transfer has been found prevalent in prokaryotes but very rare in eukaryote. In this presentation, we will talk about
horizontal gene transfer in the human genome. From the pair-wise alignments between human genome and 53 vertebrate genomes, 1,743
human genome regions (2.8 M bases) from all chromosomes were found to be more conserved with nonmammals than with most mammals.
These human genome regions involve 642 known genes, which are enriched with ion binding. Compared to previous reported horizontal gene
transfer regions in the human genome, there were few overlapping regions, which indicated horizontal gene transfer might be more common than
we expected in the human genome. Overall, horizontal gene transfer may impact hundreds of human genes.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:05
Understanding pollinator and pollination diversities using genome-skimming high-throughput sequencing methods
Xin Zhou
China Agricultural University
Pollinators provide key ecological services to a variety of eco-systems. Characterizing the interactions between pollinators and flowering plants
is the basis for understanding how natural and agricultural networks function. However, two fundamental questions remain difficult to answer:
what pollinators are involved and what are they pollinating for? Addressing either question would require specific taxonomic skills for a wide range
of taxon groups. And pollination network studies often involve onsite identifications based on morphological traits of both insects and flowers.
Therefore, alternative approaches that are accurate and quantifiable are desired for pollination research. Biological samples of pollinators and
pollens, although seemingly very different, share many common features, e.g., both consist of multiple species at varied abundances and both
can be identified to the species level using standardized DNA markers. DNA-based approaches, especially high-throughput sequencing (HTS)
technologies, have demonstrated some promise in characterizing both pollinator and pollination diversities. In particular, PCR-free HTS coupled
with expansion of classic reference barcode sequences to full-length mitochondrial or chloroplast genomes, i.e., genome skimming, have created
potentials in identifying quantitative information for mixed taxa, in addition to providing species checklists. In this presentation, I will introduce HTS
applications in monitoring wild pollinating bees and progress in characterizing pollination diversity of the honeybees.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:25
Making the most of metabarcoding in diet studies - a study on vampire bats
Kristine Bohmann
University of Copenhagen, University of East Anglia
Metabarcoding diet analysis has become a valuable tool in animal ecology; however, coamplified predator sequences are not generally used for
anything other than to validate predator identity. Exemplified by the common vampire bat we demonstrate the use of metabarcoding to infer
predator population structure alongside diet assessments. Growing populations of common vampire bats impact human, livestock and wildlife
health in Latin America through transmission of pathogens, such as lethal rabies infections. Techniques to determine large scale variation in
vampire bat diet and bat population structure can empower locality- and species-specific projections of disease transmission risks. However,
previously used methods are not cost-effective and efficient for large-scale applications. Using blood meal and faecal samples from common
vampire bats from coastal, Andean and Amazonian regions of Peru, we showcase metabarcoding as a scalable tool to assess vampire bat
population structure and diet. The use of a taxonomically broad metabarcoding marker allowed us to detect non-target diet taxa such as arthropods, while allowing us to discern diet even to the species level and assess vampire bat population structure. This shows that while metabarcoding arguably does not generate as comprehensive data as metagenomics, it is possible to use its capacity to process many samples while obtaining more data than presence-absence of expected diet taxa and thereby to some degree off-set the trade-off between metagenomics and
metabarcoding. This is important in animal diet studies that require many samples to be processed, for instance in the case of vampire bats where
many samples need to be screened to assess disease transmission risks at large geographic scale.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
Genome diversity is central to natural history studies
Saitou Naruya
National Institute of Genetics
Preface of my textbook “Introduction to Evolutionary Genomics” (2013, Springer) starts from these sentences: Organisms on the earth are rich in
diversity. Each organism also contains its own genome with many genes. This complex genetic system has been generated and constantly
modified through eons of evolution since the origin of life. Evolutionary study is thus indispensable for gaining the unified view of life. Because
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even a single-cell bacterium is so complex, we have to study its genetic entity, that is, its genome, to acquire a comprehensive view of the organism. Study of natural history has more than 2,000-year history, while evolutionary studies were initiated only in the 19th Century. Nowadays,
evolutionary studies and natural history studies are essentially synonyms. Because biodiversity develops through evolution of genomes, genome
diversity is central to natural history studies. However, classic natural history studies mostly relied on morphological characters, while there were
difficulty for DNA and amino acid sequences to explain those morphological diversity. This gap between molecules and morphologies is now
closing. I would like to summarize our recent studies on possible roles of evolutionarily conserved noncoding sequences for morphological phenotypes.

19-3D: Evolution under the sea
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Noriyuki Satoh, OIST & Kinya G. Ota, Academia Sinica
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:05
How does bone eating worm Osedax eat whale bones
Norio Miyamoto
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology
Bone-eating worms of the genus Osedax (Annelida, Siboglinidae) exclusively inhabit sunken vertebrate bone. The worms lack a digestive tract
and mouth opening. Instead, they have a novel organ for digestion and nutrient uptake called the root. The root is a branching organ at the
posterior end of the body, which penetrates into vertebrate bones. It has been suggested that Osedax degrade vertebrate bones and uptake
nutrients through acidification and secretion of enzymes from the root. Symbiotic bacteria in the root tissue may have a crucial role in the metabolism of Osedax. However, the molecular mechanisms and cells responsible for bone digestion and nutrient uptake are still unclear. And also,
ontogenic and evolutionary origin of the root is poorly understood. We first established a long-term stable culture system of Osedax japonicus,
and artificial settlement and symbiont infection methods. We also compared transcriptome from three different tissues and examined expression
pattern of genes, which might be related to bone digestion and nutrient absorption. We found that protease- and transporter-related genes were
enriched in the root transcriptome. We also found gene family expansions resulting in a remarkably large number of matrix metalloproteinase
(mmp) genes in Osedax compared with other invertebrates. These mmp genes were expressed in the epidermal cells of the root. Genes encoding various types of transporters, including amino acid, oligopeptide, bicarbonate, and sulfate/carboxlate transporters, were also expressed in the
root epidermal cells. These proteinase and transporter genes were first expressed in root tissues at the juvenile stage, where the root starts to
develop. The expression of various proteinase and transporter genes in the root epidermis supports that the epidermal cells are responsible for
bone digestion and subsequent nutrient uptake. We propose that the root of Osedax has evolved through the combination of molecular evolution
of protease genes and co-option of the nutrient uptake mechanism in the posterior epidermal cells.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:35
Elongation of ascidian notochord
Bo Dong
Ocean University of China
Elongation of body and tissue is a fundamentally developmental event in embryogenesis and organogenesis. Distinct elongation strategies and
cellular processes are evolved in diverse systems. In this presentation, I will focus on the elongation of notochord, the typical organ exclusively
exists in chordate animals, playing structurally important and regulatory roles in early embryogenesis and organ function maintenance. There
presents three elongation phases in urochordate Ciona notochord development: 1st phase, notochord cells form a single diameter cell line along
anterior-posterior axis through invagination and mediolateral intercalation; 2nd phase, 40 tightly arranged coin-like notochord cells significantly
elongate approximately two folds, forming a cylindrical solid cell rod through actomyosin cytoskeleton driven-cell shape change; 3rd phase,
extracellular lumen appears and expends in the adjacent notochord cells, and eventually joins into a signal lumen surrounded by notochord and
its sheath. Meanwhile, notochord cells bidirectionally crawl along notochord sheath and transit into endothelia-like cells, resulting in further
notochord elongation approximately one and half folds. Distinct cellular elongation strategies and the underlying molecular mechanisms utilized
in these three elongation phases will be presented in this presetation based on our recently published papers and the current ongoing projects.
Especially, I will emphasize the cellular processes and molecular mechanisms of the 2nd phase, and discuss our findings that how the cytokinetic-like actomyosin rings drive the cell elongation but not cell division; how the contractile rings form and organize (from both views of physical
model and cellular progress); and how the ring position is maintained at cell equatorial region by the tug-of-war between actomyosin contractility
and planar cell polarity. Based on the previous and recent findings of the existence of periodic actin structures on Drosophila tracheal tube, C.
elegans embryonic body, Ciona notochord, and neuronal axons etc., we would propose that circumferential contraction generated by actomyosin
rings is an evolutionally conserved and universal mechanism in diverse systems to drive cell and tissue elongation. The circumferential rings in
cylindrical structure have the property to self-organize, playing crucial roles on organ stability and homeostasis.
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15:05
Dicyemid mesozoan genome reveals adaptations to the parasitic lifestyle
Tsai-Ming Lu, Hidetaka Furuya, and Noriyuki Satoh
Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Graduate School of Science, Osaka University
Parasitism has independently occurred more than 200 times across 15 animal phyla, yet remains a topic of debate that how free-living ancestors
evolved to parasitic organisms. Obtaining genomic data from enigmatic parasites would be essential to better comprehend parasitism evolution.
Dicyemid mesozoans are microscopic endoparasites living in the renal sacs of some cephalopods. They have simplified body organization
without differentiated organs and have long fascinated biologists because of their incompletely known lifecycles. However, genome-wide studies
on parasitism evolution were limited in few phyla previously, and genomic adaptations of dicyemids remain to be studied. Dicyema japonicum
specimens were collected from the renal sacs of host Octopus vulgaris individuals. Genomic and transcriptomic sequencings were conducted on
Illumina MiSeq, HiSeq, and PacBio RS II. De novo genome assembly was performed by Platanus and Falcon, while the transcriptome was
assembled by Trinity. The D. japonicum genome is approximately 68 Mbp with a highly shortened average intron size of 38.2 bp. With supports
of transcriptomic data, 5,012 proteincoding genes were predicted in the current genome assembly using Augustus. Comparing with other bilaterian species, D. japonicum retained fewer genes in most KEGG reference pathways. Besides, four parasite species from different phyla showed a
convergent gene number reduction in the metabolism pathways particularly. Clustering predicted proteincoding genes, D. japonicum exhibited
multi-copy gene clusters associated with endocytosis and membrane trafficking, perhaps reflecting its specialized nutrient-uptake strategy.
Moreover, up-regulated transcripts at dispersal larvae stage were over-represented on gene ontology terms of motor activity and response to the
stimulus. Taken together with immunostaining signals of neurotransmitters and neuropeptides specifically occurring on apical cells, we proposed
that dicyemid dispersal larvae may have potential mechanisms to sense environmental cues and could actively approach new hosts. In summary,
D. japonicum possesses a compact genome possibly by reducing intron size and gene number, providing a resource to uncover the mysterious
lifecycle of dicyemids, as well as studying comparative genomics between parasite taxa to gain insights into the parasitism evolution. Generally,
parasites may adapt their genomes simultaneously through reducing genes which are commonly not necessary for parasitic lifestyle and acquiring more genes corresponding to lineage-specific lifecycle and biological processes.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:25
Introgression and climate change facilitated the diversification and rise to dominance of the reef-building coral genus
Acropora
Yafei Mao, Go Suzuki, Hiroshi Yamashita, Noriyuki Satoh, Evan P. Economo, Chuya Shinzato
Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Seikai National Fisheries Research Institute
Reef building corals provide the structural basis for one of Earth’s most spectacular and diverse—but increasingly threatened—ecosystems.
Here, we analyze the genomes of five staghorn coral species to examine the roles of introgression and ecological opportunity in diversification
and rise to dominance of Acropora. We found evidence for a history marked by a major introgression event as well as recurrent gene flow across
species. In addition, we found that introgression genes are evolving faster than others, consistent with a role for introgression in spreading
adaptive genetic variations. Demographic analysis showed that Acropora lineages profited from climate-driven mass extinctions in the Plio-Pleistocene, indicating that Acropora exploited ecological opportunity opened by a new climatic regime favoring species that could cope with rapid
sea-level changes. This study suggests that Acropora—among most vulnerable corals to stressors—may be critical for reefs to track the impending rapid sea-level changes of the Anthropocene.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
Understanding the macro- and micro-evolution of bivalves: insights from two scallop genomes
Shi Wang, Yuli Li, Jinbo Zhang, Xiaoqing Sun, Xiaoli Hu, Xiaogang Xun, Ximing Guo, Wenqian Jiao, Ji Li, Yan Sun, Pin Huan, Daniel Chourrout, Ruiqiang Li & Zhenmin Bao.
Ocean University of China, Qingdao National Laboratory for Marine Science and Technology, Novogene Bioinformatics Institute, Rutgers University, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, University of Bergen
Bivalve molluscs, which first appeared in the early-Cambrian over 500 million years ago, represent an ancient and evolutionarily successful
lineage of bilaterians that has survived several mass extinction events. Despite their great evolutionary and biological significance, our sampling
of their genomes remains very limited. Recently, our group has finished the whole-genome sequencing of two scallop species, Patinopecten
yessoensis (Nat. Ecol. Evol. 2017) and Chlamys farreri (Nat. Commun. 2017). Analysis of the P. yessoensis genome and extensive transcriptomes reveals outstanding preservation of ancestral bilaterian linkage groups, an intact Hox gene cluster under new expression control and
diverse phototransduction cascades with a potentially ancient Pax2/5/8-dependent pathway for noncephalic eye formation, providing insights into
the evolution of genome organization and developmental control during the emergence of bilaterians. Our multi-omic analyses of C. farreri
revealed novel genomic features and molecular changes that may underlie aspects of the scallop’s adaptation to semi-sessile and filter-feeding
life including the well-developed adductor muscle, sophisticated photoreception system, rapid byssal production, and remarkable resistance to
potent neurotoxins, suggesting that expansion and mutation of those genes may have profound effects on scallop’s phenotype and adaptation.
The two scallop genomes provide valuable resources and expand our understanding of the macro- and micro-evolution of bivalves.
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Friday, April 20th, 8:30- 10:30
20-1A: Gene regulatory evolution
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Bernhard Schaefke, Southern University of Science and Technology of China
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Metabolites and lipids of the human brain: Evolution and function
Philipp Khaitovich
CAS-MPG
Small molecules with molecular weight lower than 1500Da are commonly referred as metabolites and their hydrophobic fraction, as lipids. In the
human brain, metabolites and lipids represent main building blocks, signaling molecules and energy sources. Still currently little is known about
roles of these molecules in the human brain development, evolution, and disease. In our lab, we investigate changes in the concentration of
thousands of metabolites and lipids composing the human brain tissue using high precision untargeted mass spectrometry techniques. In this
presentation, I will discuss the evolution of lipid organization of the human brain over the past 30 million years, as well as a potential link between
metabolic and lipid organization of the brain and human cognitive diseases and general behavioral traits.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
Evolution of post-transcriptional gene regulation
Wei Chen
Southern University of Science and Technology
"DNA makes RNA makes protein." After transcription, mRNAs undergo a series of intertwining processes to be finally translated into functional
proteins. Our previous studies, by genome-wide measuring the absolute copy number of mRNAs and their encoded proteins in both mammalian
cells and yeast, clearly showed that transcription alone can explain at most half of the cellular protein abundance. The ‘post‐ transcriptional’
regulation provides cells an extended option to fine‐tune their proteomes. To meet the demands of complex organism development and the appropriate response to environmental stimuli, every step in these processes needs to be finely regulated. Moreover, changes in these regulatory
processes can be important driving forces underlying the evolution of phenotypic differences across different species. However, to date most of
the studies in the field has been focused on the evolutionary changes of transcriptional regulation. In this talk, I will present our recent work on
the analysis of changes in post-transcriptional regulation during mammalian evolution.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Fire ant queen number is regulated by a social supergene
John Wang
Academia Sinica
The fire ant Solenopsis invicta is characterized by a remarkable form of social polymorphism, with the presence of one or several queens per
colony being completely associated with allelic variation at a single Mendelian factor marked by the gene Gp-9. Because additional phenotypic
differences in physiology, fecundity, and behavior are also completely associated with Gp-9, it was hypothesized that the locus actually consists
of multiple genes that form a supergene. Using genetic and cytogenetic approaches, we found that this is the case with Gp-9 being associated
with ~600 genes locked together by a large inversion. Despite the discovery of a social supergene, a detailed understanding of how this social
system works is still lacking. Currently, we are examining one of the drivers of the fire ant social form polymorphism, which is the reciprocal
interaction between the queen odor and worker perception or response, leading to the monogyne or polygne colony phenotype. I will report our
ongoing progress.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Genetic basis for rapid and extensive divergence in gene expression during development
Lingyu Wang, Gregory Wray
Duke University
The regulation of gene expression is an important source for the diversity of phenotypic traits between species. Understanding the genetic basis
responsible for gene expression divergence can therefore provide insight into evolutionary change. To study gene regulatory evolution, an
excellent system is the sea urchin genus Heliocidaris, which encompasses a switch of life history traits from planktotrophy to lecithotrophy.
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Heliocidaris tuberculata is a planktotrophic species with feeding larva during development and H. erythrogramma is a lecithotrophic species with
large yolky eggs, nonfeeding larva and abbreviated development. Interestingly, eggs from H. erythrogramma can be fertilized by sperm from H.
tuberculata, resulting hybrids that exhibit restoration of feeding larval structures and paternal gene expression patterns that are missing in H.
erythrogramma. Such unique traits make these two species a wonderful system for studying the evolution of gene expression regulation. The
gene expression profiles of these two species have shown substantial differences in developmental gene expression, however, the genetic basis
(cis- and/or trans-regulatory divergence) for such differences remains poorly understood. To address this question, we performed an RNA-seq
study to investigate the cis- and trans- regulatory divergence in these two species. We quantify total gene expression at three developmental
stages in both species and in their F1 hybrids, and also quantified allele-specific gene expression in the F1 Hybrids. With these gene expression
data available, we could then determine whether the cis- or transregulatory divergence is responsible for the expression differences between the
two species. We find that the extensive gene expression differences during development that we previously noted between these two species are
dominated by cis-effects at all three stages of development examined. Importantly, however, the genetic basis for expression differences and the
mode of inheritance for a particular gene often change during development. We also find that cases of maternal dominance in inheritance mode
vastly outnumber cases of paternal dominance early in development but that the two later converge, as expected since maternal transcripts are
deposited into eggs and only gradually turn over during development. Finally, we take advantage of well-studied gene interactions during early
sea urchin development to link genetic interpretations of expression divergence with plausible molecular mechanisms. Our results highlight the
value of examining the evolutionary genetics of gene expression across multiple regulatory states, particularly for genes that influence development. This study also provides useful insight into gene regulatory evolution during life history changes.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Primate-specific long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) genes represent a novel class of cellular regulators and therapeutics
targets in human disease
Leonard Lipovich
Wayne State University
Most of the ~ 60,000 human genes do not encode proteins (www.gencodegenes.org). LncRNA genes are a major class of non-coding RNA
genes. In the mid-2000s, the FANTOM3 Consortium exposed a widespread lack of evolutionary conservation in lncRNA genes, highlighting
primate-specific lncRNAs as putative contributors to primate-rodent phenotypic differences. In contrast to the high conservation of protein-coding
genes, most of the ~20,000 human lncRNA genes are not conserved beyond primates, and hence are often regarded as junk. We tested the
hypothesis that primate-specific lncRNAs drive disease phenotypes in two systems: breast cancer and type 2 diabetes. Our strategy connects
functional genomics of lncRNAs to evolutionary biology. In our breast cancer project, we utilized RNAseq and custom microarrays to catalog the
estrogen-responsive lncRNAome of human estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cells. We performed cell viability and proliferation assays
(MTT and crystal violet) to quantify the impact of overexpression, and siRNA knockdowns of, estrogen-responsive lncRNAs on cellular phenotypes. In our type 2 diabetes project, we performed a global, disease-agnostic computational intersection of all SNPs (single-nucleotide polymorphisms) significantly associated in Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) with any human disease, versus all exons of known lncRNAs,
identifying all lncRNA-exonic SNPs associated with disease. In both projects, we used human-mouse reciprocal BLAST and BLAT of
repeat-masked full-length human transcripts and orthologous mouse genomic regions. We also manually annotated key gene structure elements
(splice sites and polyadenylation signals) across 100-species MultiZ alignments in the UCSC Genome Browser to gauge primate-specificity of
lncRNA gene structures. In our breast cancer work, we identified 127 estrogen-responsive human lncRNAs: 44 estrogen-induced putative
oncogenes and 83 estrogen-repressed putative tumor suppressors. BC041455, an estrogen-repressed primate-specific lncRNA, decreased ERK
phosphorylation, indicating that primate-specific lncRNAs can impact the conserved MAP kinase pathway. 60 (47%) of the 127 lncRNAs were
primate-specific, with 24 originating after the prosimian split. None of these lncRNAs resided in segmental duplications or were enriched in exonic
repeats. This implicates de novo gene birth within a Gouldian exaptation paradigm, rather than duplications or repeat dispersions, in the origin of
these lncRNAs in the common ancestor of Old and New World primates, and exposes the deficiencies of mouse models that lack homologs of
these lncRNAs. In our type 2 diabetes work, our top hit from 20 independent public GWAS datasets was the SNP rs4841132 in the primate-specific lncRNA LOC157273, associated with a wide spectrum of type 2 diabetes quantitative traits. We show that LOC157273, expressed only in
hepatocytes, represses its nearest-neighbor gene PPP1R3B, which controls glycogen storage and hence fasting glucose levels. The minor,
disease risk allele (A) appears to be unique to modern humans and Neanderthals, whereas all known Denisovan, and nearly all non-human
primate, sequences exhibit the major allele (G) at this site. We infer that changes during recent human evolution in Europe, rather than ancient
primate-rodent differences, may have been responsible for the origin of this risk allele, perhaps as a consequence of adaptation, functional
constraint in response to not-yet-understood selective pressures in early humans, or genetic-drift-driven allele frequency shifts.
We conclude that primate-specific lncRNAs bridge evolution and health by contributing to human disease phenotypes. High-throughput cellular
screening, as well as GWAS followed by cell-based validation of individual candidates, can be used to identify candidate disease causative
lncRNAs. In-vivo studies are limited by the lack of orthologs in nonprimate animal models. As evolutionarily young network nodes, and as new
regulatory switches upstream of ancient networks, primate-specific lncRNAs are connected only by limited, sparse edges to older, conserved
network components, because they have not yet had the time to become more deeply embedded in disease networks. Therefore, modulating
them in therapeutics may yield fewer side effects than current small-molecule-based, protein-targeting drugs.
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20-1B: Molecular and genetic basis of adaptive evolution
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Koichiro Tamura, Tokyo Metropolitan University & Shoji Kawamura, University of Tokyo
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Molecular basis of cold acclimation response for rapid adaptive evolution of cold tolerance in Drosophila albomicans
Koichiro Tamura
Tokyo Metropolitan University
Cold acclimation is one of the strategies for insects as well as other animals to adapt their physiological condition to seasonal temperature changes in their habitat. In a fruit fly species, Drosophila albomicans, which has extended its geographic distribution rapidly from tropical to temperate
zones during late 1980’s, the strains from temperate zone have a higher cold tolerance than the strains from tropical zone due to their higher cold
acclimation responses. Using RNA-seq method, we found that expression level was altered by the cold acclimation in many genes. To examine
the effect of these genes on the cold tolerance, we over-expressed or knock-downed several candidate genes using Gal4/UAS system in D.
melanogaster. The cold tolerance was improved when secrete decoy of insulin receptor gene (Sdr) was over-expressed or CG14153 was knockdowned. Further experiments showed that the over-expression of Sdr had the effect only when it was over-expressed in glial cells, where the
gene is expressed in normal flies. These results suggest that Sdr and CG14153 were involved in the improvement of cold tolerance upon the cold
acclimation in D. albomicans. A recent study showed that insulin signaling is involved in the cold acclimation response in nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans), which is consistent with our results in Drosophila, suggesting a unity of molecular mechanisms for cold acclimation response across
a wide range of animals. However, when D. melanogaster was acclimated to improve the cold tolerance, neither the expression of Sdr nor
CG14153 was altered. This suggests a diversity of gene regulation for cold acclimation response among closely related species within a genus
Drosophila and a potential to improve the cold tolerance in multiple ways of gene regulation.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
Evolution diversity and adaptation of color vision and chemical senses in New World monkeys
Shoji Kawamura
The University of Tokyo
Primates are generally regarded as vision-oriented animals, for which other senses, especially olfaction, are less important. However, this notion
is questioned by recent studies and requires further investigation. Neotropical monkeys, also called as New World monkeys (NWMs), are particularly suitable for understanding the interplay of different senses in evolutionary contexts because of their diversity in color vision and diets. In this
presentation, I firstly review our field and lab studies on evolution of color vision in NWMs. The color vision variation results from the allelic
polymorphism of the X-linked and single-locus L/M opsin gene, which makes heterozygous females trichomats and the others dichromats. We
employed a coalescence-based population genetic analysis to show that the allelic polymorphism of the L/M opsin gene in wild populations of
NWMs is maintained by balancing selection. Our field observation of the wild NWMs did not support a simplistic trichromacy advantage over
dichromacy as an explanation for the balancing selection, implying rather a benefit of coexistence of different color vision types in a population.
The study of the monkeys could help to explain why humans show high incidence of “colorblindness”. The study also led us to aware that interaction among different senses was important. I secondly introduce our recent study extension to chemical sensor diversity in NWMs. By employing
targeted capture and massively parallel (Next Generation) sequencing methods, we studied the entire gene repertoire of olfactory receptors
(ORs) as well as bitter (TAS2Rs) and umami/sweet (TAS1Rs) taste receptors NWMs with diverse color vision types and feeding habits. The
number of intact and defective OR genes appeared to differ only slightly among taxa, whereas genetic composition differed considerably among
species by repeated gain and loss of OR genes throughout phylogeny. While bitter taste TAS2Rs could be under diversifying evolution, functional
constraint on umami/sweet taste TAS1Rs appeared generally relaxed. These results depict a feature of active turnaround of sensory gene
contents in the evolution of NWMs. Further study is required to reveal evolutionary diversity and interplay of sensory genes in primates.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Molecular and genetic basis underlying freshwater colonization and adaptation in sticklebacks
Asano Ishikawa and Jun Kitano
National Institute of Genetics
Colonization of empty niches can trigger rapid speciation and adaptive diversification. One of the remarkable examples is the diversification of
threespine sticklebacks. After glacial retreats, marine ancestral sticklebacks have colonized newly formed freshwater habitats, resulting morphological, physiological and behavioral diversification. Not all lineages, however, have seized these ecological opportunities to colonize freshwater
environments. Here we focused on two stickleback species, threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) and closely related Japan Sea
stickleback (G. nipponicus): the former has colonized novel freshwater habitats and diversified, but the latter could not. What molecular and
genetic factors determine the difference in the ability to colonize novel niches? To investigate the molecular and genetic basis, we conducted
dietary manipulations, biochemical analyses, whole genome sequencing, RNA sequencing, linkage mapping, and transgenic experiments. In this
talk, we will present a key gene responsible for variation in the physiological ability of freshwater colonization and the subsequent adaptation in
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sticklebacks.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Comparative transcriptome profiling of two loaches (Trilophysa bleekeri and T. rosa) reveals potential mechanisms for
eye degeneration
Qingyuan Zhao, Renyi Zhang, Yingqi Xiao, Yabing Niu, Feng Shao, Yanping Li, Zuogang Peng
Southwest University School of Life Sciences, Guizhou Normal University
Eye degeneration is the one of most obvious characteristics of all cave creatures which are restricted to subterranean habitats. The previous
studies indicated that eye reduction evolved independently many times in cavefish, and existed independent evolution and different genetic
mechanisms of this trait. Here, we compared the eye histology of a cavefish T. rosa and its congeneric species T. bleekeri with normal eyes. The
results showed that the adult T. rosa demonstrate decrescent, abnormal lens and the defective retina with missing outer segments (OS) of
photoreceptor cells. To understand the molecular mechanism involved in eye degeneration, we used a transcriptome sequencing approach to
analyze different expression genes and positive selected genes between T. rosa and T. bleekeri. We identified 6509 unigenes in the eye transcriptome with significant different expression and 239 unigenes were under positive selection (ka/ks>1). Four GO categories and one KEGG pathway
related to vision were significantly enriched with down regulated genes in the eye transcriptome. Many of the down regulated genes (such as
pitx3, lim2, β-|γ-crystallins, crx, gnat2, rx1, rho, prph2, rgrb, and pde6g) involved in lenticular and retinal development and maintenance. These
results help to understand eye developmental and maintenance mechanisms for T. rosa and provide new insight into cavefish eye degeneration.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Divergent and parallel routes of biochemical adaptation in high-altitude passerine birds from the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau
Xiaojia Zhu, Yuyan Guan, Anthony Signore, Chandrasekhar Natarajan, Shane G. DuBay, Yalin Cheng, Naijian Han, Gang Song, Yanhua Qu, Hideaki Moriyama, Federico G.
Hoffmann, Angela Fago, Fumin Lei, Jay. F. Storz
Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, University of Nebraska, University of Chicago, Field Museum of Natural History, Mississippi State
University, Aarhus University
Convergent evolution of adaptive physiological phenotypes and molecular mechanism might occur in vertebrate lineages that span lowland and
highland environments. If different evolutionary histories of lineages are the legacies of convergence probability, adaptive convergence of phenotypes may be attributable to distinctive molecular basis as lineagespecific genetic background. Here we tested adaptive convergence in hemoglobin (Hb) function among high-altitude passerine birds that are native to the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, and examine whether convergent increases in
Hb-O2 affinity have a similar molecular basis in lineage-specific species. In comparison of high-altitude passerines in the Sino-Himalaya and
phylogenetically distinct birds from Andean alpines, we found the same rules of adaptive convergence in high-altitude environment. That is
convergent increases in Hb-O2 affinity and convergence in underlying functional mechanisms were scarcely caused by the same amino acid
substitutions in different species. By site-directed mutagenesis and homology structure modeling, the only two cases in five high-altitude species
in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau were confirmed to have parallel molecular mechanism in adaptive convergence of functional phenotypes in sympatric-distributed closely and distantly-related species respectively. And one of the cases were caused by mutation bias at CpG dinucleotide, which
also contributed to convergent evolution in high-altitude Andean passerines. Overall, most convergent altituderelated changes in Hb function
were caused by divergent molecular basis, and a mutationbias selected few were caused by parallel substitutions that produced similar phenotypic effects on the divergent genetic backgrounds of different species.

20-1C: New models of cooperation and mutualism: Theory and experiments
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Rui-Wu Wang, Northwestern Polytechical University & Marco Archetti, University of East Anglia
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Asymmetric interactions within cooperation systems
Rui-Wu Wang
Northwestern Polytechical University
Although understanding cooperation stability has advanced over the last few decades, two fundamental problems still remain in explaining how
cooperation maintain stable: i) what resolves the inherent competition for common resource between recipient and cooperative actors and ii) in
the presence of less cooperative or un-cooperative phenotypes/behavioral strategies, what prevents cooperation from evolving into parasitism?
Many past explanations of cooperation stability have assumed that interactions between recipient and cooperative actors are symmetrical.
However, in most cooperation systems, this is not so with interactions between recipient and cooperative actors showing various degrees of
asymmetry. Here we review three major types of asymmetric interactions within obligate cooperation systems: i) asymmetric payoffs, which is
also defined as individual power differences, ii) asymmetric potential rates of evolutionary change, and iii) asymmetric information states between
recipient and cooperative actors. These asymmetric interactions may contribute to population fluctuations or the generation of meta-populations
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of both cooperative actors and recipient, as well as to adaptation and evolution strategy transformation of involved partners. Thus, asymmetric
interactions may help in understanding why both cooperation and conflict is simultaneously observed in most cooperation systems, and why both
recipient and cooperative actors present diversified phenotypes whilst cooperation interaction is still maintained.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
Ant symbioses: from parasitism to mutualism
Naomi Pierce
Harvard University
Ants play a central role in shaping terrestrial ecosystems, and have repeatedly evolved complex relationships with other organisms, including
insects, plants and microbes. These interactions range from parasitisms to mutualisms. I will discuss three examples: the association between
ants and caterpillars of butterflies in the family Lycaenidae, the interaction between ants and their gut microbiota, and the relationship between
ants and ant plants found on the savannas of East Africa. Collectively, these interactions illustrate how symbiosis may facilitate adaptive radiation
through the acquisition of novel capabilities that permit exploitation of new ecological niches, and at the same time impose constraints on the
evolution of both partners through the need to coordinate opportunities for interaction as well as through the population consequences of
increased specialization.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Stress-induced release of glutathione compounds creates an ecoevolutionary opportunity for restoring TORC1 regulation
Robin Green, Lin Wang, Wenyun Lu, Samuel Hart, Aric Capel, Alex Hung Chen, Aaron Lin, Rasi Subramaniam, Josh Rabinowtiz, and Wenying Shou
Fred Hutch Cancer Research Center, Princeton University
A central player in coupling nutrient availability to growth control is TORC1, and its misregulation is implicated in human diseases such as cancer
and obesity. To understand how cells adapt to TORC1 misregulation, we evolved a lysine auxotroph (lys-) of S. cerevisiae under lysine limitation
where misregulated TORC1 is known to contribute to poor survival. As expected, increased affinity for lysine evolved across all populations.
Surprisingly, even though the growth medium contained no sulfurcontaining organic compounds (organosulfurs), we repeatedly observed that a
sub-population evolved organosulfur auxotrophy (orgS-). Metabolite analysis revealed that upon lysine limitation, live orgS+ rapidly increased the
release rate of glutathione-based compounds, which supported the growth of orgS-. Limited but not abundant glutathione conferred orgS- with a
frequency-dependent fitness advantage over orgS+ in an autophagy-dependent fashion. Thus, growth misregulation can initiate novel ecological
interactions, which can subsequently restore regulation in a subpopulation via the evolution of crossfeeding.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Determinant of cooperation in rural Chinese populations
Ruth Mace, Jiajia Wu, Ting Ji, QioaQioa He, Juan Du, and Yi Tao
Lanzhou University
We present empirical studies using simple economic “games” to understand determinants of cooperation between villagers in western and
south-western China. Here social structure varies between populations; there are communities in which females disperse (patrilocal) to those in
which neither males nor females disperse from their natal home (duolocal). We use the same games across numerous villages in different
communities to show that low dispersal is actually associated with lower levels of cooperation between villagers (even though average relatedness is higher in such populations). We then examine one community with low dispersal in detail. We examine social networks of cooperation to
see what influences who cooperates with whom. We find that kinship, proximity and even cultural labels (associated with an unfounded reputation
for ‘witchcraft’) predict assortment on social networks, but we do not find any evidence that that assortment is related to cooperativeness. Thus
whilst kin selection and reciprocity are therefore helpful predictors of cooperation in village life, the evolutionary underpinning of some patterns of
cooperation remain a puzzle.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Dome-shaped interaction: An evolutionary mechanism of cooperation or mutualism among antagonists at community
level
Zhibin Zhang and Chuan Yan
Chinese Academy of Sciences
The evolution of cooperation or altruism has long been extensively studied. Several theories such as kin-selection, group selection, social punishment and direct or indirect reciprocal altruism have been proposed to explain the emergence of cooperation or altruism among selfish competitors
or cheaters. However, most previous studies were carried out by considering the fitness of individuals or groups within a species, but natural
selection may not only impose pressure on individual or group fitness, but also affect the persistence or competitive ability of a species via intra-
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or inter-specific interaction at community level. Similar to altruism without reward at individual level, mutualism is also an unstable driving force in
ecological networks with linear interaction, thus, not be favored by natural selection. But recent studied indicate that non-monotonic interactions
may facilitate species coexistence, persistence and efficiency of ecosystems. It is necessary to investigate how cooperation or mutualism could
arise at community level. We reviewed and synthesized our previous studies. We defined six kinds of non-monotonic interactions between
species. We studied the persistence, population variation and biomass or biomass flow of both theoretical and empirical ecological networks by
using graphical analysis or computer simulation analysis. We found in a two-species system, cooperation or mutualism at low density but competition at high density increased species coexistence and carrying capacity of two competitors. At community level, we found that four kinds of
non-monotonous interactions shifting signs to negative or neutral interactions at high population density maintained high persistence in ecological
networks. Our recent analysis indicates that dome-shaped non-monotonic interactions, i.e., shifting from positive to negative interactions with
increase of population density, maintained both higher persistence and biomass or biomass flow in more complex networks. These observations
are consistent with the empirical observation in nature. Our results suggest that, at community level, cooperation or mutualism between antagonists at their low-density phase is favored by natural selection. This modeling result may help to explain the commonly seen mutualism-antagonist
systems such as rodent-seed interactions, ant-aphid interactions, plant-pollinator interaction, plant–mycorrhizae interaction systems. The
dome-shaped non-monotonic interaction may be an important mechanism in the evolution of mutualism or cooperation and in shaping the
structure and function of ecosystems.

20-1D: Diverse dimensions of evolution: Behavior, culture and consciousness
8:30 - 10:30
Chair: Daichi G. Suzuki, Karolinska Institutet & Hisashi Nakao, Yamaguchi University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8:30
Distinct neural circuit mechanisms underlie homologous behaviors in two nudibranch species
Akira Sakurai
Georgia State University
Behaviors that are homologous and similar in form are often assumed to derive from similar neural mechanisms. However, behavior and neural
mechanism represent different hierarchical levels of biological organization and could, therefore, undergo separate evolutionary trajectories. In
this study, we investigated neural circuit mechanisms underlying homologous behaviors of two nudibranch species. The two nudibranchs belong
to a clade of species that all exhibit characteristic swimming behavior by repeatedly flexing their body from left to right. Adult specimens of Melibe
leonina (N>153) and Dendronotus iris (N>192) Nudibranchia, Gastropoda, Mollusca) were used. Simultaneous intracellular recording from up to
six neurons was performed with conventional glass capillary microelectrodes connected to Axoclamp 2B amplifiers (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Dynamic clamping was performed with a separate computer equipped with an I/O PCI card (PCI-6229), and two BNC connector blocks
(BNC2110; National Instruments, Austin, TX). Curare [(+)-Tubocurarine chloride pentahydrate, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO] was dissolved in
either artificial seawater or Hi-Di saline just before use to attain the final concentrations (0.1 µM to 100 µM). We found that the swim neural circuits
of the two species consist of three pairs of neurons (Si1, Si2, and Si3) that were homologous based on anatomical and biochemical criteria. The
synaptic connectivity between homologous neurons differed between the two species. In Melibe, the pairs of Si1 and Si2 together formed a
half-center oscillator (HCO) via electrical coupling and reciprocal inhibition. The Si3 pair played a complementary role in motor pattern generation
by refining the HCO activity to a faster and more stable pattern. In contrast, the Dendronotus swim circuit was an HCO formed by the Si2 and Si3
pair, while Si1 was acting as an extrinsic modulator. Replacing the connectivity of Dendronotus with that of Melibe by Dynamic Clamping showed
that Dendronotus neurons could produce rhythmic bursting activity when they were artificially rewired to the configuration of the Melibe HCO.
Despite the homology in behaviors and neurons, there are fundamental differences in synaptic architectures within the swim circuits. This
indicates that neural circuits may have undergone hidden divergence while retaining behavioral similarity.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:00
The cultural evolution and ecology of institutions for collective action
Thomas E. Currie
University of Exeter
Humans live in groups of huge numbers of genetically unrelated individuals, and cooperate on a scale not seen in other species. This has been
made possible by the evolution of culturallyinherited social rules (“institutions”) that structure groups and provide solutions to collective action
problems. Despite being issues of long-standing interest a number of outstanding questions remain such as: How should institutions be integrated into models of cultural evolution and the evolution of collective action? Who benefits from hierarchical institutions? How does ecology shape
the evolution of institutions? What processes explain the macroevolutionary patterns of institutional diversity? Here I will outline a new research
project that is developing a cultural evolutionary framework that will fully incorporate institutions, hierarchy, and ecology into our understanding of
the evolution of collective action. I will illustrate this approach with examples of how evolution theories and methods can be used to study institutional emergence and change. I emphasize the need to develop explicit models of the processes of institutional evolution, and stress the
importance of testing and assessing these models with data.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9:30
Neuro-evo-devo on consciousness: A perspective
Daichi G. Suzuki
Karolinska Institute
Consciousness had long been considered to be scientifically unapproachable. In the last decades, however, neuroscientists started to tackle this
mysterious phenomena, trying to elucidate its neural substrates (Dehaene 2014; Koch 2004). To understand the neural nature of consciousness,
an integrative multi-disciplinary approach is required. In this presentation, the possible role of neuro-evo-devo (evolutionary developmental
biology on the nervous system) in studies of consciousness is discussed. From the viewpoint of the biological naturalism (Searle 2004),
conscious states entirely emerge from neurobiological processes in the brain. Based on this assumption, consciousness should have co-evolved
with its neural basis (likewise the evolution of behavior), and its evolutionary history (ex. homology of consciousness) could be recognized. This
aspect is sometimes overlooked in studies of consciousness. As complex morphological traits can retain their homology under different developmental basis (“developmental systems drift, DSD”, True & Haag 2001), homologous vertebrate consciousness may arise from different neural
substrates, i.e., the mammalian cortex and the non-mammalian tectum (Feinberg & Mallatt 2016). Also, cephalopods may have consciousness
(Edelman & Seth 2009), suggesting convergent evolution. In these cases, concepts in evolutionary theory (ex. homology, DSD and convergent
evolution) can be useful to understand consciousness. In addition, neuro-evo-devo can provides empirical knowledge to studies of consciousness about the evolutionary origins of the key factors to the evolution of consciousness, for example, internal visual representation (Feinberg &
Mallatt 2016). From this point of view, the lamprey is an interesting model organism, not only because of its phylogenetic position but also its
unique stepwise development of the visual system (Suzuki et al., 2015a, 2015b). Taken together, evolutionary studies including neuro-evo-devo
can contribute to the studies of consciousness, both conceptually (by showing general evolutionary tendencies) and empirically (by elucidating
the evolutionary origins of certain important characters).
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:00
Genetic basis of tameness: Characterization using selectively bred mice from wild-derived heterogeneous stock
Yuki Matsumoto, Akira Tanave, Hiromichi Nagayama, Tatsuhiko Goto, Tsuyoshi Koide
National Institute of Genetics, Obihiro University of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, SOKENDAI
Tameness is a major behavioral factor for domestication, and is a behavioral characteristic with two potential components: reluctance to avoid
humans (passive tameness) and motivation to approach humans (active tameness). To quantify these two different components of tameness
separately in mice, we established three behavioral tests: the ‘active tame’, ‘passive tame’, and ‘stay-onhand’ tests. We analyzed with the tame
tests for two groups of mouse inbred strains: domesticated strains (laboratory strains) and wild strains. We found that most of the domesticated
strains showed significantly greater passive tameness than wild strains, whereas there was no significant difference in active tameness. The
results suggested that domesticated strains were predominantly selected for passive tameness over the course of their domestication but no
attempts were made to select for active tameness in mice. Therefore, we tried to elucidate genetic and neural mechanism underlying active
tameness by conducting selective breeding using genetically diverse wild-derived heterogeneous stock (WHS) made from eight wild inbred
strains. As a result of selective breeding of the wild-derived heterogeneous stock, the level of contacting increased through the generations.
Applying selection mapping to the selected population using a simulation based on a non-selection model and inferred haplotype data derived
from single-nucleotide polymorphisms, we found a genomic signature of selection on chromosome 11. Two closely located loci are syntenic to
the dog genomic regions which are known to be regions selected during dog domestication, suggesting that it is associated with active tameness
in both mouse and dog. Our current attempts to analyze RNA transcriptome will provide information for molecular basis of active tameness in
mice.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:15
Evolutionary morphometrics of archaeological artifacts
Kohei Tamura
Tohoku University
The study of cultural evolution is an application of concepts and methods in evolutionary biology to cultural phenomena. Cultural diversity has
been shaped by the process of "descent with modification" as well as biological diversity, i.e., transmission with modification over generations
plays a central role in shaping cultural diversity. This suggests the importance of historical dynamics to understand patterns of cultural diversity
within and between populations. Recently, there is a growing body of literature on cultural evolution in archaeology because archaeological can
serve the most direct access to long-term historical dynamics of material culture. Morphological information is one of the most fundamental
aspects of material culture, because, based on the concept of "descent with modification," artifacts with similar shapes have been assumed to
share historical relationships. Recently, geometric morphometrics, which is an analytical tool developed in evolutionary biology, has been applied
to archaeological data to quantify shapes of archaeological artifacts. In this talk, I will illustrate our recent applications of geometric morphometrics
to archaeological artifacts in Japan. Quantifying temporal and geographical variation in shapes of the artifacts can provide implications on cultural
evolutionary processes in the past.
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Friday, April 20th, 10:50 - 12:50
20-2A: Evolutionary dynamics of small RNA-mediated regulation
10:50 - 12:50
Chair: Jian Lu, Peking University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Small interfering RNAs direct an evolutionarily conserved antiviral immunity mechanism across eukaryotic kingdoms
Shou-Wei Ding
University of California, Riverside
Emerging and reemerging viruses continue to be a major threat to public health and agriculture. Studies published over the last two decades have
shown that fungi, plants, insects, nematodes and mammals produce abundant virus-derived siRNAs to suppress virus infection by RNAi. In
counter-defense, plant and animal viruses have evolved diverse virulence factors that act as viral suppressors of RNAi (VSRs). In this talk, I shall
present a few examples to illustrate the conserved and unique mechanisms for the induction and suppression of antiviral RNAi in plants and
animals, and to discuss the properties of antiviral RNAi that are shared with the known innate and adaptive immunity mechanisms.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Evolutionary dynamics of transposable element control by piRNA: Genomic immunity and auto-immunity
Justin P. Blumenstiel
University of Kansas
Transposable elements (TEs) are harmful genetic parasites whose capacity to proliferate in genomes is enabled by genetic conflict released by
sex. In response to the threat that TEs pose, specialized mechanisms of genome defense have evolved that mediate TE repression by piRNA.
However, this form of genome defense comes at a cost since genes can be caught in the crossfire and become subject to off-target silencing. As
seen in other systems that mediate host-parasite interaction, the piRNA machinery in Drosophila has a strong signature of rapid evolution and
positive selection. The mechanisms that drive this rapid evolution are unknown, but, by analogy to other host-parasite systems, some have
proposed a Red Queen process between TE parasites and the host piRNA machinery. This would indicate that rapid evolution in the piRNA
machinery is driven by TE families that continuously evolve to evade piRNA silencing. Using hybrid dysgenesis as model, our studies indicate
that germline function is dependent upon a sufficient dose of maternally provisioned piRNA that silences TEs. However, maternal piRNAs that
incorrectly target genes can also maintain aberrant gene silencing across generations in the form of paramutation. To characterize the forces that
drive the evolution of the piRNA machinery, we have performed a comparative analysis of genic piRNAs across the genus Drosophila where
genomic TE burden greatly varies. These studies suggest that the dominant evolutionary response to a greater TE burden is increased expression of the piRNA machinery and increased specificity to limit off-target effects. Instead of a Red Queen process, we propose a model for rapid
evolution in the piRNA machinery driven by ongoing selection that oscillates between sensitivity (to maintain sufficient TE repression) and
specificity (to avoid off-target effects).
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
Detecting co-evolution of transposable elements and piRNAs in five globally dispersed populations of Drosophila melanogaster
Shiqi Luo, Andrew G. Clark, and Jian Lu
Peking University, Cornell University
piRNAs are small noncoding RNAs that specifically repress transposable elements (TEs) in the germline of Drosophila melanogaster. However,
how piRNAs and TEs co-evolve remains an open question. To deepen our understanding of the arms race between TEs and piRNAs at the
population level, we integrated the genome sequences, mRNA and piRNA expression levels in the Global Diversity strains of D. melanogaster.
The compositions of TE insertions vary dramatically among populations, including many that are population specific, but the TE contents are
significantly inversely correlated with genomic nucleotide diversities of local populations. We present evidence that TE insertions in the CDS
regions not only disrupt the coding capacity but also reduce expression of the host genes, probably by piRNA degradation. The signature of
purifying selection against these TE insertions was clear, and we also identified several TE insertions that might be adaptive. The expression of
piRNAs showed large difference between sexes, and many novel male-specific piRNA clusters were identified. We found the emergence of
piRNAs in flanking regions of more than 70% of the novel TE insertions, and a significant negative relationship between expression of TEs and
piRNAs in 45 TE families. By comparing the relationship between TE abundance and piRNA expression in TE families with different invasion
histories, we propose a Two-Phase Model to describe the co-evolution of piRNAs and their target TEs. Overall, our study revealed extensive
co-evolution between piRNAs and TEs, which is helpful to further our understanding of the nature of genomic conflicts in other forms.
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12:20
Differential gene regulation by microRNAs in the extremely young repeated parallel adaptive radiations of cichlid fish
from Nicaragu
Paolo Franchini, Peiwen Xiong, Ralf Schneider, Carmelo Fruciano, Joost Woltering, Axel Meyer
University of Konstanz
Cichlid fishes are an ideal model system for studying the evolutionary mechanisms underlying rapid lineage divergence. Their adaptive radiations
are textbook examples for explosive phenotypic diversification and sympatric speciation. Although gene regulation has been widely recognized
to be an important mechanism that links diversification in gene function to speciation, so far the involvement of post-transcriptional regulation by
miRNAs during speciation has received little attention. We investigated the potential importance of miRNA regulation in the repeated adaptive
radiations of Midas cichlids (Amphilophus spp.) from Nicaraguan crater lakes. To this end, we sequenced miRNAs and mRNAs of five Midas
species from embryos at 1-day post hatching. Comparing data from differentially expressed genes and miRNAs in each species pair, we detected
numerous miRNAs and their potential target genes by identifying mRNAs with miRNA binding motifs and a significant negative correlation
between the expression levels, thus providing candidate miRNA/gene functional pairs with a potential role in phenotypic diversification. Expression levels of miRNA was further analysed using qPCR and the expression domains of four selected miRNAs and several target genes investigated by in situ hybridization. Although these species are extremely young and shared a common ancestor only a few thousand years ago, we found
species-specific expression domains and, most interestingly, determined that a novel Midas cichlid miRNA and its target gene were differentially
expressed in the jaw area of a benthic and a limnetic species that have speciated sympatrically in the same crater lake. These results suggest
that regulation by miRNAs might be an important and extremely fast evolving mechanism that contributed to the rapid phenotypic evolution of
cichlid fishes more generally.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
Transcriptional interference by small transcripts in proximal promoter regions
Amit Pande, Juergen Brosius, Izabela Makalowska, Carsten A. Raabe Wojciech Makalowski
University of Muenster, University of Muenster, Brandenburg Medical School (MHB), Adam Mickiewicz University, University of Muenster
Proximal promoter regions (PPRs) of RNA polymerase II transcribed genes usually extend up to 1 Kb upstream from transcription start sites
(TSSs). Transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) within PPRs provide important cis-regulatory elements and, for example, integrate developmental programs or environmental stimuli in gene expression. In eukaryotes, PPRs are heavily interleaved with different classes of small
transcripts. One of the most common are Promoter-associated RNAs (PARs) whose transcripts are located within several hundred nucleotides
surrounding the TSS. Transcriptional interference (TI) and promoter occlusion describe cis-regulatory processes involving two adjacent promoters. Elongating RNA polymerases interfere with the transcription of downstream genes, and regulate gene expression throughout all major stages
of the transcriptional cycle. Therefore, TI might inhibit the formation of pre-initiation complexes or remove RNA polymerases that are slow to
transit into active elongation. Clashing polymerases also regulate gene expression during the subsequent stages of transcriptional elongation.
More broadly, ‘TI-related’ processes can be viewed as regulatory mechanisms controlling protein/DNA interactions via the act of transcription. All
datasets included in the presented analysis are part of the ENCODE repository. For analysis, we investigated capped and polyadenylated small
RNA transcripts within PPRs of human RefSeq genes in eight different cell lines. We used a range of different bioinformatic tools and statistical
methods, including in house software, to analyze the data. We examined TI as a potential mode of action for subsets of smallRNA transcription
within PPRs of human RefSeq protein coding genes. Candidate datasets were restricted to small RNAs (< 200 nt) within 1Kb upstream regions
overlapping experimentally identified TFBSs. Occlusion via TI or related mechanism was correlated with lower TF-binding affinities compared to

20-2B: Evolution of sex
10:50 - 12:50
Chair: Qi Zhou, Zhejiang University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
The birth and death of vertebrate sex chromosomes
Jennifer A. Marshall Graves
University of Canberra
In humans and other mammals, the SRY gene on the Y chromosome kickstarts male development. But this is only one of many ways to determine
sex in vertebrates. Birds specify male development by a double dose of the DMRT1 gene on ZW sex chromosomes (unrelated to the mammal
XY). Reptiles have a a plethora sex determining genes and even determine sex epigenetically by environmental cues like temperature. Amphibians and fish, likewise, have a great variety of genetic and epigenetic sex determination mechanisms, sometimes in closely related species,
revealing that sex chromosome turnover is frequent. Looking at the whole panoply of vertebrates shows that our sex chromosomes and SRY
evolved about 150 million years ago. SRY evolved from an ancient SOX gene by gaining sequences that drove transcription in the bipotential
gonad. It defined a novel Y chromosome, which rapidly degraded and is barely hanging on (indeed, it has already disappeared in some rodent
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lineages). Sex chromosomes can disappear even more rapidly in vertebrates that can determine sex via environmental cues. In the bearded
dragon lizard, a sex gene and ZW sex chromosomes are over-ridden by high temperatures. Mating ZZ males and sex reversed ZZ females
eliminates the W chromosome in one generation, leaving a population of dragons whose sex is determined entirely by incubation temperature.
This appears to be happening in the wild as environmental temperatures rise.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Drivers of sex chromosome turnovers and their roles in speciation
Jun Kitano
National Instite of Genetics
Sex chromosomes are one of the most rapidly evolving parts of the genome and closely related species often differ in sex chromosomes.
Because sex chromosomes play important roles in the evolution of sexually dimorphic traits and reproductive isolation, we are testing the hypothesis that sex chromosome turnover may promote phenotypic diversification and speciation. We use sticklebacks and medakas as a model to test
this possibility. Using genetic mapping and population genomics, we have shown that neo-sex chromosomes may play a special role in stickleback speciation. Our current goal is to identify genes and genetic alterations on young sex chromosomes that cause speciation and the evolution
of sexually dimorphic traits. We also use computer simulations to investigate the driving forces of sex chromosome turnover. In this presentation,
I will talk about our recent works on the drivers of sex chromosome turnovers and their roles in speciation.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
Evolution of the epigenetic architecture of sexual development in turtles with and without sex chromosomes
Nicole Valenzuela
Iowa State University
Sexual fate of developing vertebrates can be established by a wide spectrum of mechanisms, spanning completely canalized systems under the
control of sex chromosomes (genotypic sex determination or GSD) to plastic systems under environmental control such as those driven by
incubation temperature (temperature-dependent sex determination or TSD) as is common in reptiles, or by intermediate systems. DNA methylation alters gene expression but not DNA sequence, and mediates some cases of phenotypic plasticity. Here we test for broad differences in
genome-wide DNA methylation between male and female hatchling gonads of the TSD painted turtle Chrysemys picta, using Methyl DNA
Immunoprecipitation sequencing (MeDIPseq), to identify differentially methylated candidates for future study. We also examine the genome-wide
nCpG distribution (which affects DNA methylation) in painted turtles and test for historic methylation in genes regulating vertebrate gonadogenesis. We also explore the response of the epigenetic machinery to incubation temperature in turtles with plastic (TSD) and canalized (GSD) sexual
development. Ours is the first demonstration that sexually dimorphic DNA methylation is pervasive in turtle gonads (perhaps mediated by repeat
methylation) and targets numerous regulators of gonadal development, consistent with the hypothesis that it may regulate thermosensitive
transcription in TSD vertebrates. Our results also demonstrate that the epigenetic machinery involved in DNA/histone acetylation, methylation,
ubiquitination and phosphorylation is active in TSD and GSD turtles and responds differentially to incubation temperature. Our findings reveal
important candidate gene regulators of sexual development, including previously unknown non-coding RNAs that could potentially mediate
gonadogenesis. We find strong evidence suggesting that epigenetic control of hormonal pathways via acetylation, methylation and ncRNAs plays
an important role in TSD, that changes at the epigenetic level may distinguish TSD and GSD systems, and that key epigenetic events prior to the
canonical thermosensitive period may explain the contrasting level of plasticity between TSD and GSD.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Transitions between female and male heterogamety in closely related tilapiines by gene mutation and hybridization
Wenjing Tao, Zheng Fan, Dejie Tan, Minghui Li, Deshou Wang
Southwest University
In contrast to the stability of the ancient sex-determination systems of groups like mammals and birds, some animal taxa show evidence of recent
and rapid transitions between male and female heterogamety. Oreochromis niloticus and O. aureus, two closely related tilapiine species, adopted
XY and ZW sex determination system, respectively. We crossed O. niloticus (♀XX) and O. aureus (♂ZZ). Genome resequencing of O. niloticus
(♀XX, ♂YY) and O. aureus (♂ZZ, ♀WW) was carried out and sex dimorphic genes were identified by gonadal transcriptomes. The functions of
key genes involved in sex determination and differentiation including Cyp19a1a, Foxl2, Amhy, AmhrII and Gsdf using CRISPR/Cas9 were studied
by CRISPR/Cas9. Crosses between O. niloticus (♀XX) and O. aureus (♂ZZ) resulted in 100% male hybrids (ZX) and transition from female
heterogamety to male heterogamety with a male sex determining locus on LG1(Linkage Group). Interspecific hybridization between the two
fishes produces fertile offspring, indicating no absolute barriers between the two systems. Resequencing of O. niloticus and O. aureus genomes
revealed many structure variations between these two species, especially on the reported sex determining region in LG1, LG3 and LG23.
Randomly selected structure variations were further validated by PCR with different tilapia populations. By isolation of sex-linked markers, we
narrowed the sex determining region to 400 kb on LG1 (male determining locus), 200kb on LG3 (female determining locus), and cloned the
nascent male sex determining gene Amhy on LG23. By analyzing gonadal transcriptomes from O. niloticus, O. aureus and their hybrids at
different developmental stages, we found key genes involved in sex determination and differentiation (including transcription factors, steroidog-
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enic enzymes, TGF-β pathway members) displayed the same sexually dimorphic expression profile in both sex determining systems. Gene
regulatory network analysis by mutation of the key genes involved in sex determination and differentiation including Cyp19a1a, Foxl2, Amhy,
AmhrII and Gsdf using CRISPR/Cas9 revealed similar downstream pathways among them. Mutation of Foxl2 or Cyp19a1a in XX tilapia resulted
in female-to-male sex reversal and transitions from male heterogamety to female heterogamety by cross of homozygous mutants and heterozygous mutants, while disruption of Amhy, AmhrII and Gsdf in XY tilapia resulted in complete reversal to females with functional ovaries and
transitions of sex chromosomes. Taking together, our results strongly support the notion of “Masters change, slaves remain”. Introgression
resulted from interspecific hybridization produces inestimable gene combination and polymorphism, which are investments to the indeterminate
future, and therefore, is critical to the rapid divergence and adaptation of the tilapiines. Our study will finally contribute to the elucidation of the
role of mutation and hybridization in the evolution of sex determining genes and transitions between female and male heterogamety in
vertebrates.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
Sex determination in mosquitoes: Mechanism, evolution and application
Zhijian Tu
Virginia Tech
Sex is critical to the survival and evolution of many organisms including mosquitoes. Only female mosquitoes feed on blood and transmit
disease-causing parasites or viruses while the non-biting males are harmless in this context. Genetic evidence suggests that a dominant
male-determining factor (M factor) from the male-specific sex-determining chromosome provides the primary signal that initiates male development and controls sex determination in mosquitoes. Mosquitoes that lack the M factor develop into the default female sex. We have recently
discovered a male determining factor Nix in Aedes aegypti and a strong M factor candidate Guy1 in Anopheles stephensi mosquitoes. In this
presentation, I will discuss our recent studies on the functions of these genes and compare and contrast the outcome of ectopic expression of
Nix and Guy1 in Aedes and Anopheles mosquitoes in the context of the need for dosage compensation. I will present our recent survey of the
distribution and turnover of M-locus and Y-chromosome genes among divergent mosquito species. I will also discuss the potential applications of
using these “maleness” genes to control mosquito-borne infectious diseases such as malaria, dengue, and Zika.

20-2C: Evolution of symbiosis (Organized and sponsored by CDE)
10:50 - 12:50
Chair: Takema Fukatsu, AIST Japan/University of Tokyo
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Symbiotic contribution to the evolution of necrophagy in insects
Shantanu Shukla, Camila Plata, Michael Reichelt, David Heckel, Andreas Vilcinskas, Martin Kaltenpoth, Heiko Vogel
Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, Justus Liebig University, Johannes Gutenberg University
Ephemeral resources such as carrion have high nutritive value but are susceptible to rapid degradation. This selects for rapid exploitation by
organisms that fiercely contest to monopolize it. Proliferation of microbial decomposers can render the meat unpalatable and toxic, reducing the
fitness of competing necrophagous animals. On the other hand, necrophagous insects such as burying beetles have evolved elaborate antimicrobial strategies to defend carrion against microbial decomposers. However, the effect of insect behavior on the microbial communities of ephemeral diets and its biochemical properties, which enable their usage over prolonged durations, remains poorly understood. Here, we demonstrate
that the burying beetle Nicrophorus vespilloides, which uses small carcasses for breeding, successfully manages carrion microbiota by preventing microbial succession that is typically associated with putrefying carcasses. Instead, beetles inoculated a symbiotic bacterial and fungal
community that prevented the buildup of toxic metabolites in carrion on which the larvae fed. Beetleprepared carcasses suppressed the growth
of soil-associated molds, but instead promoted the growth of a fungal symbiont that produced extracellular digestive enzymes on the carcass.
This regulation of the carcass microbiome was adaptive for beetles, for when disrupted, it reduced larval growth. Further, the symbionts were
consistently abundant within the family Silphidae that contains several necrophagous beetles. Such regulation of carrion microbiota and its
biochemical properties constitutes an adaptive carrion management strategy by the burying beetles and likely contributed to the evolution of
necrophagy in insects.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Gut symbiotic bacteria confer insect body pigmentation
Minoru Moriyama
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)
Cryptic color formation is the most prevailing tactic among insect body pigmentation, and sophisticated mechanisms achieving blend into the
background color are favored in the course of evolution. In herbivorous insects, green body color resembling leaves is known to be developed by
a combination of blue bilin-binding proteins and yellow carotenoids. Animals are unable to synthesize the latter pigments de novo by themselves
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with a few exceptions, and therefore usually rely on their supply from food sources. However, in sap feeders, unlike leaf feeders, a limited
availability of carotenoids in the food source is expected to complicate carotenoid-based green coloration. Here, I present an elaborate symbiotic
interaction between gut bacteria and a host sap-feeding insect in association with body pigmentation. A stinkbug, Plautia stali, has yellow-green
body color and harbors particular inheritable bacteria, which is essential for host growth and normal body coloration, in their midgut specialized
for symbiosis. The symbiotic bacteria possess a complete set of carotenoid synthesis genes in their genome, and substantially produce a series
of carotenoids in the symbiotic midgut. The contribution of symbiotic bacteria to body color formation was investigated by infecting symbionts
whose carotenoid synthetic ability was modified. The carotenoid pigments were detected from the epidermis of the host insects with normal
symbionts in the similar proportion to bacterial source, but not from the insects with symbionts whose carotenoid synthesis ability was deprived.
These findings revealed that diverting symbiont-derived pigments plays a critical role in insect body color evolution.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
Symbiosis for beetle’s hardness
Takema Fukatsu
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, University of Tokyo, University of Tsukuba
Beetles, comprising the insect order Coleoptera, represent the majority of the biodiversity described thus far, of which weevils comprise the most
species-rich group, the superfamily Curculionoidea, with some 70,000 described species in the world. Many, if not all, weevils are associated with
an ancient γ-proteobacterial endosymbiont lineage, Nardonella, in the bacteriome, whose evolutionary origin is estimated as older than 100
million years. Despite the long-lasting host-symbiont co-evolution, Nardonella’s biological role has been poorly understood. Here we report
genomic, transcriptomic and functional analyses of the Nardonella symbionts associated with diverse weevils, which unveiled their extremely
reduced genomes down to as small as 0.2 Mb. The tiny genomes encode minimal but complete gene sets for bacterial replication, transcription
and translation, while lacking almost all the other metabolic pathway genes, which indicate Nardonella’s near-complete dependence on host-derived metabolites toward a minimal cellular entity through the ancient co-evolutionary history. Notably, a set of metabolic genes is conspicuously
retained in the Nardonella genomes, namely synthesis pathway genes for a specific amino acid, tyrosine. Weevils are armored with hard cuticle,
tyrosine is the principal precursor needed for cuticle formation, and the Nardonella genome has been streamlined for a single biological function,
tyrosine provisioning, for sustaining the weevil’s highly sclerotized exoskeleton, which elucidates the general importance of endosymbiont-provisioned tyrosine for cuticle formation in weevils, and potentially also in other beetles.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Proto-farming and the carried microbiome in a social amoeba
Longfei Shu, David C. Queller and Joan E. Strassmann
Washington University
Bacterial symbionts have important effects on the fitness of eukaryotes, ranging from parasitism to mutualism. To better understand their interactions, we need simple model systems where the impact of different partners can be understood and manipulated. An ideal study system is the
social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum and its associated bacteria. D. discoideum is a soil dwelling amoeba that is well known for its social life.
It has been used as a model species in cell biology and social evolution and is also one of the thirteen model organisms listed by NIH. Our lab
group has recently found that some wild amoeba clones stably associate with different bacterial partners and use them as food and weapons.
These clones are called farmers because they can seed and harvest their crops in new environments. In addition, two clades of inedible
Burkholderia bacteria have been found to induce farming, causing the amoeba host to carry both them and edible crop bacteria. This system
provides an opportunity to study a special form of symbioses, the farming symbiosis, which is rare in nature and only found in fungus growing
ants and a few other systems. This system also gives us a unique chance to study bacteria-eukaryote interactions. Amoeba farmers carry a
mini-microbiome consisting of several bacteria species. These carried bacteria partners can provide novel traits for their hosts such as
proto-farming and defense. In addition, they can have different fitness consequences for their hosts, making this a great system to investigate
cooperation and conflict in both partners. This system is also suitable for studying how antagonistic interactions evolve to be more mutualistic.
This system will also contribute to human disease and health, as many of the carried bacteria are relatives of human pathogens such as
Burkholderia spp. In addition, many of the core mechanisms used by amoebas to ingest and kill bacteria have also been evolutionarily conserved
in human phagocytic cells. Amoebas can also serve as environmental reservoirs for bacterial pathogens. Therefore this system will also increase
our understanding of the role of amoebas in spreading of infectious disease.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
Extraordinary diversity and evolution of endosymbionts across weevil tree of life
Guanyang Zhang, Nico Franz
University of Florida, Arizona State University
Paul Buchner showed that weevils (Curculionoidea) host diverse bacterial endosymbionts; the number only second to hemipteran insects (e.g.,
aphids, cicadas and allies). To date, there is no taxonomically broad molecular survey of endosymbionts in weevils, precluding a systematic
understanding of the diversity and evolution of endosymbionts associated with weevils, which comprise nearly 7% of all described insects.
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Working towards filling this gap in knowledge, we performed a molecular survey of weevil endosymbionts by sequencing the 16s gene using the
Illumina NGS platform. We examined 110 weevil specimens, a data set representing the largest and broadest taxonomic sample of weevils,
composed of four families and 17 subfamilies. We obtained more than 11 million sequence reads. Based on this data set and a newly reconstructed molecular phylogeny of weevils, we investigated large-scale evolutionary patterns of endosymbionts across the weevil tree of life. We
unraveled an extraordinary diversity of endosymbionts in weevils, constituted by at least 44 distinct bacterial lineages, most of which may be
novel. We recovered an ancient origin of the association of “Candidatus Nardonella” with weevils, dating back to 124 MYA. We established that
Nardonella was lost repeatedly across the weevil phylogeny, but it also exhibited a pattern of cophylogenetic evolution with their hosts. We also
investigated patterns of coexistence and coexclusion between different endosymbionts.

20-2D: Cancer as an evolutionary process
10:50 - 12:50
Chair: Ji-Guang Wang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology & Marco Archetti, University of East Anglia
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10:50
Spatiotemporal modeling of tumor evolution informs precision medicine in globalstoma
Jiguang Wang
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Glioblastoma (GBM) constitutes the most common and aggressive primary brain tumor. To better understand how GBM evolves we analyzed
longitudinal and multiregional genomic and transcriptomic data from 130 patients. The longitudinal analysis reveals a highly branched evolutionary pattern in which 63% of patients experience expression-based subtype changes. 15% of tumors present hypermutations at relapse in highly
expressed genes with a clear mutational signature. We find that 11% of recurrent tumors harbor mutations in LTBP4, a protein binding to TGF-β.
Silencing LTBP4 in GBM cells leads to TGF-β activity suppression and decreased proliferation. In IDH1-wild-type recurrent GBM, high LTBP4
expression is associated with worse prognosis, highlighting the TGF-β pathway as a potential therapeutic target in GBM. Furthermore, by analyzing multisectional data we show that while samples from nearby geographical locations share similar genomic and expression signatures, multifocal tumors are seeded from individual clones that are geographically separated (coined here the Multiverse model). Using transcriptomes of 305
single cells, we show that single cells are tightly clustered according to the geographic locus and history of original tumor specimens. To address
how genomic data in heterogeneous tumors could guide therapeutic strategies, we characterize 28 glioma patient-derived cells (PDCs) from 11
patients under chemical screening of 40 cancer drugs. We show that targeting ancestral tumor-initiating (truncal) events, such as PIK3CA
mutations and FGFR3-TACC3 fusions, is more effective for reducing tumor burden. In sum, this work suggests that evolutionary inference of
integrated genomic analysis from multiregion biopsies can inform targeted therapeutic interventions for GBM patients.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:20
Evolutionary stability of anti-cancer treatments: From game theory to cell therapy
Marco Archetti
University of East Anglia
Cancer is a process of clonal selection within the body on the timescale of an individual’s lifetime: cells that reproduce more rapidly increase in
frequency at the expense of neighboring healthy cells, even if the process is deleterious for the organism. For the same reason, mutant subclones
that have a proliferative advantage within the tumor can spread and drive other subclones to extinction. This is the reason why therapies against
cancer generally fail in the long term: clones with mutations that confer resistance to treatment spread by clonal selection, leading to relapse. We
need evolution-proof therapies. Unfortunately, considerations on evolutionary dynamics and stability are not yet part of the standard approach to
the development of anti-cancer therapies. We are developing a new type of cell therapy based on concepts from evolutionary game theory.
Cancer cells produce diffusible growth factors that enable the tumor to grow. Since growth factors are diffusible, clones that do not produce growth
factors can thrive next to producer clones – a form of intra-tumor cooperation between cells. Theory suggests that non-producer clones can drive
producer clones to extinction by clonal selection if the cost/benefit ratio of the growth factor is above a critical threshold. Predicting and estimating
this threshold has implications for our understanding of the dynamics of cancer and the development of stable anti-cancer therapies. Using a
mathematical model in the framework of evolutionary game theory, I show that the critical cost/benefit ratio depends mainly on the diffusion range
of the growth factor and, secondarily, on the type of benefit on cell proliferation. I calculate this critical value for a wide range of benefit functions,
and I test the predictions of the theory using experiments with malignant plasma cells (multiple myeloma) in which the gene for interleukin 6 is
knocked out. Using experiments in which we manipulate the cost/benefit ratio by changing the growth medium of the cells, we showed that if the
cost/benefit ratio is high enough, producer cells are driven to extinction by non-producer cells, resulting in the collapse of intra-tumor cooperation
and in a impairment in the growth of the culture. I will discuss ongoing experiments with other types of cancer and growth factors. If the same
results are observed in vivo, this could lead to a new type of cell therapy: we can harvest cancer cells from a patient’s tumor, knock out the genes
that encode for growth factors, and then reinsert these cells back into the tumor, where they would spread by clonal selection, leading to a
reduction in growth factor production – hence of tumor growth. The very force that generally leads to the evolution of resistance – clonal selection
– in this case works to our advantage: instead of leading to relapse, here clonal selection enables our genetically modified cells to spread.
Relapse would not occur because mutant clones producing extra growth factors have a proliferation disadvantage and cannot spread. By using
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genetically modified knockout cells, therefore, we can harness clonal selection to our advantage and devise a selfpromoting, evolutionarily stable
cell therapy.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11:50
Genetic load and potentially mutational meltdown in cancer cell populations
Xuemei Lu
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Large and non-recombining genomes are prone to accumulating deleterious mutations faster than natural selection can purge (Muller’s ratchet).
A possible consequence would then be the extinction of small populations. Relative to most single-cell organisms, cancer cells, with large and
non-recombining genomes, could be particularly susceptible to such “mutational meltdown”. Curiously, deleterious mutations in cancer cells are
rarely noticed despite the strong signals in cancer genome sequences. Here, by monitoring single-cell clones from HeLa cell lines, we characterize deleterious mutations that retard cell proliferation. The main mutational events are copy number variations (CNVs), which happen at an
extraordinarily high rate of 0.29 events per cell division. The average fitness reduction, estimated to be 18% per mutation, is also very high. HeLa
cell populations therefore have very substantial genetic load and, at this level, natural population would likely face mutational meltdown. We
suspect that HeLa cell populations may avoid extinction only after the population size becomes large. Because CNVs are common in most cell
lines and cancer tissues, the observations hint at cancer cells’ vulnerability, which could be exploited by therapeutic strategies.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:20
Mutation-profile-based methods for identifying positively or negatively selected genes during cancer evolution
Zhixi Su, Zhan Zhou, Funan He, Yangyun Zou, Xun Gu
Fudan University
Human genes perform various functions and exhibit different effects on fitness in cancer and normal cell populations. Therefore, detecting the
selection pressures of human genes in cancer and normal cell would sure benefit the understanding of cancer evolution. Here, we present two
evolutionary approaches to identify genes under cancer-specific selection. Using 7,042 exome sequences from tumor-normal pairs, and germline
variations from 6,500 exome sequences (ESP6500) as references, we adopted the wellknown ratio of the nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rate in both cancer genomes (CN/CS) and normal populations (pN/pS) to identify the cancer-specific selected genes. In addition to conventional substitution models, a new empirical mutation profile model which takes the flanking nucleotides of each mutation site into account was
also used. We further developed a new method to identify noncoding genes and UTRs that enrich or deplete riboSNitches (somatic mutations
that alter RNA structure). We found that the cancer-specific selection pressure is quite different from the selection pressure at the species and
population levels. Both the relaxation of purifying selection on passenger mutations and the positive selection of driver mutations may contribute
to the increased CN/CS values of human genes in cancer genomes compared with the pN/pS values in human populations. Compared with
previous studies that focused on positively selected genes in cancer genomes, which potentially represent the driving force behind tumor initiation
and development, we employed an alternative approach to identifying cancer constrained genes that strengthen negative selection pressure in
tumor cells. As a conservative estimate of positively and negatively selected genes in cancer, we found 45 genes under intensified positive
selection and 16 genes under strengthened purifying selection in cancer cells compared with germline cells. The cancer-specific positively selected genes are enriched for cancer genes and human essential genes, while several cancer-specific negatively selected genes have been reported
as prognostic biomarkers for cancers. The CN/CS values also contribute to the improved classification of cancer genes and a better understanding of the onco-functionalization of cancer genes during oncogenesis. By identifying the riboSNitch-enriched or riboSNitch-depleted noncoding
elements, we identified many lncRNAs or UTRs that are under strong selection for RNA secondary structure during cancer evolution. We found
noncoding elements of cancer associated coding genes and lncRNAs were enriched in our predictions. Our computational pipeline could be used
to effectively identify positively and negatively selected genes in cancer genomes. It may provide useful information for understanding the
evolution of cancer somatic mutations and identifying possible targets for therapeutic intervention. Our study also provides insights into the
genome-wide distribution of riboSNiches in cancer genome, and proposes a new direction for detection of non-coding driver elements.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12:35
CELLO: a Cancer EvoLution toolbox for LOngitudinal data analytics
Biaobin Jiang, Jiguang Wang
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Cancer relapse is one of the main challenges in the war against cancer. Relapsed tumor cells mostly become drug-resistant and more
aggressive compared to primary ones. This deteriorative change is believed to be the consequence of tumor evolution under the selective
pressure of treatment. To understand the evolutionary process, and particularly to identify key genetic alterations that drive this process, more
and more studies are now focusing on the study of longitudinal genomic data. Concretely, those studies are sequencing the primary and
relapsed tumors as well as the blood/normal controls of the same patients. The increasing amount of these longitudinal genomic data brings a
unique opportunity for cancer evolution study and a computational challenge to the data analytics. In this study, we packed the customized
scripts into a versatile and open-access toolbox, namely CELLO. CELLO is able to automatically perform five different analyses with visualization together: (1) predict driver genes; (2) generate mutational landscape; (3) detect hypermutated samples; (4) model tumor evolutionary
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history; and (5) identify clonally switched genes. It was written in MATLAB, and was calibrated using the data from our previous study, a large
international cohort with initial-relapse paired samples of glioblastoma (GBM). Using an ensemble method in machine learning, CELLO
accurately predicts known GBM driver genes in our calibration cohort. Besides the known genes, CELLO predicts additional unreported driver
genes, of which two are related to the maintenance of cancer-associated fibroblasts and regulation of cell movements, respectively. In addition,
CELLO is able to identify hypermutated samples from not only DNA-seq but also RNA-seq data by integrating the mutation load and the
mutation signatures. Furthermore, CELLO provides the implementation of TEDG (Tumor Evolution Direct Graph), revealing the temporal order
of somatic mutations in a given patient cohort. Finally, CELLO was further verified in the longitudinal data of multiple cancer types. We have
developed CELLO, a versatile computational toolbox specifically for analysis of longitudinal genomic data in cancer. CELLO can be used to
identify driver genes during cancer evolution, as well as other types of analyses including hypermutation detection, inference of tumor
evolutionary history, and identification of clonal switching events. The whole toolbox is open access at https://github.com/WangLabHKUST/CELLO.
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Friday, April 20th, 14:00 - 16:00
20-3A: The behavior of animals: Evolution and mechanisms
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Xian-Hui Wang, Chinese Academy of Sciences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:00
Olfactory coding of sex pheromone blends with reverse ratios in two Helicoverpa moth species: so similar and so different
Chen-Zhu Wang
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Sex pheromones released by female moths are detected by the olfactory sensilla with high specificity and sensitivity in antennae of conspecific
males. The two sympatric sister species, Helicoverpa armigera and Helicoverpa assulta share two major sex pheromone components,
cis-11-hexadecenal and cis-9-hexadecenal, but in reversed relative concentrations, 97:3 and 7:93, respectively. We combined molecular biology,
electrophysiology, optical imaging and behavior to investigate the olfactory coding mechanisms in males to their sex pheromone blends. Five
pheromone receptors from the two species were identified functionally in the Xenopus laevis oocyte expression system. Specific olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) in three types (including some subtypes) of antennal sensilla were proved to be involved in the pheromone coding. The projection of the axons of OSNs to the male specific macroglomerular complex in the antennal lobe was also compared between the two species. I will
report how we assign different PRs to OSNs and types of sensilla responding to the pheromone components and the related compounds. We find
that the PR orthologs in the two species do not necessarily have the same selectivity, and their species-specific changes in the tuning selectivity
in male moths could be achieved with just a few amino acid mutations. We conclude that evolution of the olfactory coding mechanisms for pheromones of the two species satisfies the need of specific-species pheromone detection, which shed new light onto the reproductive isolation
between these species.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:30
Personality and decision-making in specialized spider-eating jumping spiders
Daiqin Li and Chia-chen Chang
National University of Singapore
Individuals of the same sex, age or size within a given animal population consistently differ from one another in their behaviour referred to as
personality. These between-individual differences in behaviour are consistent over time and/or across contexts or situations. Such differences
within populations have often been traditionally considered as either the consequence of inaccurate measurements or as noise around an
adaptive population mean. Nevertheless, in the past two decades personality has been documented in animals as diverse as limpets, fish, lizards,
birds, rodents, sea anemone, squids, octopuses, insects and spiders, and with new taxa frequently added to the list, suggesting that personality
may exist across the entire animal kingdom. However, studies of spider personality are still scarce. In this talk, we will try to address a several
questions concerning research on spider personality using Portia spiders, a group of specialized spider-eating jumping spiders, as model
systems: (1) inter-individual variations in behaviour; (2) Intra-individual variations (IIV; predictability) in behaviour; (3) a suite of correlated
behaviours (i.e., behavioural syndrome); (4) the joint effects of both personality and predictability on species interactions; (5) How personality
influences jumping spider decision-making? and (5) The future directions in studies of spider personality.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:00
Proboscis monkeys - The big noses of Borneo
Ikki Matsuda
Chubu University Academy of Emerging Sciences, Kyoto University, Japan Monkey Centre, Universiti Malaysia Sabah
Proboscis monkeys, Nasalis larvatus, exhibit remarkable sexual dimorphism, and are characterized by uniquely enlarged noses especially in
adult males. For decades, knowledge about the endangered proboscis monkey had been gleaned from limited information of their behavior from
boat surveys along riverbanks where they rest in the early mornings and late evenings. This was due to the inhospitable swampy habitats they
live in, which made them near-impossible to track once they move to inland forests. This resulted in patchy knowledge about the species’ ecology.
We pioneered the first full-day continuous observations of proboscis monkeys by tracking them on foot in riverine forests in Sabah, Borneo,
Malaysia. This long-term effort which began in 2005 led to the first systematic study of proboscis monkeys, revealing comprehensive information
about their feeding and ranging behaviors; as well as novel findings about their incredible digestive strategy of rumination, the first documented
among primate species. Here, we present our newly challenging attempts to investigate why the noses of male proboscis monkeys become
enlarged.
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15:30
The diversity of courtship pattern and male courtship song in the Drosophila montium species subgroup
Ai-li Chen, Chuan-cheng Chen, Masayoshi Watada, Masanori J. Toda, Michael G. Ritchie, Shuo-yang Wen
South China Agricultural University, Ehime University, Bunkyo-Cho, Hokkaido University, University of St Andrews
Premating isolation is an important component of reproductive isolation, especially in animals. Courtship behavior and courtship signals such as
songs can be species-specific and therefore influence sexual isolation. Our previous studies indicated that copulatory courtship is present in 29
species of the montium species subgroup, while the precopulatory courtship might have repeatedly been lost in this species subgroup. We added
13 more species to the study and enlarged the sample size to a total of 42 species of the montium subgroup. Most of the fly stocks were from
Ehime-Fly (NBRP). Reproductively mature virgin flies were used for all experiments. We observed courtship behaviors by carefully watching
video recordings. We recorded and analyzed parameters of courtship songs using a recording system comprising a mating chamber placed in an
Insectavox microphone which was connected to a filter. A recorder was linked to one channel of the software of Audacity 2.1.0. A Sony DV
Camera was mounted on the magnifier observing window above the mating chamber, and the video with the audio from the recorder was
synchronously captured by the ArcSoft ShowBiz 3.5.15.68. Digital song files were subsequently analyzed by DataView 8.6.1 for measuring
patterns and parameters of courtship song. The courtship patterns can be classified into 3 types according to timing of the wing vibration and wing
display: 5 species with Type P/C, where more than 80% of males display precopulatory courtship (P) and all males also perform the copulatory
courtship (C); 24 species with Type P-/C, where less than 80% of males show precopulatory courtship and all males perform the copulatory
courtship; and 13 species with Type C, where all males have only copulatory courtship. Courtship songs can be categorised into 3 types according to the song structure: pulse song with typical pulse structure; sine song with a smooth buzz; and sine song with train-structure. Before mounting, 60% of songs are pulse song, 20% are sine song with train-structure, and 20% are smooth sine song. After mounting, most songs are two
types of sine song, 43.6% with train-structure and 35.9% smooth, but remaining 20.5% are pulse songs. Some species use only a single type of
song with identical parameters in the entire courtship before and after mounting, while other species use one or two types of song before mounting and a different type of song during copulation. This study has confirmed that the copulatory courtship is predominant in the montium subgroup.
Among the 42 studied species, 11.9% of them are the type P/C, 57.1% the type P-/C, and 31% the type C. The percentage of males which display
precopulatory courtship varies greatly among the P-/C type species, ranging from 75% to 4.35%. This suggests that the precopulatory courtship
tends to degenerate in the montium subgroup. Most (79.5%) songs produced after mounting are of sine song, indicating the loss of pulse song
during copulation in the montium subgroup. We defined a new type of song as the “sine song with train-structure (TS- sine song)” and developed
a new parameter, “train frequency” (number of trains per second), for this type of song. The TS-sine song is structurally intermediate between the
pulse song and the sine song, and may have evolved during the transition from one song type to the other.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
Wing spots and wing displays in the courtship and sexual isolation of Drosophila nepalensis and D. trilutea
Wen-zhou Mo, Zhuo-miao Li, Xiang-mei Deng, Masayoshi Watada, Masanori J. Toda, Michael G. Ritchie, Shuo-yang Wen
South China Agricultural University, Ehime University, Hokkaido University,University of St Andrews
Morphological traits and behaviors act together during courtship, and variation of these traits may influence sexual isolation. In Drosophila, wing
spots are always associated with wing displays in the courtship display, and wings are also used to produce courtship song. Two closely related
species, Drosophila nepalensis and D. trilutea of the takahashii subgroup of the D. melanogaster species group, have very similar male genitalia
with a very slight difference in the aedeagal basal process. Other morphological characters are nearly identical except for the spots on the wings.
There is a heavy black spot on the tip of male wing in D. nepalensis, but only a slight grey area in D. trilutea. For morphological comparison, we
examined specimens collected from the field or reared from culture strains: D. nepalensis from central Myanmar and Yunnan Province in China;
D. trilutea from Taiwan, Guangdong Province in China, and Vietnam. For behavioral observation, we used isofemale lines: BHL066 (D. nepalensis) established from Baihualing, Yunnan Province, China in 2014; VT05-ST (D. trilutea; from the Drosophila Stocks of Ehime University) from
Vietnam. Reproductively mature 6-7 days old virgin flies were used for experiments. We measured the mean grey value of wing spot for each
species and F1 offspring using ImageJ 1.50i. We recorded and analyzed courtship songs using a recording system comprising a mating chamber
placed in an Insectavox microphone which was connected to a filter. A recorder was linked to one channel of the software of Audacity 2.1.0. A
Sony DV Camera was mounted on the magnifier observing window above the mating chamber, and the video with the audio from the recorder
was synchronously captured by the ArcSoft ShowBiz 3.5.15.68. Digital song files were subsequently analyzed using DataView 8.6.1 for the
patterns and parameters of courtship song. Digital video was taken by the behavioral recording system comprising a Multiple Well Plates and a
macro lens digital camera linked to the laptop under the operation of the AMCap-DirectShow 8.12 and analyzed by the ArcSoft ShowBiz 3.5.15.68
for the scissoring frequency. Only a slight morphological difference is seen in the male genitalia between the two species: the aedeagal basal
process is coarsely serrated basally to subapically along the outer margin and a few small serrations are also present on the distal surface in D.
trilutea, but serrated only on basal to submeidal margin and smooth on the distal portion in D. nepalensis. Crosses between D. nepalensis female
and D. trilutea male produced F1 fertile females but sterile males, but the reciprocal cross did not succeed in copulation and produce any F1
offspring. The mean±SD grey values of wing spots of D. nepalensis, D. trilutea and the F1 offspring are 107.74±12.39, 25.14±8.06 and
101.92±19.95, respectively. The behavior of wing display varies between the two species: males of D. nepalensis scissor their wings quickly with
a small range (rise up to 50° along the body axis and put down to 130° along the body axis), while males of D. trilutea scissor wings more slowly
with a larger range (rise up to 65° and put down to 170° along the body axis), resulting in a higher scissoring frequency of about 1.8 per second
in D. nepalensis than in D. trilutea (about 1.1 per second). Sexual selection was assessed in the two species by mate-choice experiments. The
courtship song of the two species differed: four types of pulse songs were identified in D. trilutea, but only two types in D. nepalensis. In the
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successful matings, all males vibrated wings to produce the courtship song, whereas, 54% males of D. trilutea and 72% of D. nepalensis
performed wing display. Conclusions: Premating isolation was detected between the two sibling species. The pronounced difference of the
presence or absence of wing black spot is closely associated with their courtship behaviors. D. nepalensis males with the wing black spot display
longer and more frequently the wings during the courtship to females. However, wing vibration, i.e., courtship song, is the primary element for
successful copulation in these species. Wing display may be performed as a secondary element in case when the male is rejected by the female.

20-3B: Dosage compensation and sex-biased gene expression
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Zhen-Xia Chen, Huazhong Agricultural University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:00
Comparative genomic and expression analysis of an amphibian with heteromorphic sex chromosomes
Robert D. Denton, John H. Malone
University of Connecticut
Gene dosage causes distinct challenges duringc genome sequences from species at the base of Tetrapoda and 2) underrepresentation of
lineages where there are independent instances of sex chromosome evolution. Frog sex chromosomes offer an ideal system for advancing our
understanding of genome evolution and function because of their variety of sex determination systems and diversity of sex chromosome maturation states. To understand what have become sex-linked and their patterns of expression, we have sequenced and assembled the genome of an
amphibian with heteromorphic ZW sex chromosomes. Comparing our assembly to other vertebrate species reveals that one-copy Z-linked
sequences are homologous to substantial portions of the therian X and 9 chromosomes, suggesting repeated evolution of similar sequences.
Comparing patterns of expression for sex-linked genes across the evolutionary history of vertebrates provides new understanding of dosage
compensation and sex-biased expression.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:30
Structure and evolution of the X chromosome
Christine M Disteche
University of Washington
The mammalian X chromosome is regulated by molecular mechanisms that evolved to help maintain a balanced expression throughout the
genome and between males and females. In addition to upregulation of subsets of genes on the active X chromosome, X inactivation silences
one X chromosome in females by repressive epigenetic mechanisms that involve long non-coding RNAs, protein modifications, DNA methylation,
and chromatin condensation. We will discuss our new findings on the role of specific elements in the 3D structure of the inactive X chromosome.
The silencing of the X chromosome is incomplete and some genes escape X inactivation, which results in sex differences that can vary between
tissue types. In addition, we have shown that escape from X inactivation varies between species, which contributes to evolutionary aspects of
sex differences.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:00
The applicability of X-chromosome dosage compensation
Xiao-Shu Chen
Sun Yat-sen University
Fifty years ago, Susumu Ohno proposed that the expression levels of X-linked genes have doubled as dosage compensation for autosomal
genes due to degeneration of Y-linked homologs during evolution of mammalian sex chromosomes. In 2006, a set of microarray-based gene
expression profiles in human somatic tissues facilitated the first genome-wide empirical test to support Ohno's hypothesis. However, Ohno's
hypothesis was re-examined using RNA-Seq-based expression profiles as well as proteomic data, and Xa:AA was found to be ~0.5 by our
analysis. Additionally, comparison between human X-linked genes and proto-X genes suggested no change in per-allele expression levels during
mammalian X chromosome evolution. Our recent studies have nevertheless shown that the X to autosome expression ratio equals ~1 in haploid
human parthenogenetic embryonic stem (pES) cells and ~0.5 in diploid pES cells, thus refuting Ohno's hypothesis. Here, by reanalyzing a
RNA-seq-based single-cell transcriptome dataset of human embryos, we found that from the 8-cell stage until the time-point just prior to implantation, the expression levels of X-linked genes are not two-fold upregulated in male cells and gradually decrease from two-fold in female cells.
Additional analyses of gene expression noise further suggest that the dosage sensitivity of X-linked genes is weaker than that of autosomal genes
in differentiated female cells, which contradicts a key assumption of Ohno’s hypothesis. Moreover, the dosage-sensitive housekeeping genes are
preferentially located on autosomes, implying selection against X-linkage for dosage-sensitive genes. Our results collectively suggest an alternative to Ohno’s hypothesis that X-linked genes are less likely to be dosage sensitive than autosomal genes.
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15:30
Sex chromosome evolution in paleognaths: Large pseudoautosomal regions with limited sex-biased expression and
faster-Z effect
Luohao Xu, Scott Edwards, Timothy Sackton
University of Vienna, Harvard University
Unlike other birds, paleognaths (ratites and tinamous) possess large recombination regions (PARs) of the Z chromosomes. It remains unclear
why the PARs are retained large over more than 100 MY of evolution. To address this puzzle, we collected genomic sequences of 10 paleognaths
(three tinamous, three kiwis, two rheas, one emu and one cassowary) and transcriptomes of multiple species/tissues of both sexes. We confirm
at the genomic levels that PARs comprised half to ⅔ of the sex chromosomes in paleognaths, except in some tinamous. The transcriptomes data
enables us to reassess existing hypotheses of the slow evolution of paleognathous sex chromosomes: 1) the lack of dosage compensation
hampers the degeneration of the sex-limited chromosome and, 2) sexual antagonism is resolved by male-biased expression in the PARs rather
than suppression of recombination. Our data shows partial dosage compensation of the genes from the differentiated regions (DRs) of the Z,
similar to what is found in neognaths. This contradicts the dosage-compensation hypothesis. Moreover, we do not detect an excess of male-biased expression of the PARs, suggesting the male-biased-PAR hypothesis also does not hold true. In addition, we find limited evidence for
faster-Z evolution of DR-linked genes. Instead, in many species PAR-linked genes evolve faster (higher nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates, dN/dS) relative to autosomes, likely due to reduced recombination rates hence lower efficacy of selection. Together, our comparative
analyses suggest that while PAR recombines at slower rate, suppression of recombination is not favored probably due to weak strength of sexually antagonistic selection, leading to the unusually slow evolution of sex chromosomes in paleognaths.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
RNA-seq of single spermatogenic cysts shows gradual loss of dosage compensation but no evidence for meiotic X
chromosome inactivation in Drosophila
Yumei Huang, Aimei Dai, Tian Tang
Sun Yat-sen University
Two kinds of sex chromosome-specific regulation, namely dosage compensation and meiotic sex chromosome inactivation (MSCI), have evolved
repeatedly in species with heteromorphic sex chromosomes. It is unclear how the X chromosome is regulated in the Drosophila testes. In particular, the existence of MSCI in Drosophila remains controversial. In this study, we performed single-cyst RNA-seq of stage-specific cell types from
the Drosophila melanogaster male germline. First, we show dosage compensation is incomplete in Drosophila testes. Second, expression
reduction of the X chromosome versus the autosomes accelerates at the pre-meiotic stage of the Drosophila male germline; the expression ratio
of the X chromosome to the autosomes (X: A ratio) reaches a minimum slightly greater than one half in secondary spermatocytes and then
persists in the post-meiotic cells. In contrast, X inactivation in human and mouse starts at the meiotic stage and results in drastic reduction of the
X: A ratio in the post-meiotic cells. Third, expression of the dosage compensation complex (DCC) progressively decreases during Drosophila
spermatogenesis. The distance of Xlinked genes to high-affinity sites (HASs) of DCC is highly associated with their downregulation in spermatogenesis. These results suggest that gradual loss of dosage compensation would be the most parsimonious explanation for the X chromosomespecific expression reduction in the Drosophila male germline. Further analyses of male-biased genes and retrogenes show little evidence for
MSCI. Our findings shed new lights on the different patterns of X chromosome regulation between Drosophila and mammals.

20-3C: Evolutionary genomics of pollinating insects and their symbionts
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Xin Zhou, China Agricultural University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:00
Recovering genomic data from museum insect specimens
Ian Barnes
Natural History Museum
Museum collections have long provided an important tool through which to investigate evolutionary and ecological questions. Not only can collections contain specimens collected over long time periods, they also contain material from geographical regions which are difficult to routinely
access, and individuals which have been identified by a taxonomic authority. Recent developments in DNA sequencing technology have provided
an opportunity that significantly increases the value of these collections, as they may now be sources of genome-wide sequence data. However,
the recovery and analysis of DNA from museum specimens is not straightforward, and benefits from an understanding of recent technical
developments made by ancient DNA workers, particularly in the study of archaeological human bone. Here, I review some of the recent work
conducted at the NHM on palaeontological and museum insect specimens, with a comparison to other sources of degraded DNA such as
mammalian archaeological specimens. Many of the same problems that we can identify in these millennia-old samples are present in much more
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recent (less than 150 year-old) museum insects. These include the very short read lengths, the presence of non-endogenous sequences, and a
reduction in sequence complexity.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:30
Gut microbiota of social honeybee promotes host growth and sugar utilization
Hao Zheng
China Agricultural University; University of Texas at Austin
Honey bees are globally important plant pollinators. Guts of adult workers contain specialized bacteria not found outside bees. Social bees harbor
a simple and specialized microbiota that is spatially organized into different gut compartments. Recent results on the potential involvement of bee
gut communities in pathogen protection and nutritional function have drawn attention to the impact of the microbiota on bee health. Honeybees
collect carbohydrate-rich food to support their colonies, and yet, certain carbohydrates present in their diet or produced through the breakdown
of pollen are toxic to bees. However, the contributions of gut microbiota to host physiology have yet to be investigated.We show that the gut
microbiota promotes weight gain of both whole body and the gut in individual honey bees. This effect is likely mediated by changes in host vitellogenin, insulin signaling, and gustatory response. We found that microbial metabolism markedly reduces gut pH and redox potential through the
production of short-chain fatty acids and that the bacteria adjacent to the gut wall form an oxygen gradient within the intestine. The short-chain
fatty acid profile contributed by dominant gut species was confirmed in vitro. Furthermore, metabolomic analyses revealed that the gut community
has striking impacts on the metabolic profiles of the gut compartments and the hemolymph, suggesting that gut bacteria degrade plant polymers
from pollen and that the resulting metabolites contribute to host nutrition. We also isolated 42 strains of G. apicola, a predominant bee gut
bacteria, from guts of honey bees and bumble bees, and sequenced their genomes. All of the G. apicola strains share high 16S rRNA gene
similarity, but they vary extensively in gene repertoires related to carbohydrate metabolism. Predicted abilities to utilize different sugars were
verified experimentally.Here Our results demonstrate how microbial metabolism affects bee growth, hormonal signaling, behavior, and gut
physicochemical conditions. These findings indicate that the bee gut microbiota has basic roles similar to those found in some other animals and
thus provides a model in studies of host–microbe interactions. Given their ability to simultaneously utilize glucose, fructose, and mannose, as well
as the ability of many strains to break down other potentially toxic carbohydrates, G. apicola bacteria may have key roles in improving dietary
tolerances and maintaining the health of their bee hosts.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:00
Phylogenomic insights into the evolution and diversification of bees
Seán G. Brady
National Museum of Natural History
Bees are the most diverse and important group of pollinating insects. Understanding the phylogeny and diversification patterns of bees is necessary to study the evolutionary history of their symbiotic interactions with the angiosperms they pollinate. New phylogenomic techniques now allow
the generation of large-scale data sets; I discuss applications of one such source of genomic data – the targeted capture of ultraconserved
elements (UCEs) – to infer the evolutionary history of bees at multiple timescales. One study infers the phylogeny of all major bee lineages and
identifies the sister group to the bees, a result important in testing whether the evolution of pollen-feeding was associated with a significant
increase in species diversification. I also discuss the evolutionary history of large carpenter bees in the genus Xylocopa, which are found
world-wide and are important agricultural pollinators. Some species in this genus exhibit sexual dichromatism, with males usually representing
the less conspicuous sex (i.e., reversed sexual dichromatism) and females possessing brightly colored pubescence. We generated UCE data
from 179 Xylocopa species to explore the evolution of sexual dichromatism in this group. This study also demonstrates that robust phylogenomic
data can be generated from dried specimens 100 years old or older, which greatly extends applications of the UCE technique to include rare
museum and other legacy material.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:30
Nuclear Mitochondrial DNAs represent a driving force for gene and genome evolution in bumblebees (Hymenoptera:
Apidae)
Lele Ding, Xiaomeng Zhao, and Cheng Sun
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences
In eukaryotes, DNA of mitochondria is transferred into the nucleus. During the early phase of organelle evolution, this process resulted in a
massive relocation of organellar genes to the nucleus, for example, as many as 75% of yeast nuclear genes are derived from mitochondria. In
many eukaryotes, the transfer of functional genes is now rare or has ceased altogether, and almost all present-day transfers of mitochondrial DNA
to the nucleus give rise to noncoding sequences, the so-called nuclear mitochondrial DNAs (NUMTs). Mitochondria-to-nucleus DNA transfer was
reported in many sequenced eukaryotic genomes, which has proven to be a significant driving force for gene and genome innovation in eukaryotes. Genomic DNAs were extracted from one single drone of each focal bumblebee species, and we did a deep shotgun sequencing using
Illumina Hiseq 2000 system for each bumblebee species. The nuclear and mitochondrial genomes were generated by assembling the obtained
shotgun reads using DISCOVAR de novo. NUMTs were identified by using mitochondrial genome sequence as query to do BLASTn against their
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corresponding nuclear genomes, with a e-value cutoff of 1e-10. Identified NUMTs were characterized by in-house Perl scripts. We obtained
high-quality assemblies of nuclear and mitochondrial genomes for 15 bumblebee species, which span all the 15 subgenuses of genus Bombus.
The number of NUMTs in those sequenced bumblebee species varies dramatically, with numbers ranging from 40 to 400. In addition, the insertion
sites of NUMTs in bumblebee nuclear genome are not random, with AT-rich regions harboring significantly more NUMTs. Interestingly, NUMTs
are not just junk in the nuclear genomes because there are at least 8 NUMT loci showing signs of selection. Moreover, we could detect the
transcripts for 5 such NUMT loci, suggesting that those NUMTs should be domesticated in their host genome and play sort of function, which
guarantees future experimental verification. Our results shows that, other than rubbish, nuclear mitochondrial DNAs represent a driving force for
the evolution of bumblebee gene and genome.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
Understanding impacts of land use change on bee communities via phylogenetic profiling
Douglas Chesters, Xiuwei Liu, Qingyan Dai, Zeqing Niu, Philip Beckschäfer, Konrad Martin, Chaodong Zhu
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, University of Hohenheim
Bees as pollinators are amongst the most important ecosystem service providers, although natural populations are under threat primarily from
land use changes, for example in tropical south China there has been dramatic conversion of land to rubber plantations. Here we apply integrative
species delineation, taxonomy and phylogenetic profiling to test impacts of land use changes on bee communities in Xishuangbanna. OTU
richness and diversity was high in young rubber plantations, although the composition was less unique than other species-rich habitats (natural
forest edge and river banks), and older plantations (>8 years) showed very low diversity under all measures. Community structures were similar
between the natural forest interior and edge, although analysis indicated contrasting drivers of diversity, with strong phylogenetic clustering
(suggesting conservation of functional traits) in the interior. The description of bee communities herein permits more informed choices in the land
management with respect to ensuring continuation of essential pollination services by bees.

20-3D: Darwin's abominable mystery: Origin of flowering plants
14:00 - 16:00
Chair: Liang-Sheng Zhang, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University & Bo-Jian Zhong, Nanjing Normal University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:00
Polyploidy, angiosperm evolution, and Darwin’s abominable mystery
Douglas E. Soltis
University of Florida
Although botanists have long known that polyploidy is common in flowering plants, genomic data reveal that it is even more prevalent than
imagined. An ancient event preceded the origin of modern angiosperms. The One Thousand Plant transcriptome project and has revealed nearly
200 new ancient polyploidy events across green plants. We examined over 100 ancient polyploidy events over a phylogenetic tree for
angiosperms, and nearly half of these are associated with bursts in diversification. But not all polyploidy events are associated with an increase
in diversification. We also ask the question: are there genomic rules to genome doubling? At shallow levels, we continue to develop Tragopogon
as an evolutionary model for the study of recent and recurring polyploidy. We have examined chromosomal changes, gene loss, and gene expression changes in synthetic lines, recurrent formations of two recently formed polyploids less than 80 years old (T. mirus and T. miscellus), and an
older polyploid (T. castellanus) that is 0.5 - 1.5 my old . With this range of ages, we are able to address diverse questions of genome evolution.
There do seem to be repeated patterns of genomic change, with fractionation greater in T. castellanus than in naturally formed T. mirus and T.
miscellus and greater in the latter two than in synthetic lines of these species. To help make Tragopogon a genetic model, we have developed
new resources for this unique evolutionary model system. A draft genome sequence for the diploid, T. dubius, provides coverage of gene space
and allows us to investigate alternative splicing and gene loss in greater detail in the polyploids. We have also made successful first steps in the
use of CRISPR and in regenerating CRISPR-modified plants.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14:30
Evolutionary genomics of amborella
Pamela S. Soltis
University of Florida
For over two decades, Amborella trichopoda has been recognized as the sister group to all other extant angiosperms. However, questions about
the placement of this species still persist, based on analyses with either limited taxon sampling, reduced character sampling, or both. The One
Thousand Plants Transcriptome Project (1KP) generated transcriptomes from over 1300 species of plants, and nuclear and plastid genes were
extracted for phylogenetic analysis. All analyses supported Amborella as the sister to all other extant angiosperms, with Nymphaeales (water
lilies) and Austrobaileyales as subsequent sisters to Mesangiospermae, consistent with nearly all other analyses of molecular data. These results
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reinforce the value of Amborella as an evolutionary reference for genomic and other studies of angiosperms. Using new data and new analytical
methods, we have revised the genome assembly and annotation of Amborella, and this new version is being used in population genomics,
ecological genomics, and comparative genomics with other angiosperms. Here, I present results of population genomic analyses that demonstrate both selective sweeps throughout the genome and correlation of SNP variants with environmental variables. I will also present the first
pangenome of a non-model species and illustrate how Presence-Absence Variation in Amborella contrasts with patterns for model species.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:00
Reconstructing gene content and genome structure in the last common ancestor of extant angiosperms
Jim Leebens-Mack on behalf of The Amborella Genome Project
University of Georgia
The inferred dynamics of gene duplication and loss across land plant history implicate both polyploidy and gene family proliferation. Chromosomal genome assemblies for Amborella trichopoda and Nymphaea caerulea serve as pivotal references for elucidating the duplication/loss process
throughout flowering plant evolution. Amborella trichopoda is the sole surviving species in a lineage that diverged from all other extant flowering
plant lineages following the origin of the flower approximately 150 million year ago. Nymphaea caerulea represents Nymphaeales, the sister clade
to all remaining flowering plants other than Amborella. Comparisons of gene content in these genomes together with other available angiosperm
and gymnosperm genome sequences shed light on gene births and losses associated with the origin and early evolution of the flowering plant
lineage. Further, analyses of genome structure across available flowering plant genomes reveal large regions of persistent synteny among Amborella, Nymphaea, monocot and eudicot genomes. Moreover, analyses of diverse angiosperm genome assemblies including Amborella and
Nymphaea reveal the structure of the ancestral angiosperm genome, and the tempo and mode of genome evolution throughout
flowering
plant history.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:30
Expanded taxonomic sampling coupled with gene genealogy interrogation provides unambiguous resolution for the
evolutionary root of angiosperms
Bojian Zhong
Nanjing Normal University
The branching order of major angiosperm lineages is a challenging phylogenetic question that has received substantial attention in recent years.
Two main competing hypotheses place the New Caledonian Amborella as either sister to all other extant angiosperms (Amborella-sister) or to the
water lilies (Amborella + Nymphaeales). Here, we revisit this question by expanding a transcriptomic dataset of 310 genes previously assembled
to include data from seven species comprising two major lineages of flowering plants that were poorly represented or missing from the original
study. We also applied gene genealogy interrogation (GGI), a recent approach based on constrained tree searches in combination with topology
tests, to account for gene tree estimation error and its downstream effects in coalescent analyses. In addition to GGI, we conducted a large
number of multi-locus analyses, including concatenation and coalescent analyses (using both unconstrained and constrained gene trees), and
based on different datasets (original and expanded) and data types (nucleotide and amino acid sequences). We show that the vast majority of
gene trees favor Amborella-sister topology, and that, regardless of data type, all multi-locus analyses conducted (concatenation and coalescent)
provide unanimous support for this hypothesis. We also show that the addition of key lineages results in a substantial decrease in the relative
support that the Amborella + Nymphaeales tree receives across genes. Beyond resolving the evolutionary root of angiosperms with confidence,
our results highlight the importance of both broadening taxonomic sampling in phylogenomics and addressing the effects of gene tree error in
summary coalescent inferences.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15:45
The Impact of RNA Editings on Plant Phylogenetic Analysis of Mitochondrial Genome Data: Liverworts as an Exemplar
Shanshan Dong, Chaoxian Zhao, Shouzhou Zhang, Li Zhang, Hong Wu, Ruiliang Zhu, Bernard Goffinet, and Yang Liu
Chinese Academy of Sciences, South China Agricultural University, East China Normal University,University of Connecticut
RNA editing is common in plant organellar genomes, especially in mitochondrial. In some early land plant lineages, up to 2,000 sites distributed
among 40 mitochondrial genes can be edited prior to mRNA translation. They usually modify the translation of amino acids, and restore the
ancestral status of protein sequences. These edited sites may have an impact on phylogenetic reconstructions, but this hypothesis has not yet
been critically tested based on empirical data across the entire exomes. We evaluated the effect of RNA editing sites on phylogenetic reconstructions using the mitochondrial data of liverworts, one of the earliest land plant lineages, which is also characterized by variation in the extend of
RNA editing of its mitochondrial mRNA. We sampled around 40 taxa spanning most liverwort orders. We extracted their transcriptome and
genome, and assembled the mRNA and DNA exon sequences for their mitochondrial protein coding genes. Using the custom scripts, we
identified RNA editings in all genes. We then built phylogenetic trees based on both the genomic and transcriptomic data. By comparing the
mitochondrial genomic-transcriptomic sequences, we identified different level of RNA editings, ranging from 0 to ca. 1200 sites, for different
lineages. The highest RNA editing number was observed in Haplomitrium, a lineage considered as one of the earliest diverging liverworts. The
distribution of RNA editings showed a lineage-specific pattern, e.g., the clade of complex thalloid liverworts lacks RNA editings, and members in
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the Leafy liverwort I clade possess less RNA editing sites (<100) compared to the Leafy liverwort II or simple thalloid liverwort clades. Phylogenetic analyses from the concatenated mitochondrial DNA genes yielded a liverwort phylogeny with a topology congruent with former analyses based
on a few discrete genes, i.e., the Haplomitrium-Treubia clade sister to the remaining liverwort lineages. However, the integration of RNA editing
sites, i.e., “correcting” the DNA sequences according to RNA editing sites, led to the resolution of the Haplomitrium clade emerging from a
common ancestor not shared with complex thalloid liverworts (i.e., the split leading to the Haplomitrium clade occurred after the divergence of
complex thalloids. This result reveals that RNA editing sites have a major impact on phylogenetic reconstructions. We also analyzed the distribution of RNA editings in liverworts, and found that: 1) most RNA editings occur in the first and second codon positions, and modify the translation
of amino acid, 2) ribosomal protein genes exhibit the least amount of RNA editings, and 3) RNA editing sites are shared between closely related
liverwort lineages, but are not conserved among more deeply diverging lineages, suggesting that RNA editing sites are continuously acquired and
lost during the diversification of liverworts. To our knowledge, this is the first study in a major land plant lineage describing the pattern of RNA
editing across the entire mitochondrial genome, and the first test of the impact of RNA editing on phylogenetic reconstructions. With the development of high throughput sequencing techniques, genome scale data have been widely used for phylogenetic inferences. While genomic data may
generate highly supported phylogenetic trees, the result may be artifactual. Analysis may be misled by the among-lineage variation in molecular
evolution, such as the RNA editings. We suggest that in plant phylogenomic studies, especially when employing mitochondrial genome sequences, the impact of RNA editings should be carefully assessed.
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Friday, April 20th, 16:20 - 18:20
20-4A: The role of effective population size in evolution: From molecules and molecular function to
populations
16:20 - 18:20
Chair: David Liberles, Temple University & Martin Lascoux, Uppsala University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:20
Effective population size in protein and pathway evolution
David Liberles
Temple University
Effective population size plays an important role in molecular evolutionary processes, influencing the rate of introduction of new mutations to a
population, the strength of selection on molecular phenotypes, and the evolutionary dynamics, including the number of co-segregating changes
and stochastic tunneling. Here, I present a conceptual framework for how this affects the evolution of protein sequences in structures and an
empirical (computational) one for the inter-molecular evolution of enzymes in pathways.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:50
Influences of different mutation models and recurrent size changes on variation within and between species under the
nearly neutral model
Hidenori Tachida
Kyushu University
The nearly neutral theory, proposed by Ohta (1973), posits that fitness effects of mutations that contribute to polymorphisms and substitutions are
small so that both random genetic drift and selection affect the dynamics of these mutations in populations. Introducing selection into a model of
molecular evolution makes the theory much more complex than the neutral theory: there are many ways in which the mutation model is
implemented and changes of population size affect not only the pattern of polymorphisms but also the rate of substitutions. Here, Iexplore how
choice of different mutation models and recurrent changes of population size affect the site frequency spectrum and the substitution rate under
the nearly neutral mutation model. Because the divergence and site frequency spectrum data are used for estimating the distribution of fitness
effect and the proportion of positively selected substitutions usually assuming simple models, I will also discuss how differences of mutation
models and recurrent changes of populations size influence the estimation of those parameters.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:05
The rate of molecular evolution when mutation is not weak
Jason de Koning
Huazhong Agricultural University
One of the fundamental results of the Neutral Theory is that the rate of neutral evolution equals the mutation rate and is independent of population
size. This result lies at the heart of numerous approaches that are widely applied to infer the action of natural selection across the genome and
through time, and for dating divergence events using the molecular clock. However, this result was derived under the assumption that evolution
is strongly mutation-limited, and it has not been known whether it generalizes when mutation is not weak. Here we present a direct and transparent analysis of the Wright-Fisher model of population genetics, which shows that some of the most important rules of molecular evolution are
fundamentally changed by considering recurrent mutation's full effect. Surprisingly, the rate of the neutral molecular clock is found to have population-size dependence and to not be equal to the mutation rate in general. This is because, for increasing population mutation rates, θ, the time
spent waiting for mutations quickly becomes smaller than the cumulative time mutants spend segregating before a fixation, resulting in a net
deceleration compared to classical theory that depends on the population mutation rate. Furthermore, selection exacerbates this effect such that
more adaptive alleles experience a greater deceleration than less adaptive alleles, introducing systematic bias in a variety of methods for inferring
the strength of natural selection. Critically, the classical weak mutation approximation performs well only when the population mutation rate θ <
0.1, a threshold many biological populations seem to exceed.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:35
Determinants of genetic diversity and a test of the nearly neutral theory across plant and animal species
Jun Chen, Sylvain Glémin and Martin Lascoux
Uppsala University, Université Montpellier-CNRSIRD-EPHE
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Two central questions in evolutionary biology are (i) why have some species more genetic diversity than others? and (ii) why does selection
efficacy vary to the extent it does among species? These two questions are closely associated to the nearly neutral theory of molecular evolution
and the genomic data used to address them should allow us to test the latter. We estimated nucleotide diversity at synonymous, πS, and nonsynonymous sites, πN, and a measure of the efficacy of selection, the ratio πN/πS in 34 animal and 28 plant species using full genome data. We first
evaluated the relationship between nucleotide diversity and selection efficacy with effective population size, the Distribution of Fitness effect
(DFE) and life history traits (LHT). Then we tested whether, as predicted by the nearly neutral theory of molecular evolution, the log of πN/πS
decreases linearly with the log of πS, used here as a proxy for the effective population size. In animals, our data confirmed that longevity and
propagule size are the LHT that best explain the variation in πS among species. In plants longevity also plays a major role as well as mating
system. As predicted by the nearly neutral theory of molecular evolution the log of πN/πS decreases linearly with the log of πS but the slope
was weaker in plants than in animals. This appears to be due to a higher mutation rate in long lived plants, and the difference disappears when
πS is rescaled by the mutation rate. Differences in the distribution of fitness effect of mutation also contributed to variation in πN/πS among
species. Our study shows that genetic diversity is associated to life-history traits and that the nearly neutral theory holds fairly well.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:50
Mitochondrial DNA diversity is correlated to census population size
Adam Eyre-Walker
University of Sussex
What determines the level of genetic diversity of a species is a long-standing problem in evolutionary biology. The level of neutral genetic diversity
depends upon the mutation rate and the effective population size, and it has been assumed that the effective population size should depend on
the census population size. However, previous analyses have failed to uncover any relationship between census population size and genetic
diversity. We compiled mitochondrial DNA sequence diversity data from over 600 mammals, along with range size and life history parameters.
We analysed the data using phylogenetically independent pairs of sister taxa. In a multiple regression, we find that synonymous mitochondrial
DNA sequence diversity is significantly positively correlated to range size, and significantly negatively correlated to body mass and latitude, with
range size having the largest effect. The effect of range size has never been demonstrated before. To investigate whether the effect is due a
correlation between census and effective population sizes, we also investigated the factors that correlate to a measure of the efficiency of natural
selection, which is also expected to be correlated to effective population size. The only factor that correlates in a multiple regression is range size,
suggesting that species with larger ranges do indeed have larger effective population sizes. However, the relationship between diversity and
range size is weak both in terms of the variance explained and the slope of the relationship; doubling range size is predicted to increase diversity,
and by inference the effective population size, by just 7%. We demonstrate for the first time that range size, and hence census population size is
a determinant of the effective population size.

20-4B: Evolution of dispersal: From mathematical modeling to field studies
16:20 - 18:20
Chair: Xiang-Yi Li, University of Zurich
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:20
Softness of selection and the evolution of sex-biased dispersal
Xiang-Yi Li, Marjo Saastamoinen, Hanna Kokko
University of Zurich, University of Helsinki
“Soft selection” refers to the situation where the reproductive output of the local population is independent of the current fitness conditions of its
members, and thus the detection of inferiority is only possible in the presence of superior types. Therefore, soft selection has clear repercussions
for local adaptation, as globally poorly performing genotypes can be “shielded” from selection if their fitness is locally evaluated in the relative
absence of superior immigrants. In natural populations, selection on males is often both strong (only the most competitive males achieve significant success) and soft. The fecundity of females often directly determines the total numbers of offspring, and thus poorly adapted females can
lead to population size decline and even the extinction of the local population. But if a local population consists of poorly adapted males, it only
means that less impressive performance is required to achieve paternity among the locally produced offspring. Dispersal plays an important role
in introducing immigrants, and thereby interacts with the softness of natural selection and coevolves with local adaptation. Although sex-biased
dispersal is common in nature and there is already understanding of why it might evolve, sex-biased softness of selection is a concept largely
absent from the models of dispersal and local adaptation. In this work we study the effect of different softness of selection on the evolution of
sex-biased dispersal, under different intensities of sexual selection and under different mating systems.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:50
Evolution of dispersal: The Drosophila story
Sutirth Dey
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER) Pune
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Given global climate change and large-scale degradation of ecosystems due to human activities, the continued survival of many species might
depend on their ability to evolve to become better dispersers. Therefore, investigating the effects of dispersal evolution on natural populations is
of considerable interest to ecologists and conservation biologists. Although dispersal is a complex multi-stage process, studies on dispersal
evolution often investigate isolated components of dispersal like propensity (i.e. fraction of dispersers in the population) or ability (i.e. distance
covered during dispersal). Thus, there is little understanding of how these components and their related costs interact during dispersal evolution
and ultimately affect the dispersal kernel. To investigate these issues we subjected four replicate populations of Drosophila melanogaster to
directional selection for increased dispersal, and compared them with matched controls. We found that the dispersal propensity and ability of the
selected populations had increased simultaneously. Moreover, the selected populations had a greater frequency of long-distance dispersers
(LDDs) and their dispersal kernels had evolved significantly greater standard deviation and reduced values of skew and kurtosis. In terms of life
history, the dispersal selected populations had similar values of body size, fecundity and longevity as the controls. However, in terms of behavior,
the selected populations evolved significantly greater locomotor activity, exploratory tendency, and aggression. These observations led to predictions about putative mechanisms that were confirmed through untargeted metabolomic fingerprinting using NMR spectroscopy. The selected flies
had evolved greater amounts of glucose, AMP and NAD, suggesting elevated cellular respiration. At the same time, levels of neuropeptides
related to aggression and exploration had increased. We find that multiple components of dispersal can evolve rapidly, accompanied by constitutive changes in aggression, exploratory and locomotor behaviors. This has implications for how the ecosystem functions as well as problems like
the rise of invasive species and spread of diseases.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:05
Dispersal to islands by the Pleistocene humans: evaluating alternative scenarios
Yasuo Ihara and Yosuke Kaifu
the University of Tokyo, National Museum of Nature and Science
A most demanding aspect of the global dispersal of Homo sapiens is that they must have had seafaring technologies to travel across oceans to
colonize distant islands. Archaeological records of human presence in an ever-isolated island seems to indicate that someone who had necessary technologies, such as for building watercrafts and voyaging long-distance, was there at a certain time in the past. Alternatively, however, it
may be also possible that the sea crossing was in fact an accident; for example, the migrants may have been drifted coastal fishermen with limited
voyaging capabilities. Hence, whether an event of island colonization was accidental or intentional is essential for evaluating the technological
standards of the relevant human population. Here we approach this issue using an existing computer simulation framework, with some modifications, in the context of island colonization by the Late Pleistocene Homo sapiens that required a long-distance sea crossing. In this framework,
the likelihood that a group of migrants persist to establish a viable population is investigated under the assumption that intentional colonization
starts with equal numbers of young men and women, whereas for accidental colonization the age and sex of founders vary broadly. In contrast
to a previous study, we examine multiple combinations of fertility and mortality schedules that individuals in the simulation follow and also consider the possibility that the sex ratio in the founders may be biased toward males. On the basis of simulation results, we discuss the plausibility of
the "accidental colonization hypothesis
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:35
Distribution and dispersal of the hairstreak butterflies Sibataniozephyrus (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae: Theclini) in eastern
Asia
Hai-Ling Zhuang, Masaya Yago, Ken-Ichi Odagiri, Min Wang, Yu-Feng Hsu
South China Agricultural University, The University of Tokyo, Kyushu University, National Taiwan Normal University
Sibataniozephyrus Inomata (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae: Theclini), is a genus of rare but fascinating East Asian butterflies. It was selected as a
model to explore the general distribution pattern and dispersal route in eastern Asia through space and time. The phylogenetic relationships of
Sibataniozephyrus were reconstructed using four molecular markers. Divergence times were calibrated based on historical events and on the
mean evolutionary rate calculated from mitochondrial genes. The proposed phylogenetic time framework indicates the Eurasian origin of
Sibataniozephyrus at the late Miocene through a corridor of Fagus forest located in northeast China/Korean peninsula spread to Japan in late
Tertiary or earlier. The continental population of Sibataniozephyrus southward colonize Guangdong and then Taiwan in glacials and inter-glacials,
while Japanese population northward colonize Tohoku and Hokkaido after the last glacial maximum. In addition, a synonym of this genus was
proposed.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:50
Can plants escape from global warming? Insights from vertical seed dispersal by animals
Shoji Naoe
Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute
In a warming climate, temperature-sensitive plants must move toward colder areas by seed dispersal. The most effective way for plants to escape
from global warming will be to move toward higher altitudes. However, vertical seed dispersal, that is, seed dispersal toward a higher or lower
altitude, has not been evaluated so far. We developed a method to evaluate vertical seed dispersal using stable oxygen isotope and applied this
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method to the summer-fruiting wild cherry tree Prunus verecunda. Our analysis indicated that Asiatic black bears Ursus thibetanus frequently
disperse seeds over several hundred meters vertically toward higher altitudes (mean + 307 ± 225 m SD). This means that the mountain climbing
behavior of bears protects cherries from global warming. Does this relationship hold true for other plants? What about other animals? In this
presentation, I will firstly introduce ecological and evolutional aspects of seed dispersal by animals. Then, based on our data, I discuss the mechanism and role of vertical seed dispersal by animals under global warming conditions.

20-4C: Mitochondrial genomics, evolution and diseases
16:20 - 18:05
Chair: Zheng-Long Gu, Cornell University
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:20
Mitochondrial genetic variation in human evolution adn disease
Douglas C. Wallace
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania
In spite of prodigious efforts to identify nuclear DNA (nDNA) genetic variants associated with common diseases, the genetic and physiological
bases of these disorders remains unclear. One reason for this dilemma may be that most studies have overlooked the mitochondrial genetic
system. The mitochondrion contains its own mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and independent biogenesis system. The mtDNA codes for the 13 most
important genes for mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS), the primary cellular energy generative system, plus the tRNAs and
rRNAs for mtDNA gene expression. Different organs have different mitochondrial energy dependency, in decreasing order of the brain, heart,
muscle, renal, and endocrine systems. Hence, subtle changes in mitochondrial function preferentially affect the brain and then other organ
systems. Mitochondrial structure and function also require one to two thousand nDNA genes making for complex genetic interactions. The
mitochondrion regulates a host of cellular functions besides energy production including redox control and reactive oxygen species (ROS)
production, Ca++ regulation, and apoptosis. The mitochondrion also controls cellular and nuclear function by generating the substrates for the
cellular signal transduction pathways and the epigenome. This is required because no cellular function can proceed without energy.
The mtDNA in maternally inherited and has a very high mutation rate, generating great inter-individual sequence diversity. This is achieved
without high genetic load by the severe restriction of the number of mtDNAs introduced into each female primordial germ cell followed by selection
for the most energetically robust follicles at ovulation which harbor the best mtDNAs.
Analysis of mtDNA variation of aboriginal populations has revealed that they harbor groups of related mtDNA haplotypes, designated
haplogroups. Haplogroups are founded by functional mutations that modified energy metabolism to adapt to local environmental demands.
Hence, the mtDNA is our adaptive engine. The mtDNA mutational tree originated in Africa ~200,000 years before present (YBP). After radiating
in Africa for ~150,000 years to generate multiple African-specific haplogroups, encompassed by macrohaplogroup L; only two mtDNAs successfully left Africa about 65,000 YBP to found macrohaplogroups M and N and colonize all of Eurasia and the Americas. While beneficial in one
environment, foundation haplogroup variants may be maladaptive in another environment. Hence, haplogroups have been found to predispose
to a wide range of metabolic and degenerative diseases such as autism, Alzheimer and Parkinson Disease, cardiovascular and inflammatory
disease.
The maternal mtDNA is present in thousands of copies per cell and its high mutation rate inevitably yields deleterious mutations. When a new
mutation arises within the female germline or a cell it creates a mixture of mutant and normal mtDNAs, known as heteroplasmy. As the proportion
of mutant mtDNA heteroplasmy increases by replicative segregation, bioenergetic function declines until it falls below the minimum energy for
that organ causing disease. Hundreds of pathogenic, maternally-inherited, homoplasmic or heteroplasmic, mtDNA mutations have been
identified. The first maternal mutation identified causes Leber Hereditary Optic Neuropathy (LHON), whose penetrance is modulated by the
background mtDNA haplogroup. Other mtDNA mutations have been associated with complex array of metabolic and degenerative diseases and
various cancers.
mtDNA mutations also accumulate in cells and tissues during development and with age. These somatic mutations progressively erode energy
production providing the aging clock and explaining the delayed onset and progressive course of many metabolic and degenerative diseases and
cancer.
Proof that mitochondrial defects are sufficient to cause the common diseases comes from the generation of mice which harbor mutations in nDNA
and mtDNA coded mitochondrial genes. Creation of mice harboring the human pathogenic mtDNA ND6 P25L mutation resulted in neurodegenerative disease. Mice harboring the mtDNA COI V421A mutation manifest cardiomyopathy, myopathy, and metabolic disease. Simply mixing two
normal but different mouse mtDNAs resulted in reduced activity, hyper-excitability, and a severe learning defect.
Mutations in nDNA-coded mitochondrial genes also cause disease. Mutations in the human brain-heart-muscle isoform of the adenine nucleotide
translocator (ANT1) result in autosomal recessive cardiomyopathy and myopathy, the severity of cardiomyopathy being determined by the
background mtDNA haplogroup. Ant1-deficient mice also develop myopathy and cardiomyopathy, and the severity of their cardiomyopathy is
markedly modulated by different mtDNA backgrounds.
Mitochondrial genetic variation also affects the mouse response to mild environmental stressor. Mitochondrial variation can also differentially
affect the cortical developmental migration of GABAergic inhibitory interneurons and glutamatergic excitatory pyramidal neurons. This can result
in excitation-inhibition imbalance and autism associated phenotypes.
These observations suggest that the mitochondria are the environmental sensors. They respond to environmental change and signal the nucleus
to modify bioenergetic gene expression to maintain homeostasis. However, sever environmental changes or mitochondrial gene mutations can
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exceed the capacity of mitochondrial-nuclear interaction to maintain homeostasis resulting in disease and ultimately death.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:50
Lineage diferentiation and phylogeography of Pseudorasbora parva in East Asia
LI Chao, FAN Ming-jun, MA Jingn, ZHAO Jun
South China Normal University, Shenzhen BGI Marine Science＆Technology corporation, Shenzhen Henggang central school
Widely distributed species frequently divide into multiple lineages. Topmouth gudgeon with broad distribution from Amur to Pearl River drainages
in Siberia, Korea and China. Here, we used mtDNA cytochrome b (Cyt b), cytochrome c oxidase subunit I(COI) and control region(D-loop) to
investigate phylogeographic pattern of P.parva in East Asia. Results based on Cyt b show four mtDNA lineages (lineage I-IV). Lineage I were
composed by populations in Japan, lineage II contain populations in drainages on north of Qinling Mountains-Huaihe River, lineage III consist of
populations in Taiwan Island, lineage IV showed widely geographic distribution covered most rivers on the south of Yangtze River. Interestingly,
analysis based on COI and D-loop sequences identified only three mtDNA lineages, which was discordant with Cyt b. Divergence data suggested
that P.parva populations diverged between 1.129-3.253 Ma. The results of mismatch analysis and neutral test show that there was population
dispersion in the history of P. parva in East Asia. We conclude that P.parva in drainages in East Asia comprise four mtDNA lineages, and
divergence between them was siganificant. Complicated geographic history in East Asia shaped the phylogeographic pattern of P.parva,
expecially Qinling Mountains-Huaihe River and Taiwan Strait, whereas Nanling Mountains show weak geographical obstruction unexpectedly.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:05
Transmission of mitochondrial heteroplasmy across multigenerational pedigrees
Kateryna Makova, Arslan Zaidi, Peter Wilton, Kate Anthony, Barbara Arbeithuber, Marcia Su, Anton Nekrutenko, Rasmus Nielsen
Penn State University, University of California
Mutations in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) lead to heteroplasmies, the presence of more than one allele at a locus in an individual. Previous
studies have shown that mtDNA undergoes a bottleneck during oogenesis. This reduces the mutation load in mtDNA, which has a higher
mutation rate compared to the nuclear genome, and is non-recombining. However, a severe bottleneck could also lead to fixation, in children, of
deleterious variants that are present at non-pathogenic frequencies in the mother’s germline. Thus, it is clinically relevant to investigate mtDNA
transmissions from mother to child, and to estimate the germline bottleneck size. Recently, we developed a population-genetic framework for
modeling mitochondrial heteroplasmy as a process that occurs on an ontogenetic phylogeny, with genetic drift and mutation changing heteroplasmy frequencies during the various developmental processes represented in the phylogeny. Using this framework, we develop a Bayesian
inference method for inferring rates of mitochondrial genetic drift and mutation at different stages of human life. Applying the method to previously
published heteroplasmy frequency data, we demonstrate a severe effective germline bottleneck comprised of the cumulative genetic drift
occurring between the divergence of germline and somatic cells in the mother and the separation of germ layers in the ospring. Additionally, we
demonstrate that the two somatic tissues we analyze here undergo tissue-specific bottlenecks during embryogenesis, less severe than the
effective germline bottleneck, and that these somatic tissues experience little additional genetic drift during adulthood. Using this novel method,
we have analyzed heteroplasmies in high-coverage (>8000x) mitochondrial genome sequences from two tissues (buccal and blood) of 363
individuals from 101 multi-generational families, including 212 mother-child transmissions. We identified 769 heteroplasmies (with minor allele
frequency above 1%), resulting in an average estimate of two heteroplasmies per person. There are fewer heteroplasmies in protein-coding
regions than expected by chance, in agreement with purifying selection. The number of heteroplasmies carried by a child is significantly associated with mother’s age at the time of giving birth, suggesting that older mothers transmit more mutations to their children. Additionally, we explore
how rapid mtDNA replication after the germline bottleneck affects estimates of the bottleneck size. Our results demonstrate the effects of maternal
age and germline bottleneck on mtDNA mutational load.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:35
Is there a mutation gradient along vertebrate mitochondrial genome mediated by genome replication?
Xuhua Xia
University of Ottawa
There is a long-held belief that a mutation gradient exists along vertebrate mtDNA, mediated by mitochondrial replication that leaves different
parts of the H-strand exposed in single-stranded state for different durations (DssH). However, the predicted mutation gradient and its tests suffer
from both conceptual and empirical problems. I assembled representative mammalian, avian and crocodilian mtDNA to test this prediction. I
measured substitution rates at codon positions 1 and 2 (S12) and at codon position 3 (S3), as well as synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution rates, and checked their change along the hypothetical gradient. Mammalian species do not support the predicted mutation gradient,
although they should according to the model. Crocodilian species exhibit a pattern closest to the prediction, although they should not because
their OL, if present, is not at a fixed position. Correlation between S3 and DssH is much weaker than that between S12 and DssH (contrary to the
prediction). This is not due to substitution saturation but is instead due to differential gene conservation, e.g., COX1 is far more conserved than
ND6 in all metazoans no matter where they are located along mtDNA. In vertebrates, conserved genes such as COX1 happen to have small
DssH and variables genes such as ND6 happen to have large DssH. The observed “mutation gradient” is driven by nonsynonymous substitutions,
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with synonymous substitutions associated with a much weaker “mutation gradient” likely caused by differential codon re-adaptation after nonsynonymous substitutions. The mammalian and avian results are also confirmed by a much larger compilation and analysis of 691 mammalian and
462 avian mtDNAs. The relevance of mutation pattern to mitochondrial disease is discussed.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:50
Mitochondrial DNA mutation and Diseases
Zheng-long Gu
Cornell University
The mitochondrion is an essential organelle, as it functions as the "power plant" for the cell, producing most of a cell's energy in the form of ATP.
Mitochondria are also the centers of signal transduction controlling many biological pathways, including calcium metabolism, iron metabolism,
reactive oxygen species metabolism, apoptosis, immune signaling, epigenetics and many others. For decades, most genetics studies have
focused on the effects of nuclear genome variation on diseases. Due to the functional importance of mitochondria and high mutation rate in
mtDNA, we focus on investigating the roles of mtDNA mutations in diseases. I will discuss our results regarding both age-related and children
diseases, and some on-going research in this direction.

20-4D: Student Award
16:50 - 17:50
Chair: Guojie Zhang
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

16:50
The Indonesian sea-nomad: Origin, dispersal, and adaptation
Pradiptajati Kusuma, Nicolas Brucato, Murray P. Cox, Phillipe Grangé, Herawati Sudoyo , François-Xavier Ricaut
Eijkman Institute for Molecular Biology, Université Paul Sabatier - Toulouse III, Massey Universit, Université de la Rochelle, University of Indonesia
The Indonesian archipelago has been a home for sea-farer experts and sea nomads since the Austronesian expansion era, as late as 4,000 years
ago. Among them, the Indonesian sea-nomad “Bajo” occupy widely the coastal areas in a multitude of different islands until nowadays. The Bajo
are known to be a mobile boat-dwelling people to do trading in distant places, and diving in the deep sea to fish to make living. Although many
Bajo communities live in far-distanced locations, they share a common culture, notably marked by a unique language: The Sama-Bajau, a
language that belongs to the Malayo-Polynesian branch of Austronesian language family. Their relative cultural homogeneity tends to balance
their constant interactions with diverse ethnic groups with which they live closely geographically. This appears to be often assumed as inter-cultural marriages and integration of nonBajo individuals into the community (“maritime creolisation”), leading to a presumption that, despite a common
cultural identity, the Bajo genetic diversity is heterogeneous. In addition to the absence of any archaeological and/or written history of the Bajo,
this apparent complexity is the reflection of the absence of consensus on the geographical origin, as well as the scenario of the Bajo dispersal.
To provide insights on these questions, here we present the autosomal genomewide SNPs study on three Bajo communities, living in coastal area
of (1) Kotabaru island, Southeast Borneo, (2) Derawan archipelago, Northeast Borneo, and (3) Kendari, Southeast Sulawesi, separated with
minimum straight line distance of 690 km. We compared the data to an exhaustive dataset from published data and our newly generated data
from ethnic populations of interest known to interact with Bajo communities, composed in total of 2,890 individuals. Our results show that the
genetic diversity of the sea nomad Bajo, similar to linguistic evidence, reveal a surprising distinct identity across far-distant communities, with
recent gene flows and/or common ancestry. Moreover, our analyses indicate a clear scenario of dispersal within the Indonesian archipelago.
Finally, we examined whether their particular way of life, on the frequent sea-dwelling and long-period sea-fishing, have left genetic traces by
selective pressure.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:05
Defensive traits exhibit an evolutionary trade-off and drive diversification in ants
Benjamin D. Blanchard, Corrie Moreau
University of Chicago, Field Museum of Natural History
Evolutionary biologists have long predicted that evolutionary trade-offs among traits should constrain morphological divergence and species
diversification. However, this prediction has yet to be tested in a broad evolutionary context in many diverse clades, including ants. Here, we
reconstruct an expanded ant phylogeny representing 82% of ant genera, compile a new family-wide trait database, and conduct various
trait-based analyses to show that defensive traits in ants do exhibit an evolutionary tradeoff. In particular, the use of a functional sting
negatively correlates with a suite of other defensive traits including spines, large eye size, and large colony size. Furthermore, we find that
several
of the defensive traits that trade off with a sting are also positively correlated with each other and drive increased diversification, further
suggesting that these traits form a defensive suite. Our results support the hypothesis that trade-offs in defensive traits significantly constrain trait
evolution and influence species diversification in ants.
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17:20
Pervasive correlation of molecular evolutionary rates in the tree of life
Qiqing Tao, Koichiro Tamura, Fabia Battistuzzi, Sudhir Kumar
Temple University,Tokyo Metropolitan University, Oakland University
New species arise from pre-existing species and inherit similar genome biology and environment. This predicts greater similarity of mutation rates
and tempo of molecular evolution between direct ancestors and descendants, which will cause autocorrelation of evolutionary rates in the tree of
life. Surprisingly, molecular sequence data have not confirmed this expectation, possibly because available methods lack the power to detect
autocorrelated rates. We have developed a powerful machine learning method to detect autocorrelation of rates in large phylogenies. Our method
performed extremely well in computer simulations and was more accurate and computationally feasible than Bayes factor for contemporary
datasets. By applying this method to multigene and genome-scale sequence alignments from mammals, birds, reptiles, insects, metazoans,
plants, fungi, and prokaryotes, we discovered pervasive and strong autocorrelation in molecular evolutionary rates throughout the tree of life in
both DNA and protein sequences. We have successfully addressed an enduring question in evolutionary biology: are the molecular rates of
change between species correlated or independent? We have shown that the evolutionary rates of change in diverse species groups are autocorrelated. That is, the correlation of evolutionary rates is the rule, rather than the exception in biology, which suggests greater concordance between
the patterns of evolutionary changes in genomes and higher-level biological attributes. Furthermore, the existence of pervasive correlation in
molecular rates throughout the tree of life will inform the practice of molecular clocks, because one must specify the correct rate model in molecular clock analyses to ensure correct time estimates that are essential for studies in biodiversity, phylogeography, and developmental and genome
evolution.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

17:35
Drivers of diversification in desert bees
Michael C. Orr
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Bees are vital pollinators in natural and managed systems, yet we know remarkably little of the factors which enable their success over evolutionary time scales. As bees are most species-rich in deserts, these areas may hold the key to improving our knowledge of bee evolution. The formation of North America’s southwestern deserts is one of the primary drivers of biodiversity in this region. Based on past studies, there is a general
expectation that desertification leads to higher diversification rates in xeric groups, and uplift events during the Neogene are believed to have
contributed greatly to desertification. However, these ideas remain relatively untested due to the difficulties of reliably estimating diversification
rates. This study uses a fully-sampled, four-gene phylogeny of the xerophilic bee group Anthophora (Micranthophora) to examine the interplay of
desertification and diversification. Time calibration was performed with Beast 2, ancestral geographic states were checked with three models in
the program RASP, and BAMM was used to estimate diversification rates. Dated to ~15 million years old, Anthophora (Micranthophora) originated
near the start of the Neogene Uplift. They have inhabited the hot deserts of the Southwest for much of its history, and most divergence events
occurred during the Neogene (96%), suggesting that uplift significantly increased their diversification. Further analyses revealed an exceptionally
high initial diversification rate, potentially a consequence of either adaptive radiation to new host plants or niche constraint elimination. However,
their diversification rate subsequently decreased nearly ten-fold, largely driven by a steadily decreasing speciation rate. Although the Neogene
Uplift was initially important for this group’s diversification, the subsequent group-wide decline in diversification is better explained by long-term
climatic cooling and niche limitation, which would disproportionately impact this xeric-adapted group.
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